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This thesis evaluates the changes that took place concerning the inclusion of
religion in the Massachusetts state Constitution from its inception in 1780 through the
amendments of 1833. Christianity, specifically Protestantism, was a central part of
Massachusetts’ culture at the onset of the Revolutionary War and the Declaration of
Independence. Many of the inhabitants’ ancestors came to Massachusetts for the express
purpose of either finding a place to practice their religion in peace or to provide an
example of perfect Christianity for the rest of the world.1 Most religious groups at the
time believed their religion was the one true religion. As more and diverse religious
groups came to the shores of America, religious tolerance became an issue. Most
religious groups were not sympathetic or even cordial to people of other faiths or
denominations. William Marnell states that the “Puritans believed in religious liberty for
Puritans alone.”2 There certainly was no room for allowing “dissidents” to have a voice
regarding the operation of the community.
The events that led to the creation of the Constitution of Massachusetts were
fraught with religious tension. The first attempt at creating a Constitution in 1778 failed
due to a lack of emphasis on religion. Both the Constitutionalists and the Separatists
wanted specific declarations in the Constitution regarding what the state would require of
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the people in terms of support (or lack there of) for local churches and ministers,
requirements for church and religion class attendance, and religious observations by
government officials. When Massachusetts finally established its Constitution in 1780,
changes in society and popular thought spurred great debate among the people of
Massachusetts. Mandatory taxation in support of community churches, religious
requirements of government officials, and mandatory attendance of religious instruction
were among the most fervently debated topics.
Even after the creation of the Constitution, the people of Massachusetts
continually forced the legislation to look closely at the rigid laws concerning religious
obligation. Court cases and petitions requiring interpretation of these laws flooded the
General and Supreme courts. However, true change did not occur until 1833, more than
fifty years later. The final blows to the Constitution in favor of the elimination of
religion were fierce and unstoppable in the end. By the time Massachusetts removed
religion from its Constitution, Massachusetts was far behind other state and federal laws.
Many other states had removed the religious clauses from their laws and the federal
government had refused to include one in its Constitution of 1787.
Life and culture in Massachusetts had changed. Religious tolerance was no
longer the question of the day but rather the demand of the people. Massachusetts could
no longer ignore that demand. In order to secure peace within its own realm,
Massachusetts had to relieve the people of the burden of established religion.
Massachusetts’ founders believed every person should live a God-centered,
governmentally controlled life, however, after two centuries, the people of Massachusetts
learned that the government could not make that decision for the individual.

3
Introduction

The problems that arise from combining religious and political affairs have
existed for centuries. This issue has created entire wars. The creation and dissolution of
several countries has hinged on the question of whether or not a government could or
should combine church and state business. Europe in particular has had an especially
difficult struggle in this area. Before the protestant reformation, the Catholic Church and
the functions of monarchical government were deeply intertwined. This interaction
created problems for both sides. Monarchs and nobles resented having to pay church
taxes and being forced to have the church’s approval concerning royal appointments.
Likewise, the church resented royal assumption of the selecting of bishops for the church.
After the Reformation, religious diversity spread quickly, and each denomination had its
own view of the involvement of the church in state business and vise versa.3
It was during the Reformation, that England split from the Catholic Church and
established the Anglican Church, with the king as its head. The Anglican Church was the
only legal church in England; attendance was mandatory and monitored. Persons who
were absent from church had to pay a fine.4 Other countries followed England’s example
and broke away from the Catholic Church; Scotland, for instance, declared Calvinism its
official religion in the 1560’s.5 As a result, “state churches formed institutional
Christianity’s common denominator in Europe on the eve of colonization.”6
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Although Elizabeth I made concessions in the Anglican Church to try to appease
both Catholics and Protestants, not everyone was content with the workings of the
Church. The Pilgrims immigrated to Massachusetts in the 1620’s. They had given up on
the idea of reaching a compromise between their beliefs and those of the Anglican
Church and simply wanted to be left alone to pursue religion in their own way.7 In 1630,
the Puritans, motivated by religion and conscience, left England to establish colonies in
North America.8 They settled in Massachusetts hoping to create an ideal community to
serve as an example to England in hopes of reforming the Anglican Church.9 In 1636,
they established Harvard College for the purpose of training clergymen. The Puritans
established a church, a government equipped with a governor elected by the church
members, and a school system. Yet, only six years after establishing their ideal
community, people started complaining about mandatory worship and the interference of
the state in religious matters.10
More colonies were established and diversity in religious beliefs spread, not only
among colonists but among immigrants as well. Before 1650, every colony in the
Americas except Maryland had an established church.11 Virginia, Delaware, the New
Netherlands, as well as the colonies of Spain, France, and Portugal each transferred their
state churches to the lands they now claimed in the New World.12 The Massachusetts
colony, although made up predominately of Congregationalists, or Puritans, became a
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turbulent home to Catholics, Quakers, Baptists, and a myriad of other denominations.
Although many of these religious sects had come to America in search of religious
freedom, religious tolerance was not usually part of their doctrine. Congregationalists,
Baptists, and Quakers took turns persecuting each other and demanding priority of their
beliefs, one over the other. They would destroy each other’s buildings, writings, icons,
cultural patterns, and institutions.13 However, the Congregationalists by far
outnumbered all of the other churches in Massachusetts and thus, usually maintained
control over governmental issues and positions.
The volley for church power and position continued throughout the colonies as
did the attempts of England to maintain control over the colonies, both religiously and
politically. The colonists resisted England’s attempts at control but still hoped for
reconciliation. In the mid 1700’s, the struggle came to a head. When faced with
parliament’s Coercive Acts in 1774, the hope for reconciliation began fading fast. In
1776, the colonists awaited commissioners from England to bring “terms of
reconciliation.” The terms arrived but not until after the Declaration of Independence and
even then they were shallow and unacceptable.14
Massachusetts was approaching a critical crossroads in its young existence.
America had won independence from England and was beginning the process of creating
a national government. The people of Massachusetts would have to create a government
for the state. In approaching this task, the people faced many decisions about the kind of
government they would establish. Being Christian minded people, the issue of religious
support and observation was at the forefront of most peoples’ minds. Should the state
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mandate religious education? Should the state require the citizens to pay church taxes?
Should all the members of the government be of the Christian faith? Could the
Massachusetts government create an institution that demanded religious observation by
its citizens without being constantly embroiled in a legal war over individual rights?
Massachusetts and its people were about to embark on one of the most controversial
political adventures of American history.

7
Chapter One: Culture, Religion, and the Constitution
Massachusetts settlements were established for many reasons, however, one of the
most predominate was the religious needs of people. The Pilgrims wanted to escape the
mockery the Church of England had made of the reformation and create what they saw as
a true church.15 They attempted to create their church in England, then the Netherlands,
and finally settled in Massachusetts in 1620, completely separating themselves from the
England and the Anglican Church.16 Likewise, the Puritans also left England for
religious yet different reasons. The Puritans, unlike the Pilgrims, believed that the
Church of England was still good though perhaps a bit confused. The Puritans believed
the Church could be reformed. Their desire was to lead by example and show the Church
how Christian life and the Church should function. The Puritans left England in 1630
under the charge of John Winthrop who preached his sermon, “A Modell of Christian
Charity,” during their voyage. He advocated that the people work to create a “city on a
hill” to serve as a beacon and example for those misguided members of the Anglican
Church.17
By 1760, church spires defined the skyline of most colonies.18 Daily life had
revolved around church and religion for Europeans at least as far back as the Middle
Ages; that frame of mind traversed the Atlantic Ocean creating a similar environment in
Massachusetts in the mid 1700’s. Sermons like Foxe’s Book of Martyrs, Bunyan’s
Pilgrims Progress, and Flavel’s Devotional Tracts, were printed for re-reading.19 The
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church was the center of life, the guardian of morality, and the protector of society’s
values.
By the 1700’s, the dominant religious group was the Congregational Church, an
evolutionary group of Puritan ancestry. It advocated the idea that religion was essential
to people’s happiness and a strong church was necessary for a stable state.20 It had
always maintained a policy that public worship of religion and support of the church was
each person’s duty.21 The government used ministers and religious teachers in an
unofficial capacity to maintain peoples’ moral codes and to inform and persuade the
people regarding political issues. Likewise, churches established blasphemy statutes and
made church attendance mandatory, and then relied on local government to enforce these
moral codes.22 If people violated these rules they were whipped, fined, jailed, or put to
death.23
In addition to church rules about people’s behavior, local governments also
implemented religious law. The Massachusetts state law of 1692 required the people to
pay taxes in support of the local Congregational church.24 The only people exempt were
those whose church supported its own teacher, and then only if the people claiming
exemption went through an extremely elaborate certification process.25 If a person’s
church could not afford to support a public religion teacher, then the taxes collected from
its members was used to support the Congregational teacher.26 With rigid, one-sided
laws like this one in place, tension between religious groups and the government grew
20
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rapidly. The Baptists in particular were upset about the tax issues. Many of their
congregations were too small to collect enough money to pay a teacher and yet were still
required to pay to support the Congregational one. The tax law also affected even
smaller denominations, not to mention the poor of Massachusetts who could hardly
afford to pay such a tax. Many who could not pay or refused to pay ended up in jail or
worse.27
Rigid laws from within Massachusetts were not the only concern of the people in
the mid 1700’s. In response to the Boston Tea Party, the English parliament passed the
Coercive Acts in 1774 closing Boston Harbor until the colonists repaid the cost of the tea.
The Intolerable Acts, as the colonists called them, also prohibited town meetings and
dissolved the General Court replacing it with a body of royally appointed council
members.28 Shortly thereafter, the Massachusetts Provincial Congress deposed the
Governor and then illegally governed Massachusetts from October 1774 to July 1775.29
During this time, the Provincial Congress received numerous letters from different
counties, including one by John Adams, inquiring about the possibility of drafting a
constitution and establishing a formal government. The Congress of Massachusetts was
not ready to take that step as it still held out hope for reconciliation with England. It was
willing, however, to re-establish the General Court. In June 1775, newly restored
General Court petitioned the people for loyalty.30 The court claimed that it was the duty
of the government to provide knowledge, education, and “true religion” to all the
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inhabitants, so that correct decisions could be made concerning the establishment and
advancement of civil decisions. The court therefore commanded all people to lead
religious lives, free of
blasphemies, contempt of the holy scriptures and of the lord’s day, and all other
crimes and misdemeanors, all debauchery, profaneness, corruption, venality, all
riotous and tumultuous proceedings, and all immoralities whatsoever; and that
they decently and reverently attend the publick worship of God, at all times
acknowledging, with gratitude, his merciful interposition in their behalf, devoutly
confiding in him, at the God of armies, by whose favour and protection, alone,
they may hope for success in their present conflict.31
The court then requested that the ministers of each town and parish read the petition to its
parishioners on the appointed day after “Divine service.”32 The some people received the
court’s request well; however, others vehemently opposed continuing the operation of
Massachusetts’ government with a non-elected representative body and the lack of a
formal Constitution.
Meanwhile, the Continental Congress was establishing freedom for the American
colonies. The Congress issued the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776. At this
point, all hope of reconciliation with England was dissolved and nearly everyone in
Massachusetts felt the need for fresh government.33 On September 17, 1776, the General
Court of Massachusetts offered to and requested permission from the people to create a
constitution. Almost immediately, counties started writing the General court approving
the idea; however, many had stipulations as to the process of creating the Constitution,
issues of representation, and inclusion of specific terms. Concord called for a separation
of powers.34 Ashfield wanted to take the law of God for the foundation of the
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government.35 Eventually the counties agreed to allow a council of representatives to
gather and create a Constitution that the towns could subsequently ratify. On May 5,
1777, each county sent popularly elected representatives to protect the interests of its
people at the Constitutional Convention. Religion became one of the most volatile
subjects the convention encountered. Members of the Convention made a series of
arguments trying to protect taxpayers from having to pay for the support of ministers
whose services they did not attend, but it ultimately failed.36
The argument against taxes was not the only thing that failed. In May 1778, the
Convention sent the Constitution of Massachusetts to the counties for their review and
approval. Each county analyzed and reflected upon the laws and assertions within the
Constitution. The Constitution of 1778 failed to pass the ratification process by a five to
one majority.37 Most of the counties returned their resolutions without stating the reasons
for their rejection. However, many of the counties that did respond cited either
disagreement with religious issues or simply the lack of a Bill of Rights in the
Constitution. It turned out that the drafters of the Constitution of 1778 – James Warren,
Azor Orne, Noah Goodman, Isaac Stone, and Eleazer Brooks – left the issue of religion
alone for the most part.38
Article 29 stipulated that the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Senators,
Representatives, and Judiciary must claim the Protestant faith under oath before taking up
their office.39 The only other mention of religion was in the 34th Article, which granted
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the free exercise of religion to all Protestants.40 Among the responses to the Constitution,
the town of Lenox requested that members of Congress also be required to profess
Protestantism.41 The town of Essex disagreed with the statement in the 34th Article that
the exercise of religion was to be “allowed” when the people of the town of Essex
believed it was the natural and uncontrollable right of every member of the state.42 The
1778 Constitution was overwhelmingly unacceptable to most of the people of
Massachusetts, whether their motives were religious or not. This unsuccessful attempt at
creating a formal government, however, did not stifle the people’s desire for one.
The Constitutionalists continued to push for a Constitution, this time urging for
the inclusion of a Bill of Rights. For some creating a Bill of Rights meant including
specific statements regarding the religious obligations for the people of Massachusetts.
Pittsfield, for example, wrote to the general court in November of 1778 stressing the
importance of guaranteeing and protecting peoples’ civil and religious liberties.43
Pittsfield professed that the people, holding the power in free states, have both alienable
and unalienable rights; unalienable rights being the rights of conscience, to worship God
and practice the Christian religion, and to determine the type of government they will
prosper under.44 Pittsfield was not the only town concerned about the government.
William Whiting wrote a letter to the people of Berkshire urging them to support the idea
of creating a Constitution to protect the rights of the individual claiming that “the voice
of the people is the voice of God” and anyone opposed to constitution making was a
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blasphemer.45 The people of Massachusetts continued to advocate that it was God’s will
and their responsibility to create a government that stipulated the observation of religion,
at least the Protestant religion. The people of Massachusetts were not going to continue
to brush aside their request for the establishment of a formal government. Moreover,
religion was most certainly going to be a part of whatever government they created. The
people needed and were demanding that the government draw clear lines about the
religious obligations required of the people.
In 1779, the General Court tried again to provide an avenue for the creation of a
constitution. It sent a request out in February asking the towns to deliberate on two
issues: 1) did they desire to have a constitution and 2) would they be willing to elect
representatives to be their voice during the process.46 The results were a 2 to 1 majority
vote in favor of a Constitution. In June, the court issued a declaration that towns could
begin electing delegates to the Constitutional Convention in the same numbers as they
were allowed representatives.47 Upon selecting their delegates, many towns gave written
instructions as to the specifications the delegates were to require of the Constitution.
Pittsfield opposed any delay in the creation of a Constitution so long as all
unalienable rights were included in a Bill of Rights. Pittsfield requested that the Bill of
Rights state that all people could worship God as they saw fit, that there be no
establishment of any specific religion, and that each person could worship their own way
in peace.48 However, Pittsfield did stipulate that it wanted the Governor, Lieutenant
Governor, Council, and House of Representatives to not only be Christian, but
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Protestant.49 The town of Gorham also had requests of the convention, and quite the
opposite to those of Pittsfield. Gorham wanted no qualification required of public
servants save merit, including not having to profess Christianity, let alone a Christian
denomination.50 The town of Stoughton simply requested that a Bill of Rights be
included; no definition as to what it should contain was included in the response.51
On September 1, 1779, the Constitutional Convention met at Cambridge. Each
town was to send the same number of representatives to the Convention as they had
representatives in the General Court.52 The Convention selected three men to write the
new Constitution: James Bowdoin, Samuel Adams, and John Adams.53 Historically,
John Adams has been given the credit for writing the Massachusetts state Constitution.
During the committee’s deliberations on the different topics addressed in the
Constitution, the issue of religion caused John Adams great difficulty.54 At first, Adams
left the section of the Constitution regarding religion blank and focused his efforts on the
other issues of the Constitution. Eventually, the Convention elected a special committee
of seven men to deliberate on the issue of religion.55
As a result, the entire second session of the Convention, from October 28 to
November 11, was devoted to the issue of religion.56 The Sectarians waged the debate
over the separation of church and state, but to no avail. The Congregationalists argued
that the civil government depends on piety, morality, and religion and that was attainable
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only through public worship.57 The Congregationalists further argued, “that the people
have the right to invest the legislature with the ‘power to authorize and require the several
towns and parishes to make provision for the support of public worship.’”58 The existing
law requiring the people of each town to pay for the support of the local Congregational
teacher was absorbed into Article III by majority vote.59 Religion became an official
sanction of the government and Constitution of Massachusetts. Article III, along with
other parts of the Constitution, specifically stated the religious obligations of the people
of Massachusetts, as will be seen later in this chapter.
With the drafting of the Constitution complete in 1780, the convention wrote a
letter to the constituents of Massachusetts. In the letter, it stressed to the people the care
and deliberation that went into creating the Constitution. The delegates informed the
people that the “third article of the declaration of rights…provided for the free exercise of
the rights of conscience” as they understood that these rights were more valuable to the
people than other rights.60 The delegates ensured the people that people of various
denominations participated in long debates on the subject and the decisions included in
the Constitution were reached relatively unanimously given the controversial nature of
the topic.61 It must be understood that the delegates were not at all certain that Article III
would pass the ratification process. The Convention wrote this letter to the people,
specifically mentioning Article III, in hopes that they could place enough emphasis on the
compromises reached in the Convention to convince the people of Massachusetts to
accept the Constitution without revision.
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While the Convention had made taxation for the support of religious teachers
mandatory for all citizens, the Convention did not demand that all people belong to one
specific church. The Convention delegates stated that they did not feel it was acceptable
to set up one religion over another; that was a “matter between God and individuals.”62
However, the Convention did stipulate that all monies collected for the support of
religious teachers belonged to the Congregational Church’s teacher. The Convention
then set provisions within Article III to allow minority denominations to utilize their
parishioners’ taxes to support a teacher from those denominations.63 In addition, while
the Convention had stipulated that all government officials profess Christianity, the
Convention did not specify a specific denomination.64 However, the framers did exclude
Roman Catholics from holding office due to their belief that the Roman Catholic faith
was “subversive of a free government established by the people.”65
The Convention submitted the letter to the constituents of the counties of
Massachusetts with the request that each county approve, reject, or suggest alterations to
the Constitution. The delegates did try to urge the people to be cautious. They advised
that it might be “prudent for individuals to cast out of the scale, smaller considerations
and fall in with an evident majority unless in matters in which their consciences shat
constrain them to determine otherwise” rather than to risk causing a rift that would
unbalance the stability of any constitution.66
The constitution of 1780 contained 30 articles in the Bill of Rights, and 6 chapters
and over 65 articles in the frame of government. References to religion began in Article
62
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II of the Bill of Rights. There the framers stated that it was the right and duty of all men
to worship the “supreme being, the great creator and preserver of the universe” and that
no person could be altercated for worshipping in a way as denoted by his conscience,
provided he does not disrupt the public peace or other’s right to worship.67 Article III
was really the focus of the religious debate. The claim was made here that happiness,
order, and civil government depended on faithful religion and morality, which must be
taught to the public. Therefore, they granted the legislators the power to require people
to make provisions for the public worship of God, the support and maintenance of a
protestant public religion teacher, and to require attendance of all subject to religious
instruction.68 In requiring the public to support a religious teacher, the framers stipulated
that each person could designate which denomination or church received its taxes. If a
person did not choose a specific denomination, then the taxes would revert to the parish
church.69 Article III also allowed for equal protection of all denominations of Christians
under the law and stipulated no denomination was to be subordinate to another.70
Religious references continued in the body of the Frame of Government in the
constitution. Chapter II Section I Article II and Section II Article I required both the
Governor and Lieutenant Governor to declare under oath that they were faithful to the
Christian religion.71 Chapter VI required the Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
Counselors, Senators, and Representatives to take an oath of office stating, “I…declare
that I believe the Christian religion and have a firm persuasion of its truth…so help me
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God.” However, a provision was made for Quakers, opposed to swearing oaths, that they
be allowed to say, “This I do under the pains and penalties of perjury.”72
During the course of the time spent trying to establish permission to create a
Constitution and the actual creation of the Constitutional Convention, the issue of the
governance of Harvard College came about. Created by the Puritans over a century prior
for the education of clergymen, Harvard had been under the control of the governor,
deputy governor, president of Harvard College, and, unofficially, the Congregational
church. Not everyone was pleased with this arrangement. Thus, the framers saw it
necessary to stipulate in the state constitution the succession of control over Harvard
College. The framers allowed that the Governor, lieutenant governor, council, senate,
president of the college, and the local Congregational ministers would maintain control as
the overseers of Harvard College.73 While this article of the constitution was not a direct
judgment about religion in people’s lives, it did create a significant bond between church
and state in the public mind.
On March 2, 1780, the proposed Constitution went out to the counties and towns
for ratification. By far the most controversial Article was the third. By the summer,
returns for the various counties had started flowing back into the Convention. The
reports the Convention received back from the towns and counties reflected the vast
differences of opinion the people of Massachusetts held concerning church and state
relations. Some people were content with Article III; some wanted revisions if possible
but would accept Article III as it was if necessary. The Baptists were actually
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encouraged by the fact that there was a statement excluding the subordination of any one
sect by another under the law.74
When Boston returned its decision, the representatives requested changes to
certain parts of the Constitution. Article II passed without remark; however, Article III
required revisions. Boston requested that instead of listing the members of society that
would be required to make provisions for religious teachers, to have the words “all
inhabitants” be included in the statement. They also requested that the framers
supplement the statement concerning the support of Protestant teachers to include a
provision for those in “voluntary support of other religious teachers or publick worship.”
Boston also wanted to remove the statement concerning the mandatory attendance of
religious instruction. In reference to the peoples’ power to elect a teacher, Boston
requested permission for each denomination to elect one of its own, thus avoiding any
one sect controlling another. Bostonians further requested that if a person not belonging
to the parish church does not have a teacher to support he may declare it to go to the poor
of any parish or religious society; if not declared within 12 months, those taxes would be
apportioned to the poor of the parish where it was collected. Boston also requested that
none of these changes affect a current contract with a teacher.75
The people of Boston went into great detail as to the specific changes it would
have liked to see in the Constitution. The people argued that the alterations were
intended to “secure the rights of conscience and to give the fullest scope to religious
liberty.”76 Boston then provided a caveat to its delegates. If they could not succeed in
procuring these amendments, they were to vote for Article III in its present state; Boston
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would rather accept Article III as it was than to risk losing the Article completely if it
were to go through another convention.77
The majority of the other returns were considerably less detailed in their requests
for changes. The town of Ashby, for instance, objected to the words “public peace” in
Article II claiming it was redundant because the practice of religion had been secured and
guaranteed by that very Article. As for Article III, Ashby objected to it as a whole. The
people of Ashby claimed that Article II provided the guarantee of religious liberty and
Article III then asserted restraints of that liberty.78 The people of Ashby declared that
requiring a person to support a religious teacher, regardless of his beliefs, restrains his
estate and subsequently his liberty. Ashby also declared that since religious societies had
no representation in the legislature, the legislature had no right to regulate them.79 The
people of Ashby also objected to Article III on the general principle that
that which is of greatest importance ought not to be subordinated to that which is
least the well being and prosperity of religious Society as such, is of greater
importance, then that of politick bodys as such, the reason therefore which is
given in the third Article for investing the Legeslature with authority to make
Laws binding on religious Societys as such in inconsistent and against the piece
and welfare of the State.80
The people of Ashby asserted that allowing the legislature to make laws over religious
society negated Christ’s reign over his people.81 Ashby further stated that “He that made
us reasonable Creatures and Conferd upon us the Blessing of the Gospell has by this
frame and situation laid us under the strongest Obligation to the practice of Piety,
Religeon, and Morality that can posibly be conceived, & if this wont impress our minds
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to doe our Duty nothing will.”82 Ashby was completely opposed to having legislation
rule the religious aspects of people’s lives.
The town of Marlborough apparently did not want legislation influencing religion
as it desired to have “ministers of the Gospel of all denominations” added to the list of
persons not allowed to hold a position in the Senate or House.83 The town of Springfield
requested that the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, counselors, senators, and
representatives not only be Christians but Protestants and be required to declare as much
in its oath of office.84 Then there were returns from Braintree, Rehoboth, Mansfield,
Dorchester, Middleborough, Barnstable, Belchertown, and even Pittsfield, that made no
exceptions to religious issues in their resolutions to the convention.85
There were some positive reactions to the constitution. The Officers for the
Massachusetts Line, the Massachusetts component of the Continental Army, wrote a
glowing letter of approval in favor of the constitution.86 The General Court also
submitted a letter praising the drafters and their creation of such a well-written piece of
legislation.87 Samuel Adams wrote to John Adams declaring the Constitution a success
having been “carried through with much good Humour among the People.”88
After all the returns were in and the numbers counted, Article III fell some 600
votes short to qualify for ratification; it received enough votes for a majority but not for
the two-thirds it needed to pass.89 In their letter to the constituents of Massachusetts, the
Convention delegates stated, “It is in your Interest to revise it [the Constitution] with the
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greatest Care and Circumspection, and it is your undoubted Right, either to propose such
Alterations and Amendments as you shall judge proper, or, to give it your own Sanction
in its present Form, or, totally to reject it.”90 From the evidence of the returns available,
several towns and counties exercised their right to ask for changes to the Constitution.
These changes never materialized. Instead, the Convention pushed the Constitution
through and declared it passed. Current available tallies from the returns show that
although some counties’ returns were against the ratification of Article III, the tally sheets
showed their votes in the positive, omitted, or crossed through.91 Chapter II Section I
Article II was also shown to be short on votes.92 Yet, the Constitution was ratified June
16, 1780, eight years before the United Stated adopted the Federal Constitution. The
Massachusetts state Constitution went into effect October 25, 1780, with a clause for the
ability to revise the Constitution in 1795.93
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Chapter Two: The Constitutional Convention of 1820
With the Constitution ratified and laws in place governing the disbursement of
religious taxes, the Baptists and other smaller denominations began to hope for relief
from financial strain and governmental persecution. However, implementing the
Constitutional rules about tax exemption was more difficult than the people expected.
Many non-Congregationalists still had to go to court to get their Constitutional right to
pay taxes to their own church enforced. In 1781, Elijah Balkom, a Baptist, was
imprisoned in Attleborough for refusing to pay the tax assessed there for the
Congregational church.94 Balkom sued the county assessor for damages and, after an
appeal to the Attorney General of Massachusetts, won his case.95 Similar cases appeared
all across Massachusetts. The Massachusetts state government also created laws that
caused strife among its inhabitants. In 1791, Massachusetts passed a law that required all
people to attend church services on Sunday.96 Though it was never enforced, it created
great debate over church and state relations among the citizens of Massachusetts. Jacob
Meyer writes that “prolonged war always has a tendency to lower moral and religious
standards,” and Americans had just lived through two wars in less than 25 years.97 The
people of Massachusetts, and of America, were ready for an easier life, ready to have
more peace and less restraint on their lives.
While the Massachusetts government was struggling to make changes regarding
religion, the people of Massachusetts were having no problem absorbing new and
different ideas about government and society. Americans were reading about and
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implementing the ideas of enlightened philosophers like John Locke, Jean Jacques
Rousseau, and Voltaire. These philosophers advocated republicanism, freedom, equality,
liberty, and strong yet controlled central governments. These ideas were stirring feelings
of reform and change all over the western world. The ideology of the French revolution,
fanned by the flames of these philosophical ideas, swept through America, bringing with
it deism, violence, and great debate.98 Thomas Jefferson supported the revolution
claiming that any assertion of liberty over tyranny was a good thing. The more
conservative members of society worried that these “excesses of liberty” were the
epitome of a failed government.99 Support for the Revolution spread throughout
America. Americans thrived on the concepts of democracy, equality, toleration, and
liberty. The citizens of Massachusetts, like most Americans, wanted to incorporate these
ideas into every aspect of their lives. Some, however, found toleration and liberty easier
to advocate than to implement.
Even within the Congregational church people were finding it difficult to
maintain cohesion. There was always a sect within the Congregational church that did
not completely agree with strict Calvinist teachings; believing in God as a whole rather
than in three parts as the Trinitarians believed.100 People in England who believed in
these liberal Calvinistic teachings were called Unitarians. Unitarian ideas existed as early
as 1750; however, they were not wide spread or organized.101 In 1794, Reverend John
Priestley founded the first Unitarian society in Philadelphia. 102 From there, Unitarian
ideas began to spread throughout the states. Massachusetts was not exempt from the
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growing numbers of Unitarian Congregationalists. For the most part, the Unitarians and
Trinitarians had been able to share the Congregational churches in relative silence.
However, as the Unitarians gained strength with the parishes, the ability of the
Trinitarians and Unitarians to worship together in peace began to dissipate. In 1799, the
Congregational church at Plymouth elected a Unitarian minister, Reverend James
Kendall.103 The Trinitarians could no longer stand the differences between the sects and
withdrew their memberships to create their own church.104 The rift between the two sects
was starting to widen.
The Congregational church was not the only denomination feeling the effects of
change. Minority churches had grown in number and in the respect of the community.
The membership in the Baptist churches increased in part due to their doctrine of
democracy. However, many Baptist converts found the biggest draw to be the Baptist
views against state sanctioned church taxes.105 Not only were existing denominations
growing but new ones were forming. The Methodist church developed during the 1790’s
attracting many people who were unsatisfied with the Congregational church.106
Society’s desire for change even affected politics. Political parties began to form
after 1789.107 The Federalists were conservative and nationalistic, while the
Jeffersonians were liberal and interested in individual and states’ rights. The
Congregationalists supported the Federalists while the dissenting denominations, anyone
who was not a Congregationalist, went with Jefferson.108 The dissenting congregations
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had grown stronger and more numerous, yet still held an inferior position in society due
to the compulsory religious taxes of the Massachusetts Constitution.109 The 1800
Presidential election pitted John Adams against Thomas Jefferson. The Jeffersonians’
platform provided an outlet for the dissenters’ grievances and complaints. With the
support of the growing dissenting population, Jefferson won the Presidential election of
1800; however, the Federalists still maintained a majority in most government offices.110
In this national context, religious debate once again took top priority in
Massachusetts. The Congregational church’s internal problems worsened over
appointments at Harvard University. Harvard, having been under the control of the
Congregationalists for years, was a coveted possession of both the Trinitarians and
Unitarians. In the course of change between retirements and deaths of the members of
the Board of Overseers for Harvard, the Unitarians had slowly been filling vacant seats.
In 1805, the Unitarians gained control of the Hollis Professorship of Divinity, the chair
for the theological seminary.111 This was the last straw for the Trinitarians. They
vacated the remainder of their Board positions and resolved to establish their own
seminary at Andover and eventually a college at Amherst.112 The Trinitarians would side
with the Jeffersonians in advocating the release of Harvard from the control of the
Congregational church.113
The court cases propagated the rift between the Unitarian and Trinitarian
Congregationalists throughout the early 1800’s. In 1811, the parish voted Reverend
Jonathan Burr out of his pulpit but retained the support of nine-tenths of the members of
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the church.114 Thwarted by the parish’s decision, Burr and the majority of the church
members left to start their own church. The minority members that remained with the
original church claimed the church property and chose a new minister.115 The two
churches became involved in the case Burr v. Sandwich over the rightful ownership of
the original church’s property. Chief Justice of Massachusetts, Theophilus Parsons
interpreted the Constitution for the case declaring that the parish had the right to choose
its minister; therefore, church property legally belonged to the parish. Protests sprang up
across the state, especially from dissenters who believed the court case subjected the
church to the parish. 116 The case of Burr v. Sandwich planted a seed of resentment
between the Trinitarians and Unitarians that would hasten the loss of power by the
Congregationalists.
However, the dissenters rebounded. In 1811, a Jeffersonian governor, Elbridge
Gerry, passed the Religious Freedom Act. It allowed all men to have their taxes paid to
the church of their choice, incorporated or not.117 The Constitution did not stipulate
whether a church needed to be incorporated or not in order to collect taxes. Tradition and
various local court cases were in conflict about the issue. In 1810, Chief Justice of
Massachusetts Theophilus Parsons ruled in the case of Barnes v. Falmouth that only
incorporated churches could collect taxes.118 Mandatory church incorporation would
have required more than half of all non-Congregational churches as the time to petition
the court for a certificate of incorporation and each certificate would require an
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investigation by the state to determine the validity of the church’s claim.119 The
Religious Freedom Act of 1811 negated the need for the dissenting congregations to go
through such a difficult process and instead allowed all churches the right to collect taxes.
Court cases like the ones just discussed plagued the General and Supreme Courts
of Massachusetts for years. In 1820, Maine separated from Massachusetts due to its
growing population and became its own state. When Maine petitioned for this
separation, a debate for Constitutional revision ensued in Massachusetts in order to plan
for the reapportionment of representative districts.120 The Federalists opposed having a
Convention, but the Jeffersonians were eager to attempt to sway a convention to
eliminate religion from the Constitution in a way they could not accomplish with the
legislature. The legislative committee for constitutional revision did not believe a
Constitutional Convention was necessary, however, at the behest of the people, the
committee recommended one anyway.121 The constitutional clause regarding approval
for a Constitutional convention called for a 2/3 vote in the senate. Convention supporters
appealed to the Senate and House legislatures to allow for a majority vote instead. The
house agreed, and the vote was carried in favor of a constitutional Convention.122
The debates between the two sides grew more hostile as the convention prepared
to begin. The sectarians wanted a complete separation of church and state. They claimed
that Article III, in compelling religious worship and assessment of religious taxes, created
an inferior status for minority. The sectarians wanted to be able to worship without any
form of governmental intervention. Specifically, they wanted to be able to worship “in
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that manner, and that place, which to him seems most right and agreeable; whether
privately in his own house, or publicly in a Parish Church, and if he does not see fit to
attend public worship he ought not be compelled to pay taxes for those who do.”123 They
accused the Congregational church of using the government to protect itself.124 The
sectarians also declared the requirements of government officers to swear belief in
Christianity to be in conflict with religious freedom. The federal government did not
require oaths of faith, why should the state of Massachusetts?125 The Congregationalists
were completely opposed to this line of thinking. If Massachusetts allowed any
denomination to flourish, if it did not require religious observation and control the moral
lives of its people, the image of the state that the Puritans had envisioned and worked so
hard to establish would fade into nothing. This conflict directly threatened daily life in
Massachusetts, not to mention the financial well being of the Congregational churches.
In September, Chief Justice Isaac Parker, through a speech to the grand jury,
declared that the forming of a constitutional convention was not warranted, except to
resolve the issue of Maine’s separation from Massachusetts and representation.
However, since the Convention was going to happen anyway, great care should be taken
when selecting the men to complete the task. Parker then proceeded to lecture the grand
jury in defense of the Bill of Rights, religion as the foundation of society, the essentiality
of religious institutes to governmental order, and a host of other issues. He advised the
people to require all citizens to support public school, public worship, and to require that
officers profess Christianity.126 Parker was not interested in compromising any further
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for the sake of dissenters. The Federalists were ecstatic to have the backing of Isaac
Parker. The sectarians were outraged, especially at his declaration that “’it is enough for
them [people of other faiths] to be tolerated in the free profession and use of their own
religion.’”127
Deliberation at the convention began on November 24, 1820. After John Adams
declined the nomination, Chief Justice Parker accepted the role of president of the
convention.128 Parker broke the convention up into committees, each assigned a specific
issue to deliberate on and report to the convention. Once again, religion took center stage
in the debates, specifically parish taxes, oaths of office, and the governance of
Harvard.129
The issue of Harvard’s inclusion in the constitution came up first.130 The
argument from the Federalists stated that the establishment and charter of Harvard
happened long ago and the judiciary had no right to try to make changes.131 The
Trinitarians argued that giving control to the Congregationalists was only a ploy to keep
Harvard out of the state’s control. The Trinitarians wanted the Board of Overseers open
to persons of all denominations and for the Board of Overseers to have a voice in
legislative changes. In counter argument, they stood against state funding, for ten
thousand a year, of a school facility that was apparently religious in nature.132 The
convention established a special committee to look into the issues and allegations of the
Trinitarians. The committee reported that it agreed with the request that all
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denominations have a chance to serve on the Board of Overseers.133 It also declared it
necessary that the Board give approval for legislation changes. However, it stood fast on
the maintenance of the college’s ability to govern itself, receive, and utilize funding from
the state. The convention accepted the report, and sent it to the people for a vote.134
Next was the right of the constitution to require religious declarations for
acceptance of a candidate as a public official. The Federalists declared that in as much as
a people were of a collective religion, it should be in their power to require that their
leaders profess the same. However, since they did not feel it was necessary for the
execution of the functions of public office, they offered to omit declarations of faith from
oaths of office.135 The report met with some resistance. Some claimed that they were
afforded that right by the constitution of 1780 and that document was sacred, or that
Massachusetts already provided for great religious tolerance. However, in the end, the
proposal to omit oaths of office carried the vote.136
Lastly was the issue of religious taxes. The convention fell into a deep seeded
battle during this discussion. One proposal was to allow each denomination the ability to
raise any funds it needed to support its works without any one sect being subordinate to
another.137 Another suggested amendment, consisting of ideas from the definition of
religious societies to crimes against the church, was rejected by eight thousand votes.138
One after another, the two camps proposed amendments to Article III of the Bill of
Rights, but to no avail. The Jeffersonians did not have a consensus on the issue and the
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Federalists refused to compromise.139 The sectarians wanted a complete dissolution of
church and state relations, but many still believed that religious education was necessary
for social order and could not find a way to make religious instruction mandatory without
affecting the rights of conscience. The Federalists maintained that taxation for religion
was not a violation of rights; it was a matter of the public good over individual
preference. In a counter attack, Thomas Baldwin declared that sectarian churches had
survived without the aid of the government, why should the Congregational church
prosper at other’s expense?140 The battle for the upper hand in the argument continued to
escalate. The only agreement the two sides seemed to be able to make was to agree to
stop the debate. The only change made was the suggestion to incorporate the Religious
Freedom Act of 1811 into the third Article.141
The convention closed on January 9, 1821, having compiled 14 amendments for
the peoples’ approval. The delegates issued the amendments for debate individually so
that each one would receive votes based on its individual merit. The people debated all
parts of the proposed amendments, including whether the convention was even legal
since the constitution included no provision for amendment other than the one scheduled
for 1795.142 By April 19, 1821, the counties had responded to the proposed amendments.
Ratification occurred for nine of the fourteen proposed amendments.143 The people
rejected both the Harvard amendment and the proposed changes to the third Article. The
only change concerning religion was the abolition of religious oaths of office.144
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However, before closing the convention, the delegates amended the constitution to allow
for the addition of future amendments without the need to call a constitutional
convention.145
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Chapter Three: The Amendment of 1833
After the constitutional convention closed, the Congregationalists were of the
opinion that they had emerged victorious. Indeed, they had managed to keep the issue of
religion and the Constitution at bay, at least for the moment. The moment was fleeting,
however. The split between the Unitarians and Trinitarians was widening and the
Jeffersonians moved in to take advantage of the weakness. 146
Jacob Meyer states, “by 1820 the prejudice between the two factions was as great,
if not greater, than the prejudice between Congregationalists and members of the
dissenting denominations.”147 Arguments, and court cases, over “the autonomy of the
churches, the choice of ministers, and the control of property” were quickly dissolving
what was left of the Congregational ties.148 In 1820, when the Congregationalists held
their annual convention of ministers, the Unitarians held their own separate
convention.149 The Unitarians alienated themselves from just about every other
denomination. In 1821, the Unitarians published an article that claimed religious
instruction would not exist unless the state mandated it and collected maintenance taxes.
Implying that the religiously minded people of Massachusetts would not voluntarily
attend or support the church of their choice certainly did not win the Unitarians any
friends among the other congregations.150 This declaration by the Unitarians pushed the
Trinitarians even further away from the Congregational fold.
In addition to the Congregational split, the Supreme Court decision in the
Dedham case (Baker v. Fales) of 1820 assisted in the downfall of Congregational
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domination. While the Constitutional delegates were hashing out the amendments, the
Supreme Court was handling a case that would prove deadly to the laws concerning
religion in the Constitution. The parish of Dedham developed a problem concerning the
hiring of a new minister for the Congregational church. The courts stepped in to deal
with the problem.
In 1818, the Congregational church of Dedham lost its Trinitarian minister to a
different parish. This church, like many others, comprised both Trinitarian and Unitarian
sympathizers. The Trinitarians, who made up the majority of the church, wanted a
Trinitarian minister. The parish on the other hand, was largely Unitarian and far out
numbered the Trinitarians in the church membership. When Unitarian minister Alvan
Lamson applied for the job the church population rejected his appeal. However, when
the parish voted it chose to accept Lamson’s application and hired him as the church
minister. Tradition dictated that the church selected the minister and the decision to hire
him came after a consensus between the church and parish. In this case, there was no
consensus. The parish majority vote was 81 to 44 in favor of the Unitarian minister while
the church majority vote was 17 to 15 in favor of a Trinitarian minister.151
The Trinitarians insisted on calling a committee to hear the complaints of both
sides. On October 28, 1818, the committee listened to both arguments and subsequently
declared that even though custom was in the favor of the Trinitarians, there was no law
that stipulated such a decision. Therefore, given the circumstances and overwhelming
majority vote by the parish, the committee decided that the parish’s vote outweighed the
church’s vote and that the church could install Lamson as its minister. The Trinitarians
decided they would not tolerate a Unitarian minister. The remaining Trinitarian elders of
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the church resigned their positions, took the church’s records and some church property,
and left with the majority of the members to start their own congregation. The minority
that remained elected two new elders and then filed suit, Baker v. Fales, to reclaim the
property taken by the original elders. The case proceeded through three levels of the
court system coming to rest with the Supreme Court in 1820.152
Chief Justice Isaac Parker, a Unitarian, presided over the case. Parker shocked
the Congregational community when he announced his decision. Parker claimed that the
3rd Article of the Constitution was explicit in its explanation that the parishes had the
right to elect and contract the ministers of the parish church and that “’all pre-existing
laws or usages must bow before this fundamental expression of the public will.’”153
Therefore, the church was only a custodian of properties held by the parish. In that light,
all properties in the possession of the parish church remained with the parish church even
if all the members left. Parker gave the Unitarians the rights to the property taken by the
Trinitarians in the split even though the Unitarians were the minority.154 The decision in
the Dedham case split the two factions of the Congregational Church into two
“irreconcilable camps.”155 For the Trinitarians, the prospect of having the government
involved in church affairs was beginning to lose its appeal.156 However, many
Trinitarians still hoped to maintain the status quo, at least for taxation, or even reverse
some of the ground they had lost. While the Trinitarians did not agree with the
Unitarians, they had not completely moved over to the side of the dissenters either.
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Politically, the Trinitarians and Unitarians had remained on the same side for a
long time, despite their theological differences. Both factions had backed the Federalists
on the issue of taxes believing that public religious obligation and support was necessary
to maintain social order.157 However, the Trinitarians had slowly been pulling away from
the Federalist Party. When the Trinitarians lost Harvard, they sided with the
Jeffersonians in advocating that Harvard be removed from the control Congregationalists,
or Unitarians.158
The Federalists, however, had been losing ground politically since the 1800
election. Although the Federalists dominated most governmental positions, their loss of
the 1800 election was a heavy blow. They would have to “’entrench themselves in the
state governments’” to keep the Jeffersonians at bay.159 The Federalists lost more
political ground in 1807 when James Sullivan, a proponent for religious freedom, became
governor of Massachusetts and again with the passage of the Religious Freedom Act of
1811.160
While the Federalists were able to carry the gubernatorial elections of 1812 and
1816, they were defeated in the gubernatorial election of 1823. The Federalists put up
Harrison Gray Otis, a Unitarian and graduate of Harvard, for governor in the 1823
election.161 The Jeffersonians attacked the Federalists’ candidate with accusations toward
the Unitarians of bigotry and intolerance.162 The last bit of loyalty the Trinitarians
carried for the Federalists dissolved with the Unitarian Otis and the Jeffersonian
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campaign. The Trinitarians joined the Jeffersonian camp and turned the 1823 election in
the favor of the liberals.163 After this defeat, the Federalists party ceased to exist in
Massachusetts.164
At that point, the battle over the inclusion of religion in the Constitution was all
but lost. The next year, the Jeffersonians passed a law that allowed groups of ten or more
to go before a Justice of the Peace, claim the organization of a new church, and receive a
certificate of tax exemption.165 New members of a parish were also provided a grace
period in which to find a church in which to place membership.166 Disgruntled members
of any congregation could now leave that church and form a different church, exempt
from compulsory tax, without having to pursue the matter through the court system.
Even though the tax system was in place, it was becoming more and more difficult to
collect those taxes. Many towns began implementing their own method of taxation,
which usually meant leaving the decision up to the individual church as in Chatham and
Cohasset.167
By 1830, the breech between those advocating church-state relations and those
opposed had not healed but rather worsened. The Baptists, Universalists, Methodists, and
Trinitarians had all established newspapers and used that forum to spread the word and
demand the elimination of religious obligations under the law.168 In 1830, Chief Justice
Lemuel Shaw upheld the Dedham decision in the Stebbins v. Jennings case. If the
Trinitarians had vacillating about joining the Jeffersonian camp, this court case decided
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for them. The Trinitarians were now completely against an established church of any
kind.169 Running the church’s affairs without the aid of the state had to be better than
having the state work against them.
In 1831, after receiving a barrage of petitions, the House voted 272 to 78 for the
revision of Article III.170 The Senate, however, was not quite ready to proceed and
convinced the House to put off the final vote to the next session.171 This tactic only
postponed the inevitable. The next year, the House again called for a vote on Article III.
This time, the legislation gave the people the ability to vote on the issue of the issue of
religion; did the people want laws governing religion or not? On November 11, 1833, the
people of Massachusetts voted ten to one to omit Article III of the Bill of Rights from the
Constitution.172 The amendment that replaced it, Article XI, read:
“As the public worship of God, and instructions in piety, religion, and morality,
promote the happiness and prosperity of a people, and the security of a republican
government; therefore, the several religious societies of this Commonwealth,
whether corporate or unincorporated, at any meeting legally warned and holden
for that purpose shall ever have the right to elect their pastors or religious
teachers, to contract with them for their support, to raise money for erecting and
repairing houses for public worship, for the maintenance of religious instruction,
and for the payment of necessary expenses; and all persons belonging to any
religious society shall be taken and held to be members, until they shall file with
the clerk of such society a written notice declaring the dissolution of their
membership, and thenceforth shall not be liable for any grant or contract which
may be thereafter made or entered into by such society: And all religious sects
and denominations demanding themselves peaceably, and as good citizens of the
Commonwealth, shall be equally under the protection of the law; and no
subordination of any one sect or denomination to another shall ever be established
by law.”173
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The new amendment took affect in 1834. Massachusetts was the last state in the Union
to remove the established church, ending over 200 years of tradition.174
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Conclusion
The colony of Massachusetts started out as a refuge and haven for the expression
of religious ideals, although the peoples’ scope of religious freedom was extremely
limited. Its citizens had grand thoughts about what they could achieve for the cause of
Christ and their fellow man. The citizens of Massachusetts believed that they could
establish an environment where God would be the center of life and would guide and
direct the actions and thoughts of the people and the government. While their intentions
may have been admirable, their plan was flawed.
The Congregationalists spouted the ideas of religious freedom; however, they
only offered that freedom to others of their own faith, to those who followed blindly
without questioning. This premise goes against the very nature of human beings. Most
modern Christian denominations believe God’s intent was to give each person free will
and the ability to interpret and comprehend His instructions. For the Congregationalists
to accomplish their “city on a hill” their followers would have had to abandon the very
nature God had instilled in them. Instead of creating a perfect society for all Christians to
aspire to, they created a society to serve as an example of what could happen when God’s
people were forced into blind submission.
The people of Massachusetts were already finding fault with the status quo even
before the colony gained its independence from England. As the citizens of
Massachusetts set out to create a government for their ideal state, it became apparent that
at least some of the inhabitants were less than satisfied with the lack of equality and
toleration they were experiencing. Instead of facing these inadequacies, the
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Congregationalists pushed forward with the plan to create a state controlled religious
environment. The result was dissention and disorder.
Fights broke out between different denominations over which one was superior
and which one received the most support from the state. Some believed that for society
to function the state had to be in total control. Others believed that for religion to be
observed as God intended the state had to leave religious societies completely alone.
These two belief systems clashed and created a string of battles; some won for the state,
some for the individual. The fights were not just limited to issues between the
denominations. The ideas of freedom, equality, and toleration crept into the very heart of
the group that established the idea of religious obligation, the Congregationalists. The
Congregationalists, like all the other denominations, were made up of human beings
inherently equipped with free will and an inquisitive nature. These qualities blossomed
in the minds of the Congregationalists and they too began to think about and question the
ideals of their perfect community.
As more people established lives, and churches, in Massachusetts, the ideal
community of the Congregationalists began to crumble. In trying to force all people into
religious obligation, they discovered that not all people observe religion in the same way.
In attempting to rule by the laws of God, they discovered that each person might interpret
God’s laws differently. For over 50 years, the citizens of Massachusetts fought for their
individual rights to worship God the way each of them saw fit. Slowly, as the
Congregationalists began to experience some of the intolerance and discrimination from
within their group that the dissenters had met from the Congregationalists, the
Congregationalists began to appreciate the need for complete freedom of religion. The
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freedom for all people, in all aspects of society, to worship and believe in God in their
own way, completely without restraint from any outside source.
One cannot say that Massachusetts did not make a valiant effort to require its
citizens to don the mantle of Christianity. When even the Federal government would not
attempt to stipulate religious doctrine, Massachusetts not only mandated it, but also
strengthened and narrowed the scope of toleration. For over 200 years, the people of
Massachusetts worked to create a colony or state that would exemplify and honor
Christian morality and virtue. However, in its efforts to prove that religion needed
regulation, Massachusetts actually proved that government could not control religion.
That if the Congregationalists’ goal truly was to aid and not impede the rights of
conscience, they must completely remove any restraints the government might place on a
person’s religious beliefs.
The effort to regulate religion within the context of the Constitution of
Massachusetts was the great experiment in American history for the debate over church
and state relations.
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Appendices

CONSTITUTION OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Of 1780 including Amendments to date
PREAMBLE.
The end of the institution, maintenance, and administration of government, is to secure
the existence of the body politic, to protect it, and to furnish the individuals who compose
it with the power of enjoying in safety and tranquillity their natural rights, and the
blessings of life: and whenever these great objects are not obtained, the people have a
right to alter the government, and to take measures necessary for their safety, prosperity
and happiness.
The body politic is formed by a voluntary association of individuals: it is a social
compact, by which the whole people covenants with each citizen, and each citizen with
the whole people, that all shall be governed by certain laws for the common good. It is
the duty of the people, therefore, in framing a constitution of government, to provide for
an equitable mode of making laws, as well as for an impartial interpretation, and a
faithful execution of them; that every man may, at all times, find his security in them.
We, therefore, the people of Massachusetts, acknowledging, with grateful hearts, the
goodness of the great Legislator of the universe, in affording us, in the course of His
providence, an opportunity, deliberately and peaceably, without fraud, violence or
surprise, of entering into an original, explicit, and solemn compact with each other; and
of forming a new constitution of civil government, for ourselves and posterity; and
devoutly imploring His direction in so interesting a design, do agree upon, ordain and
establish the following Declaration of Rights, and Frame of Government, as the
Constitution of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

PART THE FIRST
A Declaration of the Rights of the Inhabitants
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Article I. All men are born free and equal, and have certain natural, essential, and
unalienable rights; among which may be reckoned the right of enjoying and defending
their lives and liberties; that of acquiring, possessing, and protecting property; in fine,
that of seeking and obtaining their safety and happiness. [Annulled by Amendments, Art.
CVI.]
Article II. It is the right as well as the duty of all men in society, publicly, and at stated
seasons to worship the Supreme Being, the great Creator and Preserver of the universe.
And no subject shall be hurt, molested, or restrained, in his person, liberty, or estate, for
worshipping God in the manner and season most agreeable to the dictates of his own
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conscience; or for his religious profession or sentiments; provided he doth not disturb the
public peace, or obstruct others in their religious worship. [See Amendments, Arts. XLVI
and XLVIII.]
Article III. [As the happiness of a people, and the good order and preservation of civil
government, essentially depend upon piety, religion and morality; and as these cannot be
generally diffused through a community, but by the institution of the public worship of
God, and of public instructions in piety, religion and morality: Therefore, to promote
their happiness and to secure the good order and preservation of their government, the
people of this commonwealth have a right to invest their legislature with power to
authorize and require, and the legislature shall, from time to time, authorize and require,
the several towns, parishes, precincts, and other bodies politic, or religious societies, to
make suitable provision, at their own expense, for the institution of the public worship of
God, and for the support and maintenance of public Protestant teachers of piety, religion
and morality, in all cases where such provision shall not be made voluntarily.
And the people of this commonwealth have also a right to, and do, invest their legislature
with authority to enjoin upon all the subjects an attendance upon the instructions of the
public teachers aforesaid, at stated times and seasons, if there be any on whose
instructions they can conscientiously and conveniently attend.
Provided, notwithstanding, that the several towns, parishes, precincts, and other bodies
politic, or religious societies, shall, at all times, have the exclusive right of electing their
public teachers, and of contracting with them for their support and maintenance.
And all moneys paid by the subject to the support of public worship, and of the public
teachers aforesaid, shall, if he require it, be uniformly applied to the support of the public
teacher or teachers of his own religious sect or denomination, provided there be any on
whose instructions he attends; otherwise it may be paid towards the support of the teacher
or teachers of the parish or precinct in which the said moneys are raised.
Any every denomination of Christians, demeaning themselves peaceably, and as good
subjects of the commonwealth, shall be equally under the protection of the law: and no
subordination of any one sect or denomination to another shall ever be established by
law.] [Art. XI of the Amendments substituted for this].
Article IV. The people of this commonwealth have the sole and exclusive right of
governing themselves, as a free, sovereign, and independent state; and do, and forever
hereafter shall, exercise and enjoy every power, jurisdiction, and right, which is not, or
may not hereafter, be by them expressly delegated to the United States of America in
Congress assembled.
Article V. All power residing originally in the people, and being derived from them, the
several magistrates and officers of government, vested with authority, whether
legislative, executive, or judicial, are their substitutes and agents, and are at all times
accountable to them.
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Article VI. No man, nor corporation, or association of men, have any other title to obtain
advantages, or particular and exclusive privileges, distinct from those of the community,
than what arises from the consideration of services rendered to the public; and this title
being in nature neither hereditary, nor transmissible to children, or descendants, or
relations by blood, the idea of a man born a magistrate, lawgiver, or judge, is absurd and
unnatural.
Article VII. Government is instituted for the common good; for the protection, safety,
prosperity and happiness of the people; and not for the profit, honor, or private interest of
any one man, family, or class of men: Therefore the people alone have an incontestable,
unalienable, and indefeasible right to institute government; and to reform, alter, or totally
change the same, when their protection, safety, prosperity and happiness require it.
Article VIII. In order to prevent those, who are vested with authority, from becoming
oppressors, the people have a right, at such periods and in such manner as they shall
establish by their frame of government, to cause their public officers to return to private
life; and to fill up vacant places by certain and regular elections and appointments.
Article IX. All elections ought to be free; and all the inhabitants of this commonwealth,
having such qualifications as they shall establish by their frame of government, have an
equal right to elect officers, and to be elected, for public employments. [See
Amendments, Arts. XLV and XLVIII, The Initiative, sec. 2.] [For compulsory voting, see
Amendments, Art. LXI.] [For use of voting machines at elections, see Amendments, Art.
XXXVIII.] [For absent voting, see Amendments, Art. LXXVI.]
Article X. Each individual of the society has a right to be protected by it in the enjoyment
of his life, liberty and property, according to standing laws. He is obliged, consequently,
to contribute his share to the expense of this protection; to give his personal service, or an
equivalent, when necessary: but no part of the property of any individual can, with
justice, be taken from him, or applied to public uses, without his own consent, or that of
the representative body of the people. In fine, the people of this commonwealth are not
controllable by any other laws than those to which their constitutional representative
body have given their consent. And whenever the public exigencies require that the
property of any individual should be appropriated to public uses, he shall receive a
reasonable compensation therefor. [See Amendments, Arts. XXXIX, XLIII, XLVII,
XLVIII, The Initiative, II, sec. 2, XLIX, L, LI and XCVII.]
Article XI. Every subject of the commonwealth ought to find a certain remedy, by having
recourse to the laws, for all injuries or wrongs which he may receive in his person,
property, or character. He ought to obtain right and justice freely, and without being
obliged to purchase it; completely, and without any denial; promptly, and without delay;
conformably to the laws.
Article XII. No subject shall be held to answer for any crimes or offence, until the same
is fully and plainly, substantially and formally, described to him; or be compelled to
accuse, or furnish evidence against himself. And every subject shall have a right to
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produce all proofs, that may be favorable to him; to meet the witnesses against him face
to face, and to be fully heard in his defence by himself, or his council at his election. And
no subject shall be arrested, imprisoned, despoiled, or deprived of his property,
immunities, or privileges, put out of the protection of the law, exiled, or deprived of his
life, liberty, or estate, but by the judgment of his peers, or the law of the land.
And the legislature shall not make any law, that shall subject any person to a capital or
infamous punishment, excepting for the government of the army and navy, without trial
by jury. [See Amendments, Art. XLVIII, The Initiative, II, sec. 2.]
Article XIII. In criminal prosecutions, the verification of facts in the vicinity where they
happen, is one of the greatest securities of the life, liberty, and property of the citizen.
Article XIV. Every subject has a right to be secure from all unreasonable searches, and
seizures, of his person, his houses, his papers, and all his possessions. All warrants,
therefore, are contrary to this right, if the cause or foundation of them be not previously
supported by oath or affirmation; and if the order in the warrant to a civil officer, to make
search in suspected places, or to arrest one or more suspected persons, or to seize their
property, be not accompanied with a special designation of the persons or objects of
search, arrest, or seizure: and no warrant ought to be issued but in cases, and with the
formalities prescribed by the laws. [See Amendments, Art. XLVIII, The Initiative, II, sec.
2].

Article XV. In all controversies concerning property, and in all suits between two or more
persons, except in cases in which it has heretofore been otherways used and practiced, the
parties have a right to a trial by jury; and this method of procedure shall be held sacred,
unless, in causes arising on the high seas, and such as relate to mariners' wages, the
legislature shall hereafter find it necessary to alter it. [See Amendments, Art. XLVIII,
The Initiative, II, sec. 2].
Article XVI. [The liberty of the press is essential to the security of freedom in a state: it
ought not, therefore, to be restrained in this commonwealth.] [See Amendments, Art.
XLVIII, The Initiative, II, sec. 2.] [Annulled and superseded by Amendments, Art.
LXXVII.
Article XVII. The people have a right to keep and to bear arms for the common defence.
And as, in time of peace, armies are dangerous to liberty, they ought not to be maintained
without the consent of the legislature; and the military power shall always be held in an
exact subordination to the civil authority, and be governed by it.
Article XVIII. A frequent recurrence to the fundamental principles of the constitution,
and a constant adherence to those of piety, justice, moderation, temperance, 12 industry,
and frugality, are absolutely necessary to preserve the advantages of liberty, and to
maintain a free government. The people ought, consequently, to have a particular
attention to all those principles, in the choice of their officers and representatives: and
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they have a right to require of their lawgivers and magistrates, an exact and constant
observance of them, in the formation and execution of the laws necessary for the good
administration of the commonwealth.
Article XIX. The people have a right, in an orderly and peaceable manner, to assemble to
consult upon the common good; give instructions to their representatives, and to request
of the legislative body, by the way of addresses, petitions, or remonstrances, redress of
the wrongs done them, and of the grievances they suffer. [See Amendments, Art. XLVIII,
The Initiative, II, sec. 2.]
Article XX. The power of suspending the laws, or the execution of the laws, ought never
to be exercised but by the legislature, or by authority derived from it, to be exercised in
such particular cases only as the legislature shall expressly provide for. [See
Amendments, Arts. XLVIII, I, Definition and LXXXIX.]
Article XXI. The freedom of deliberation, speech and debate, in either house of the
legislature, is so essential to the rights of the people, that it cannot be the foundation of
any accusation or prosecution, action or complaint, in any other court or place
whatsoever. [See Amendments, Art. XLVIII, The Initiative, II, sec. 2.]
Article XXII. The legislature ought frequently to assemble for the redress of grievances,
for correcting, strengthening and confirming the laws, and for making new laws, as the
common good may require.
Article XXIII. No subsidy, charge, tax, impost, or duties, ought to be established, fixed,
laid, or levied, under any pretext whatsoever, without the consent of the people or their
representatives in the legislature.
Article XXIV. Laws made to punish for actions done before the existence of such laws,
and which have not been declared crimes by preceding laws, are unjust, oppressive, and
inconsistent with the fundamental principles of a free government.
Article XXV. No subject ought, in any case, or in any time, to be declared guilty of
treason or felony by the legislature.
Article XXVI. No magistrate or court of law, shall demand excessive bail or sureties,
impose excessive fines, or inflict cruel or unusual punishments. [See Amendments, Art.
XLVIII, The Initiative, II, sec. 2, and CXVI.]
Article XXVII. In time of peace, no soldier ought to be quartered in any house without
the consent of the owner; and in time of war, such quarters ought not to be made but by
the civil magistrate, in a manner ordained by the legislature.
Article XVIII. No person can in any case be subject to law-martial, or to any penalties or
pains, by virtue of that law, except those employed in the army or navy, and except the
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militia in actual service, but by authority of the legislature. [See Amendments, Art.
XLVIII, The Initiative, II, sec. 2.]
Article XXIX. It is essential to the preservation of the rights of every individual, his life,
liberty, property, and character, that there be an impartial interpretation of the laws, and
administration of justice. It is the right of every citizen to be tried by judges as free,
impartial and independent as the lot of humanity will admit. It is, therefore, not only the
best policy, but for the security of the rights of the people, and of every citizen, that the
judges of the supreme judicial court should hold their offices as long as they behave
themselves well; and that they should have honorable salaries ascertained and established
by standing laws. [See Amendments, Arts. XLVIII, The Initiative, II, sec. 2, and The
Referendum, III, sec. 2, LXVIII and XCVIII.]
Article XXX. In the government of this commonwealth, the legislative department shall
never exercise the executive and judicial powers, or either of them: the executive shall
never exercise the legislative and judicial powers, or either of them: the judicial shall
never exercise the legislative and executive powers, or either of them: to the end it may
be a government of laws and not of men.

PART THE SECOND
The Frame of Government.

The people, inhabiting the territory formerly called the Province of Massachusetts Bay,
do hereby solemnly and mutually agree with each other, to form themselves into a free,
sovereign, and independent body politic, or state by the name of "THE
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS"

Chapter I.
THE LEGISLATIVE POWER.
SECTION 1.
The General Court.

Article I. The department of legislation shall be formed by two branches, a Senate and
House of Representatives: each of which shall have a negative on the other.
The legislative body shall assemble every year [on the last Wednesday in May, and at
such other times as they shall judge necessary; and shall dissolve and be dissolved on the
day next preceding the said last Wednesday in May;] and shall be stiled, The General
Court of Massachusetts. [See Amendments, Arts. X, LXXII, and LXXV.]
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Article II. No bill or resolve of the senate or house of representatives shall become a law,
and have force as such, until it shall have been laid before the governor for his revisal;
and if he, upon such revision, approve thereof, he shall signify his approbation by signing
the same. But if he have any objection to the passing of such bill or resolve, he shall
return the same, together with his objections thereto, in writing, to the senate or house of
representatives, in whichsoever the same shall have originated; who shall enter the
objections sent down by the governor, at large, on their records, and proceed to
reconsider the said bill or resolve. But if after such reconsideration, two thirds of the said
senate or house of representatives, shall, notwithstanding the said objections, agree to
pass the same, it shall, together with the objections, be sent to the other branch of the
legislature, where it shall also be reconsidered, and if approved by two thirds of the
members present, shall have the force of a law: but in all such cases, the votes of both
houses shall be determined by yeas and nays; and the names of the persons voting for, or
against, the said bill or resolve, shall be entered upon the public records of the
commonwealth.
[And in order to prevent unnecessary delays, if any bill or resolve shall not be returned by
the governor within five days after it shall have been presented, the same shall have the
force of a law.] [See Amendments, Arts. I, XLVIII, LIV, LXIII, sec. 5, and XC, sec. 1.]
Article III. The general court shall forever have full power and authority to erect and
constitute judicatories and courts of record, or other courts, to be held in the name of the
commonwealth, for the hearing, trying, and determining of all manner of crimes,
offences, pleas, processes, plaints, actions, matters, causes and things, whatsoever, arising
or happening within the commonwealth, or between or concerning persons inhabiting, or
residing, or brought within the same, whether the same be criminal or civil, or whether
the said crimes be capital or not capital, and whether the said pleas be real, personal, or
mixed; and for the awarding and making out of execution thereupon. To which courts and
judicatories are hereby given and granted full power and authority, from time to time, to
administer oaths or affirmations, for the better discovery of truth in any matter in
controversy or depending before them. [See Amendments, Art. XLVIII, The Initiative, II,
sec. 2, and The Referendum, III, sec. 2.]
Article IV. And further, full power and authority are hereby given and granted to the said
general court, from time to time, to make, ordain, and establish, all manner of wholesome
and reasonable orders, laws, statutes, and ordinances, directions and instructions, either
with penalties or without; so as the same be not repugnant or contrary to this constitution,
as they shall judge to be for the good and welfare of this commonwealth, and for the
government and ordering thereof, and of the subjects of the same, and for the necessary
support and defence of the government thereof; and to name and settle annually, or
provide by fixed laws, for the naming and settling all civil officers within the said
commonwealth; the election and constitution of whom are not hereafter in this form of
government otherwise provided for; and to set forth the several duties, powers, and limits,
of the several civil and military officers of this commonwealth, and the forms of such
oaths or affirmations as shall be respectively administered unto them for the execution of
their several offices and places, so as the same be not repugnant or contrary to this
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constitution; and to impose and levy proportional and reasonable assessments, rates, and
taxes, upon all the inhabitants of, and persons resident, and estates lying, within the said
commonwealth; and also to impose and levy, reasonable duties and excises, upon any
produce, goods, wares, merchandise, and commodities, whatsoever, brought into,
produced, manufactured, or being within the same; to be issued and disposed of by
warrant, under the hand of the governor of this commonwealth for the time being, with
the advice and consent of the council, for the public service, in the necessary defence and
support of the government of the said commonwealth, and the protection and
preservation of the subjects thereof, according to such acts as are or shall be in force
within the same.
And while the public charges of government, or any part thereof, shall be assessed on
polls and estates, in the manner that has hitherto been practiced, in order that such
assessments may be made with equality, there shall be a valuation of estates within the
commonwealth taken anew once in every ten years at least, and as much oftener as the
general court shall order. [See Amendments, Arts. XLI, XLIV, XCIX and CXII.]
[For the authority of the general court to charter cities and establish limited town meeting
form of government, see Amendments, Arts. II and LXX.
For power of the general court to establish voting precincts in towns, see Amendments.
Art. XXIX.
For additional taxing power given to the general court, see Amendments, Arts. XLI and
XLIV.
For the authority of the general court to take land, etc., for relieving congestion of
population and providing homes for citizens, see Amendments, Art. XLIII.
For the power given the general court to provide by law for absentee and compulsory
voting, see Amendments, Art. XLV, Amendments, Art. LXI and Amendments, Art.
LXXVI.
For the power of the general court to determine the manner of providing and distributing
the necessaries of life, etc., during time of war, public distress, etc., by the
Commonwealth and the cities and towns, therein, see Amendments, Art. LXVII.
For provisions relative to taking the vote on emergency measures, see Amendments, Arts.
XLVIII, The Referendum, II, and LXVII.
For new provisions authorizing the general court to provide for the taking of lands for
certain public uses, see Amendments, Art. XLIX.
For provisions authorizing the general court to take a recess or recesses amounting to not
more than thirty days, see Amendments, Art. LII.
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For new provision authorizing the governor to return a bill with a recommendation of
amendment, see Amendments, Art. LVI.
For the power of the general court to limit the use of construction of buildings, see
Amendments, Art. LX.
For new provisions relative to the biennial election of senators and representatives and
their terms of office, see Amendments, Art. LXIV.
For new provisions that no person elected to the general court shall be appointed to any
office which was created or the emoluments of which were increased during the term for
which he was elected, nor received additional salary or compensation for service upon
recess committees or commissions, see Amendments, Art. LXV.
For the power of the general court to prescribe the terms and conditions upon which a
pardon may be granted in the case of a felony, see Amendments, Art. LXXIII.]
Chapter I, Section II.
The Senate.
Article I. [There shall be annually elected, by the freeholders and other inhabitants of this
commonwealth, qualified as in this constitution is provided, forty persons to be
councillors and senators for the year ensuing their election; to be chosen by the
inhabitants of the districts, into which the commonwealth may from time to time be
divided by the general court for that purpose: and the general court in assigning the
numbers to be elected by the respective districts, shall govern themselves by the
proportion of the public taxes paid by the said districts; and timely make known to the
inhabitants of the commonwealth, the limits of each district, and the number of
councillors and senators to be chosen therein; provided that the number of such districts
shall never be less than thirteen; and that no district be so large as to entitle the same to
choose more than six senators. [See Amendments, Arts. XIII, XVI, XXII, LXIV, LXXI,
CXII, CI and CIX.]
And the several counties in this commonwealth shall, until the general court shall
determine it necessary to alter the said districts, be districts for the choice of councillors
and senators, (except that the counties of Dukes County and Nantucket shall form one
district for that purpose) and shall elect the following number for councillors and
senators, viz.: -- Suffolk, Six; Essex, six; Middlesex, five; Hampshire, four; Plymouth,
three; Barnstable, one; Bristol, three; York, two; Dukes County and Nantucket, one;
Worcester, five; Cumberland, one; Lincoln, one; Berkshire, two.]
Article II. The senate shall be the first branch of the legislature; and the senators shall be
chosen in the following manner, viz. there shall be a meeting on the [first Monday in
April], [annually], forever, of the inhabitants of each town in the several counties of this
commonwealth; to be called by the selectmen, and warned in due course of law, at least
seven days before the [first Monday in April], for the purpose of electing persons to be
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senators and councillors; [and at such meetings every male inhabitant of twenty-one years
of age and upwards, having a freehold estate within the commonwealth, of the annual
income of three pounds, or any estate of the value of sixty pounds, shall have a right to
give in his vote for the senators for the district of which he is an inhabitant.] And to
remove all doubts concerning the meaning of the word "inhabitant" in this constitution,
every person shall be considered as an inhabitant, for the purpose of electing and being
elected into any office, or place within this state, in that town, district or plantation where
he dwelleth, or hath his home. [See Amendments, Arts. II, III, X, XV, XX, XXII, XXIII,
XXVI, XXVIII, XXX, XXXI, XXXII, XLV, LXIV, LXXI, LXXVI, LXXX, XCII,
XCIII, XCIV, XCV, C,, CI and CIX.]
The selectmen of the several towns shall preside at such meetings impartially; and shall
receive the votes of all the inhabitants of such towns present and qualified to vote for
senators, and shall sort and count them in open town meeting, and in presence of the town
clerk, who shall make a fair record, in presence of the selectmen, and in open town
meeting, of the name of every person voted for, and of the number of votes against his
name: and a fair copy of this record shall be attested by the selectmen and the town clerk,
and shall be sealed up, directed to the secretary of the commonwealth for the time being,
with a superscription, expressing the purport of the contents thereof, and delivered by the
town clerk of such towns, to the sheriff of the county in which such town lies, thirty days
at least before [the last Wednesday in May] [annually]; or it shall be delivered into the
secretary's office seventeen days at least before the said [last Wednesday in May]: and
the sheriff of each county shall deliver all such certificates by him received, into the
secretary's office, seventeen days before the said [last Wednesday in May]. [See
Amendments, Arts. II, and X.]
And the inhabitants of plantations unincorporated, qualified as this constitution provides,
who are or shall be empowered and required to assess taxes upon themselves toward the
support of government, shall have the same privilege of voting for councillors and
senators in the plantations where they reside, as town inhabitants have in their respective
towns; [and the plantation meetings for that purpose shall be held annually on the same
first Monday in April], at such place in the plantations respectively, as the assessors
thereof shall direct; which assessors shall have like authority for notifying the electors,
collecting and returning the votes, as the selectmen and town clerks have in their several
towns, by this constitution. And all other persons living in places unincorporated
(qualified as aforesaid) who shall be assessed to the support of government by the
assessors of an adjacent town, shall have the privilege of giving in their votes for
councillors and senators in the town where they shall be assessed, and be notified of the
place of meeting by the selectmen of the town where they shall be assessed, for that
purpose accordingly. [See Amendments, Arts. XV and LXIV.]
Article III. And that there may be a due convention of senators on the [last Wednesday in
May] [annually,] the governor with five of the council, for the time being, shall, as soon
as may be, examine the returned copies of such records; and fourteen days before the said
day he shall issue his summons to such persons as shall appear to be chosen by [a
majority of] voters, to attend on that day, and take their seats accordingly: provided
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nevertheless, that for the first year the said returned copies shall be examined by the
president and five of the council of the former constitution of government; and the said
president shall, in like manner, issue his summons to the persons so elected, that they
may take their seats as aforesaid. [See Amendments, Arts. X, XIV, LXIV, LXXII and
LXXV.]
Article IV. The senate shall be the final judge of the elections, returns and qualifications
of their own members, as pointed out in the constitution; and shall, [on the said last
Wednesday in May] [annually,] determine and declare who are elected by each district, to
be senators [by a majority of votes; and in case there shall not appear to be the full
number of senators returned elected by a majority of votes for any district, the deficiency
shall be supplied in the following manner, viz.: The members of the house of
representatives, and such senators as shall be declared elected, shall take the names of
such persons as shall be found to have the highest number of votes in such district, and
not elected, amounting to twice the number of senators wanting, if there be so many
voted for; and out of these shall elect by ballot a number of senators sufficient to fill up
the vacancies in such district; and in this manner all such vacancies shall be filled up in
every district of the commonwealth; and in like manner all vacancies in the senate,
arising by death, removal out of the state, or otherwise, shall be supplied as soon as may
be, after such vacancies shall happen.] [See Amendments, Arts. X, XIV and XXIV.]
Article V. Provided nevertheless, that no person shall be capable of being elected as a
senator, [who is not seised in his own right of a freehold within this commonwealth, of
the value of three hundred pounds at least, or possessed of personal estate to the value of
six hundred pounds at least, or of both to the amount of the same sum, and] who has not
been an inhabitant of this commonwealth for the space of five years immediately
preceding his election, and at the time of his election, he shall be an inhabitant in the
district for which he shall be chosen. [See Amendments, Arts. XIII, XXII, LXXI, XCII,
CI and CIX.]
Article VI. The senate shall have power to adjourn themselves, provided such
adjournments do not exceed two days at a time. [See Amendments, Arts. LII and CII.]
Article VII. The senate shall choose its own president, appoint its own officers, and
determine its own rules of proceedings.
Article VIII. The senate shall be a court with full authority to hear and determine all
impeachments made by the house of representatives, against any officer or officers of the
commonwealth, for misconduct and mal-administration in their offices. But previous to
the trial of every impeachment the members of the senate shall respectively be sworn,
truly and impartially to try and determine the charge in question, according to evidence.
Their judgment, however shall not extend further than to removal from office and
disqualification to hold or enjoy any place of honor, trust, or profit, under this
commonwealth: but the party so convicted, shall be, nevertheless, liable to indictment,
trial, judgment, and punishment, according to the laws of the land.
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Article IX. [Not less than sixteen members of the senate shall constitute a quorum for
doing business.] [See Amendments, Arts. XXII andXXXIII.]

Chapter I, Section III.
House of Representatives.
Article I. There shall be, in the legislature of this commonwealth, a representation of the
people, [annually] elected, and founded upon the principle of equality. [See
Amendments, Art. LXIV.]
Article II. [And in order to provide for a representation of the citizens of this
commonwealth, founded upon the principle of equality, every corporate town containing
one hundred and fifty ratable polls, may elect one representative: every corporate town,
containing three hundred and seventy-five ratable polls may elect two representatives:
every corporate town containing six hundred ratable polls, may elect three
representatives: and proceeding in that manner, making two hundred and twenty-five
ratable polls, the mean increasing number for every additional representative. [See
Amendments, Arts. XII, XIII, XXI, LXXI, XCII, CI and CIX.]
Provided nevertheless, that each town now incorporated, not having one hundred and
fifty ratable polls, may elect one representative: but no place shall hereafter be
incorporated with the privilege of electing a representative, unless there are within the
same one hundred and fifty ratable polls.]
And the house of representatives shall have power from time to time to impose fines
upon such towns as shall neglect to choose and return members to the same, agreeably to
this constitution.
[The expenses of travelling to the general assembly, and returning home, once in every
session, and no more, shall be paid by the government, out of the public treasury, to every
member who shall attend as seasonably as he can, in the judgment of the house, and does
not depart without leave.] [See Amendments, Art. XXXV.]
Article III. Every member of the house of representatives shall be chosen by written
votes; [and for one year at least next preceding his election, shall have been an inhabitant
of, and have been seised in his own right of a freehold of the value of one hundred
pounds within the town he shall be chosen to represent, or any ratable estate to the value
of two hundred pounds; and he shall cease to represent the said town immediately on his
ceasing to be qualified as aforesaid.] [See Amendments, Arts. XIII, XXI, LXXI, XCII, CI
and CIX.]
Article IV. [Every male person, being twenty-one years of age, and resident in any
particular town in this commonwealth for the space of one year next preceding, having a
freehold estate within the same town, of the annual income of three pounds, or any estate
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of the value of sixty pounds, shall have a right to vote in the choice of a representative, or
representatives for the said town.] [See Amendments, Arts. III, XX, XXIII, XXVI,
XXVIII, XXX, XXXI, XXXII, XLV, LXXVI, XCIII, XCIV, XCV, and C.]
Article V. [The members of the house of representatives shall be chosen annually in the
month of May, ten days at least before the last Wednesday of that month.] [See
Amendments, Arts. X, XV and LXIV.]
Article VI. The house of representatives shall be the grand inquest of this commonwealth;
and all impeachments made by them, shall be heard and tried by the senate.
Article VII. All money bills shall originate in the house of representatives; but the senate
may propose or concur with amendments, as on other bills.
Article VIII. The house of representatives shall have power to adjourn themselves;
provided such adjournment shall not exceed two days at a time. [See Amendments, Arts.
LII and CII.]
Article IX. [Not less than sixty members of the house of representatives, shall constitute a
quorum for doing business.] [See Amendments, Arts.XXI and XXXIII.]
Article X. The house of representatives shall be the judge of the returns, elections, and
qualifications of its own members, as pointed out in the constitution; shall choose their
own speaker; appoint their own officers, and settle the rules and orders of proceeding in
their own house: They shall have authority to punish by imprisonment, every person, not
a member, who shall be guilty of disrespect to the house, by any disorderly, or
contemptuous behavior, in its presence; or who, in the town where the general court is
sitting, and during the time of its sitting, shall threaten harm to the body or estate of any
of its members, for any thing said or done in the house; or who shall assault any of them
therefor; or who shall assault, or arrest, any witness, or other person, ordered to attend the
house, in his way in going or returning; or who shall rescue any person arrested by the
order of the house.
And no member of the house of representatives shall be arrested, or held to bail on mesne
process, during his going unto, returning from, or his attending the general assembly.
Article XI. The senate shall have the same powers in the like cases; and the governor and
council shall have the same authority to punish in like cases. Provided that no
imprisonment on the warrant or order of the governor, council, senate, or house of
representatives, for either of the above described offences, be for a term exceeding thirty
days.
And the senate and house of representatives may try, and determine, all cases where their
rights and privileges are concerned, and which, by the constitution, they have authority to
try and determine, by committees of their own members, or in such other way as they
may respectively think best.
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Chapter II.
EXECUTIVE POWER.
SECTION I.
The Governor.

Article I. There shall be a supreme executive magistrate, who shall be styled, The
Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts; and whose title shall be -- His
Excellency.
Article II. The governor shall be chosen [annually]; and no person shall be eligible to this
office, unless at the time of his election, he shall have been an inhabitant of this
commonwealth for seven years next preceding; [and unless he shall at the same time, be
seised in his own right, of a freehold within the commonwealth of the value of one
thousand pounds; and unless he shall declare himself to be of the Christian religion.] [See
Amendments, Arts. VII, XXXIV, LXIV and LXXX.]
Article III. Those persons who shall be qualified to vote for senators and representatives
within the several towns of this commonwealth, shall, at a meeting to be called for that
purpose, on the [first Monday of April annually], give in their votes for a governor, to the
selectmen, who shall preside at such meetings; and the town clerk, in the presence and
with the assistance of the selectmen, shall, in open town meeting, sort and count the
votes, and form a list of the persons voted for, with the number of votes for each person
against his name; and shall make a fair record of the same in the town books, and a public
declaration thereof in the said meeting; and shall, in the presence of the inhabitants, seal
up copies of the said list, attested by him and the selectmen, and transmit the same to the
sheriff of the county thirty days at least before the [last Wednesday in May]; and the
sheriff shall transmit the same to the secretary's office, seventeen days at least before the
said [last Wednesday in May]; or the selectmen may cause returns of the same to be made
to the office of the secretary of the commonwealth, seventeen days at least before the said
day; and the secretary shall lay the same before the senate and the house of
representatives, on the [last Wednesday in May], to be by them examined: and in case of
an election by a [majority] of all the votes returned, the choice shall be by them declared
and published. But if no person shall have a [majority] of votes, the house of
representatives shall, by ballot, elect two out of four persons who had the highest number
of votes, if so many shall have been voted for, but, if otherwise, out of the number voted
for; and make return to the senate of the two persons so elected; on which the senate shall
proceed, by ballot, to elect one, who shall be declared governor. [See Amendments, Arts.
II, X, XIV, XV, XLV, LXIV, LXXVI and LXXX.]
Article IV. The governor shall have authority from time to time, at his discretion, to
assemble and call together the councillors of this commonwealth for the time being; and
the governor with the said councillors, or five of them at least, shall, and may, from time
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to time, hold and keep a council, for the ordering and directing the affairs of the
commonwealth, agreeably to the constitution and the laws of the land.
Article V. The governor, with advice of council, shall have full power and authority,
during the session of the general court to adjourn or prorogue the same to any time the
two houses shall desire; [and to dissolve the same on the day next preceding the last
Wednesday in May;] and, in the recess of the said court, to prorogue the same from time
to time, not exceeding ninety days in any one recess; and to call it together sooner than
the time to which it may be adjourned or prorogued, if the welfare of the commonwealth
shall require the same: and in case of any infectious distemper prevailing in the place
where the said court is next at any time to convene, or any other cause happening
whereby danger may arise to the health or lives of the members from their attendance, he
may direct the session to be held at some other, the most convenient place within the
state.
[And the governor shall dissolve the said general court on the day next preceding the last
Wednesday in May.] [See Amendments, Arts. X, LXXII and LXXV.]
Article VI. In cases of disagreement between the two houses, with regard to the necessity,
expediency or time of adjournment, or prorogation, the governor, with the advice of the
council, shall have a right to adjourn or prorogue the general court, not exceeding ninety
days, as he shall determine the public good shall require.
Article VII. [The governor of this commonwealth for the time being, shall be the
commander in chief of the army and navy, and of all the military forces of the state, by
sea and land, and shall have full power by himself, or by any commander, or other officer
or officers, from time to time, to train, instruct, exercise and govern the militia and navy;
and, for the special defence and safety of the commonwealth, to assemble in martial
array, and put in warlike posture, the inhabitants thereof, and to lead and conduct them,
and with them to encounter, repel, resist, expel and pursue, by force of arms, as well by
sea as by land, within or without the limits of this commonwealth, and also to kill, slay
and destroy, if necessary, and conquer, by all fitting ways, enterprises, and means
whatsoever, all and every such person and persons as shall, at any time hereafter, in a
hostile manner, attempt or enterprise the destruction, invasion, detriment, or annoyance
of this commonwealth; and to use and exercise, over the army and navy, and over the
militia in actual service, the law martial, in time of war or invasion, and also in time of
rebellion, declared by the legislature to exist, as occasion shall necessarily require; and to
take and surprise by all ways and means whatsoever, all and every such person or
persons, with their ships, arms, ammunition and other goods, as shall, in a hostile manner,
invade, or attempt the invading, conquering, or annoying this commonwealth; and that
the governor be intrusted with all these and other powers, incident to the offices of
captain-general and commander in chief, and admiral, to be exercised agreeably to the
rules and regulations of the constitution, and the laws of the land, and not otherwise.
Provided, that the said governor shall not, at any time hereafter, by virtue of any power
by this constitution granted, or hereafter to be granted to him by the legislature, transport
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any of the inhabitants of this commonwealth, or oblige them to march out of the limits of
the same, without their free and voluntary consent, or the consent of the general court;
except so far as may be necessary to march or transport them by land or water, for the
defence of such part of the state, to which they cannot otherwise conveniently have
access.] [Annulled and superseded by See Amendments, Art. LIV.]
Article VIII. [The power of pardoning offences, except such as persons may be convicted
of before the senate by an impeachment of the house, shall be in the governor, by and
with the advice of council: but no charter of pardon, granted by the governor, with advice
of the council before conviction, shall avail the party pleading the same, notwithstanding
any general or particular expressions contained therein, descriptive of the offence or
offences intended to be pardoned.] [Annulled and superseded by Amendments, Art.
LXXIII.]
Article IX. All judicial officers, [the attorney-general,] the solicitor-general, [all sheriffs,]
coroners, [and registers of probate,] shall be nominated and appointed by the governor,
by and with the advice and consent of the council; and every such nomination shall be
made by the governor, and made at least seven days prior to such appointment. [See
Amendments, Arts. XVII, [See Amendments, Art. XLVIII, The Initiative, II, sec. 2.], The
Referendum, III, sec. 2, and LXIV.] [For provision as to election of sheriffs, registers of
probate, etc., see Amendments, Art. XIX.] [For provision as to the appointment of
notaries public, see Amendments, Arts. IV, LVII and LXIX, sec. 2.]
Article X. [The captains and subalterns of the militia, shall be elected by the written votes
of the train band and alarm list of their respective companies, of twenty-one years of age
and upwards: the field officers of regiments shall be elected by the written votes of the
captains and subalterns of their respective regiments: the brigadiers shall be elected in
like manner, by the field officers of their respective brigades: and such officers, so
elected, shall be commissioned by the governor, who shall determine their rank. [See
Amendments, Art. V.]
The legislature shall, by standing laws, direct the time and manner of convening the
electors, and of collecting votes, and of certifying to the governor, the officers elected.
The major-generals shall be appointed by the senate and house of representatives, each
having a negative upon the other; and be commissioned by the governor. [See
Amendments, Art. IV.]
And if the electors of brigadiers, field officers, captains or subalterns, shall neglect or
refuse to make such elections, after being duly notified, according to the laws for the time
being, then the governor, with advice of council, shall appoint suitable persons to fill
such offices.
And no officer, duly commissioned to command in the militia, shall be removed from his
office, but by the address of both houses to the governor, or by fair trial in court-martial
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pursuant to the laws of the commonwealth for the time being. [See Amendments, Art.
IV.]
The commanding officers of regiments shall appoint their adjutants and quartermasters;
the brigadiers their brigade-majors; and the major-generals their aids; and the governor
shall appoint the adjutant-general.
The governor, with advice of council, shall appoint all officers of the continental army,
whom by the confederation of the United States it is provided that this commonwealth
shall appoint, as also all officers of forts and garrisons.
The divisions of the militia into brigades, regiments and companies, made in pursuance
of the militia laws now in force, shall be considered as the proper divisions of the militia
of this commonwealth, until the same shall be altered in pursuance of some future law.]
[Annulled and superseded by Amendments, Art. LIII.]
Article XI. No moneys shall be issued out of the treasury of this commonwealth, and
disposed of (except such sums as may be appropriated for the redemption of bills of
credit or treasurer's notes, or for the payment of interest arising thereon) but by warrant
under the hand of the governor for the time being, with the advice and consent of the
council, for the necessary defence and support of the commonwealth; and for the
protection and preservation of the inhabitants thereof, agreeably to the acts and resolves
of the general court. [See Amendments, Art. XLVIII, The Initiative, II, sec. 2, and The
Referendum, III, sec. 2.]
Article XII. All public boards, [the commissary-general,] all superintending officers of
public magazines and stores, belonging to this commonwealth, and all commanding
officers of forts and garrisons within the same, shall once in every three months,
officially, and without requisition, and at other times, when required by the governor,
deliver to him an account of all goods, stores, provisions, ammunition, cannon with their
appendages, and small arms with their accoutrements, and of all other public property
whatever under their care respectively; distinguishing the quantity, number, quality and
kind of each, as particularly as may be; together with the condition of such forts and
garrisons and the said commanding officer shall exhibit to the governor, when required
by him, true and exact plans of such forts, and of the land and sea or harbor or harbors
adjacent.
And the said boards, and all public officers, shall communicate to the governor, as soon
as may be after receiving the same, all letters, despatches, and intelligences of a public
nature, which shall be directed to them respectively. [See Amendments, Art. LIII.]
Article XIII. As the public good requires that the governor should not be under the undue
influence of any of the members of the general court by a dependence on them for his
support, that he should in all cases, act with freedom for the benefit of the public, that he
should not have his attention necessarily diverted from that object to his private concerns
-- and that he should maintain the dignity of the commonwealth in the character of its
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chief magistrate, it is necessary that he should have an honorable stated salary, of a fixed
and permanent value, amply sufficient for those purposes, and established by standing
laws: and it shall be among the first acts of the general court, after the commencement of
this constitution, to establish such salary by law accordingly.
Permanent and honorable salaries shall also be established by law for the justices of the
supreme judicial court.
And if it shall be found that any of the salaries aforesaid, so established, are insufficient,
they shall, from time to time be enlarged as the general court shall judge proper. [See
Amendments, Art. XLVIII, The Initiative, II, sec. 2, and The Referendum, III, sec. 2.]

Chapter II, Section II.
Lieutenant-Governor.
Article I. There shall be [annually] elected a lieutenant governor of the commonwealth of
Massachusetts, whose title shall be, His Honor and who shall be qualified, in point of
[religion, property,] and residence in the commonwealth, in the same manner with the
governor: and the day and manner of his election, and the qualifications of the electors,
shall be the same as are required in the election of a governor. The return of the votes for
this officer, and the declaration of his election, shall be in the same manner: and if no one
person shall be found to have [a majority] of all the votes returned, the vacancy shall be
filled by the senate and house of representatives, in the same manner as the governor is to
be elected, in case no one person shall have [a majority] of the votes of the people to be
governor. [See Amendments, Arts. VII, XIV, XXXIV, LXIV and LXXX.]
Article II. The governor, and in his absence the lieutenant governor, shall be president of
the council, but shall have no vote in council: and the lieutenant governor shall always be
a member of the council except when the chair of the governor shall be vacant.
Article III. Whenever the chair of the governor shall be vacant, by reason of his death, or
absence from the commonwealth, or otherwise, the lieutenant governor, for the time
being, shall, during such vacancy, perform all the duties incumbent upon the governor,
and shall have and exercise all the powers and authorities, which by this constitution the
governor is vested with, when personally present. [See Amendments, Arts. LV.]
Chapter II, Section III.
Council, and the Manner of settling Elections by the Legislature.
Article I. There shall be a council for advising the governor in the executive part of
government, to consist of [nine] persons besides the lieutenant governor, whom the
governor, for the time being, shall have full power and authority, from time to time, at his
discretion, to assemble and call together. And the governor, with the said councillors, or
five of them at least, shall and may, from time to time, hold and keep a council, for the
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ordering and directing the affairs of the commonwealth, according to the laws of the land.
[See Amendments, Art. XVI.]
Article II. [Nine councillors shall be annually chosen from among the persons returned
for councillors and senators, on the last Wednesday in May, by the joint ballot of the
senators and representatives assembled in one room: and in case there shall not be found
upon the first choice, the whole number of nine persons who will accept a seat in the
council, the deficiency shall be made up by the electors aforesaid from among the people
at large; and the number of senators left shall constitute the senate for the year. The seats
of the persons thus elected from the senate, and accepting the trust, shall be vacated in the
senate.] [See Amendments, Arts. X, XIII, XXV, LXIV.] [Superseded by Amendments,
Art. XVI.]
Article III. The councillors, in the civil arrangements of the commonwealth, shall have
rank next after the lieutenant governor.
Article IV. [Not more than two councillors shall be chosen out of any one district of this
commonwealth.] [Superseded by Amendments, Art. XVI.]
Article V. The resolutions and advice of the council shall be recorded in a register, and
signed by the members present; and this record may be called for at any time by either
house of the legislature; and any member of the council may insert his opinion, contrary
to the resolution of the majority.
Article VI. [Whenever the office of the governor and lieutenant governor shall be vacant,
by reason of death, absence, or otherwise, then the council, or the major part of them,
shall during such vacancy have full power and authority to do, and execute, all and every
such acts, matters and things, as the governor or the lieutenant governor might or could,
by virtue of this constitution, do or execute, if they or either of them, were personally
present.] [Annulled and superseded by Amendments, Art. LV.]
Article VII. [And whereas the elections appointed to be made by this constitution, on the
last Wednesday in May annually, by the two houses of the legislature, may not be
completed on that day, the said elections may be adjourned from day to day until the
same shall be completed. And the order of elections shall be as follows: the vacancies in
the senate, if any, shall first be filled up; the governor and lieutenant governor shall then
be elected, provided there should be no choice of them by the people: and afterwards the
two houses shall proceed to the election of the council.] [See Amendments, Art. XIV.]
[Superseded by Amendments, Arts. XVI and XXV.]

Chapter II, Section IV.
Secretary, Treasurer, Commissary, etc.
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Article I. [The secretary, treasurer and receiver-general, and the commissary-general,
notaries public, and naval officers, shall be chosen annually, by joint ballot of the
senators and representatives in one room. And that the citizens of this commonwealth
may be assured, from time to time, that the moneys remaining in the public treasury,
upon the settlement and liquidation of the public accounts, are their property, no man
shall be eligible as treasurer and receiver-general more than five years successively.] [See
Amendments, Arts. XVII, LXIV, LXXIX, LXXX and LXXXII.] [For provision as to
appointment of notaries public and the commisary-general, see Amendments, Arts. IV,
LIII and LVII; see also Amendments, Art. LXIX.]
Article II. The records of the commonwealth shall be kept in the office of the secretary,
who may appoint his deputies, for whose conduct he shall be accountable, and he shall
attend the governor and council, the senate and house of representatives, in person, or by
his deputies, as they shall respectively require.
Chapter III.
JUDICIARY POWER.
Article I. The tenure, that all commission officers shall by law have in their offices, shall
be expressed in their respective commissions. All judicial officers, duly appointed,
commissioned and sworn, shall hold their offices during good behavior, excepting such
concerning whom there is different provision made in this constitution: provided
nevertheless, the governor, with consent of the council, may remove them upon the
address of both houses of the legislature. [For tenure, etc., of judges, see Amendments,
Art. XLVIII, The Initiative, II, sec. 2 and The Referendum, III, sec. 2.] [For retirement of
judicial officers, see Amendments, Art. LVIII.] [For removal of justices of the peace and
notaries public, see Amendments, Art. XXXVII.] [Annulled by Amendments, Art.
XCVIII.]
Article II. [Each branch of the legislature, as well as the governor and council, shall have
authority to require the opinions of the justices of the supreme judicial court, upon
important questions of law, and upon solemn occasions.] [Amended and superseded by
Amendments, Art. LXXXV.]
Article III. In order that the people may not suffer from the long continuance in place of
any justice of the peace, who shall fail of discharging the important duties of his office
with ability or fidelity, all commissions of justices of the peace shall expire and become
void, in the term of seven years from their respective dates; and upon the expiration of
any commission, the same may, if necessary, be renewed, or another person appointed, as
shall most conduce to the well-being of the commonwealth. [See Amendments, Art.
XXXVII.]
Article IV. The judges of probate of wills, and for granting letters of administration, shall
hold their courts at such place or places, on fixed days, as the convenience of the people
shall require; and the legislature shall, from time to time, hereafter appoint such times and
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places; until which appointments, the said courts shall be holden at the times and places
which the respective judges shall direct.
Article V. All causes of marriage, divorce, and alimony, and all appeals from the judges
of probate shall be heard and determined by the governor and council, until the
legislature shall, by law, make other provision.

Chapter IV.
DELEGATES TO CONGRESS.
[The delegates of this commonwealth to the congress of the United States, shall, some
time in the month of June annually, be elected by the joint ballot of the senate and house
of representatives, assembled together in one room; to serve in congress for one year, to
commence on the first Monday in November then next ensuing. They shall have
commissions under the hand of the governor, and the great seal of the commonwealth;
but may be recalled at any time within the year, and others chosen and commissioned, in
the same manner, in their stead.] [Annulled by the adoption of the Constitution of the
United States, July 26, 1788.]
Chapter V.
THE UNIVERSITY AT CAMBRIDGE, AND ENCOURAGEMENT OF
LITERATURE, ETC.
Section 1.
The University.
Article I. Whereas our wise and pious ancestors, so early as the year one thousand six
hundred and thirty-six, laid the foundation of Harvard College, in which university many
persons of great eminence have, by the blessing of God, been initiated in those arts and
sciences, which qualified them for public employments, both in church and state: and
whereas the encouragement of arts and sciences, and all good literature, tends to the
honor of God, the advantage of the Christian religion, and the great benefit of this and the
other United States of America -- it is declared, that the President and Fellows of
Harvard College, in their corporate capacity, and their successors in that capacity, their
officers and servants, shall have, hold, use, exercise and enjoy, all the powers, authorities,
rights, liberties, privileges, immunities and franchises, which they now have or are
entitled to have, hold, use, exercise and enjoy: and the same are hereby ratified and
confirmed unto them, the said president and fellows of Harvard College, and to their
successors, and to their officers and servants, respectively, forever.
Article II. And whereas there have been at sundry times, by divers persons, gifts, grants,
devises of houses, lands, tenements, goods, chattels, legacies and conveyances, heretofore
made, either to Harvard College in Cambridge, in New England, or to the president and
fellows of Harvard College, or to the said college, by some other description, under
several charters successively: it is declared, that all the said gifts, grants, devises, legacies
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and conveyances, are hereby forever confirmed unto the president and fellows of Harvard
College, and to their successors in the capacity aforesaid, according to the true intent and
meaning of the donor or donors, grantor or grantors, devisor or devisors.
Article III. [And whereas, by an act of the general court of the colony of Massachusetts
Bay passed in the year one thousand six hundred and forty-two, the governor and deputygovernor, for the time being, and all the magistrates of that jurisdiction, were, with the
president, and a number of the clergy in the said act described, constituted the overseers
of Harvard College: and it being necessary, in this new constitution of government to
ascertain who shall be deemed successors to the said governor, deputy-governor and
magistrates; it is declared, that the governor, lieutenant governor, council and senate of
this commonwealth, are and shall be deemed, their successors, who with the president of
Harvard College, for the time being, together with the ministers of the congregational
churches in the towns of Cambridge, Watertown, Charlestown, Boston, Roxbury, and
Dorchester, mentioned in the said act, shall be, and hereby are, vested with all the powers
and authority belonging, or in any way appertaining to the overseers of Harvard College;
provided, that] nothing herein shall be construed to prevent the legislature of this
commonwealth from making such alterations in the government of the said university, as
shall be conducive to its advantage and the interest of the republic of letters, in as full a
manner as might have been done by the legislature of the late Province of the
Massachusetts Bay.

Chapter V, Section II.
The Encouragement of Literature, etc.
Wisdom, and knowledge, as well as virtue, diffused generally among the body of the
people, being necessary for the preservation of their rights and liberties; and as these
depend on spreading the opportunities and advantages of education in the various parts of
the country, and among the different orders of the people, it shall be the duty of
legislatures and magistrates, in all future periods of this commonwealth, to cherish the
interests of literature and the sciences, and all seminaries of them; especially the
university at Cambridge, public schools and grammar schools in the towns; to encourage
private societies and public institutions, rewards and immunities, for the promotion of
agriculture, arts, sciences, commerce, trades, manufactures, and a natural history of the
country; to countenance and inculcate the principles of humanity and general
benevolence, public and private charity, industry and frugality, honesty and punctuality in
their dealings; sincerity, good humor, and all social affections, and generous sentiments
among the people. [See Amendments, Arts. XVIII, XLVI, XCVI and CIII.]
Chapter VI.
OATHS AND SUBSCRIPTIONS; INCOMPATIBILITY OF AND EXCLUSION
FROM OFFICES; PECUNIARY QUALIFICATIONS; COMMISSIONS; WRITS;
CONFIRMATION OF LAWS; HABEAS CORPUS; THE ENACTING STYLE;
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CONTINUANCE OF OFFICERS; PROVISION FOR A FUTURE REVISAL OF
THE CONSTITUTION, ETC.

Article I. [Any person chosen governor, lieutenant governor, councillor, senator or
representative, and accepting the trust, shall before he proceed to execute the duties of his
place or office, make and subscribe the following declaration, viz.-"I, A. B., do declare, that I believe the Christian religion, and have a firm persuasion of its
truth; and that I am seised and possessed, in my own right, of the property required by the
constitution as one qualification for the office or place to which I am elected."
And the governor, lieutenant governor, and councillors shall make and subscribe the said
declaration, in the presence of the two houses of assembly; and the senators and
representatives first elected under this constitution, before the president and five of the
council of the former constitution, and forever afterwards before the governor and
council for the time being.]
And every person chosen to either of the places or offices aforesaid, as also any person
appointed or commissioned to any judicial, executive, military, or other office under the
government, shall, before he enters on the discharge of the business of his place or office,
take and subscribe the following declaration, and oaths or affirmations, viz.-["I, A. B., do truly and sincerely acknowledge, profess, testify and declare, that the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts is, and of right ought to be, a free, sovereign and
independent state; and I do swear, that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the said
commonwealth, and that I will defend the same against traitorous conspiracies and all
hostile attempts whatsoever: and that I do renounce and abjure all allegiance, subjection
and obedience to the king, queen, or government of Great Britain, (as the case may be)
and every other foreign power whatsoever: and that no foreign prince, person, prelate,
state or potentate, hath, or ought to have, any jurisdiction, superiority, pre-eminence,
authority, dispensing or other power, in any matter, civil, ecclesiastical or spiritual,
within this commonwealth, except the authority and power which is or may be vested by
their constituents in the congress of the United States: and I do further testify and declare,
that no man or body of men hath or can have any right to absolve or discharge me from
the obligation of this oath, declaration, or affirmation; and that I do make this
acknowledgment, profession, testimony, declaration, denial, renunciation and abjuration,
heartily and truly, according to the common meaning and acceptation of the foregoing
words, without any equivocation, mental evasion, or secret reservation whatsoever -- So
help me, God."]
"I, A. B., do solemnly swear and affirm, that I will faithfully and impartially discharge
and perform all the duties incumbent on me as : according to the best of my abilities and
understanding, agreeably, to the rules and regulations of the constitution, and the laws of
this commonwealth -- So help me, God."
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Provided always, that when any person chosen or appointed as aforesaid, shall be of the
denomination of the people called Quakers, and shall decline taking the said oath[s], he
shall make his affirmation in the foregoing form, and subscribe the same, omitting the
words ["I do swear," "and abjure," "oath or," "and abjuration" in the first oath; and in
the second oath, the words] "swear and," and [in each of them] the words "So help me,
God;" subjoining instead thereof, "This I do under the pains and penalties of perjury."]
[See Amendments, Art. VI.]
And the said oaths or affirmations shall be taken and subscribed by the governor,
lieutenant governor, and councillors, before the president of the senate, in the presence of
the two houses of assembly; and by the senators and representatives first elected under
this constitution, before the president and five of the council of the former constitution;
and forever afterwards before the governor and council for the time being: and by the
residue of the officers aforesaid, before such persons and in such manner as from time to
time shall be prescribed by the legislature. [See Amendments, Arts. VI and VII.]
Article II. No governor, lieutenant governor, or judge of the supreme judicial court, shall
hold any other office or place, under the authority of this commonwealth, except such as
by this constitution they are admitted to hold saving that the judges of the said court may
hold the offices of justices of the peace through the state; nor shall they hold any other
place or office, or receive any pension or salary from any other state or government or
power whatever.
No person shall be capable of holding or exercising at the same time, within this state
more than one of the following offices, viz. -- judge of probate -- sheriff -- register of
probate -- or register of deeds -- and never more than any two offices which are to be held
by appointment of the governor, or the governor and council, or the senate, or the house
of representatives, or by the election of the people of the state at large, or of the people of
any county, military offices and the offices of justices of the peace excepted, shall be held
by one person.
No person holding the office of judge of the supreme judicial court -- secretary -attorney-general -- solicitor-general -- treasurer or receiver-general -- judge of probate -commissary-general -- [president, professor, or instructor of Harvard College] -- sheriff -clerk of the house of representatives -- register of probate -- register of deeds -- clerk of
the supreme judicial court -- clerk of the inferior court of common pleas -- or officer of
the customs, including in this description naval officers -- shall at the same time have a
seat in the senate or house of representatives; but their being chosen or appointed to, and
accepting the same, shall operate as a resignation of their seat in the senate or house of
representatives; and the place so vacated shall be filled up. [See Amendments, Arts. VIII
and XXVII.]
And the same rule shall take place in case any judge of the said supreme judicial court, or
judge of probate, shall accept a seat in council; or any councillor shall accept of either of
those offices or places.
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And no person shall ever be admitted to hold a seat in the legislature, or any office of
trust or importance under the government of this commonwealth, who shall, in the due
course of law, have been convicted of bribery or corruption in obtaining an election or
appointment. [See Amendments, Art. LXV.]
Article III. [In all cases where sums of money are mentioned in this constitution, the
value thereof shall be computed in silver at six shillings and eight pence per ounce: and it
shall be in the power of the legislature, from time to time, to increase such qualifications,
as to property, of the persons to be elected to offices, as the circumstances of the
commonwealth shall require.] [See Amendments, Arts. XIII and XXXIV.]
Article IV. All commissions shall be in the name of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, signed by the governor and attested by the secretary or his deputy, and
have the great seal of the commonwealth affixed thereto.
Article V. All writs issuing out of the clerk's office in any of the courts of law, shall be in
the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts: they shall be under the seal of the
court from whence they issue: they shall bear test of the first justice of the court to which
they shall be returnable, who is not a party, and be signed by the clerk of such court.
Article VI. All the laws which have heretofore been adopted, used and approved in the
Province, Colony or State of Massachusetts Bay, and usually practiced on in the courts of
law, shall still remain and be in full force, until altered or repealed by the legislature; such
parts only excepted as are repugnant to the rights and liberties contained in this
constitution.
Article VII. The privilege and benefit of the writ of habeas corpus shall be enjoyed in
this commonwealth in the most free, easy, cheap, expeditious and ample manner; and
shall not be suspended by the legislature, except upon the most urgent and pressing
occasions, and for a limited time not exceeding twelve months.
Article VIII. The enacting style, in making and passing all acts, statutes and laws, shall be
-- "Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court assembled,
and by the authority of the same."
Article IX. [To the end there may be no failure of justice, or danger arise to the
commonwealth from a change of the form of government -- all officers, civil and
military, holding commissions under the government and people of Massachusetts Bay in
New England, and all other officers of the said government and people, at the time this
constitution shall take effect, shall have, hold, use, exercise and enjoy, all the powers and
authority to them granted or committed, until other persons shall be appointed in their
stead: and all courts of law shall proceed in the execution of the business of their
respective departments; and all the executive and legislative officers, bodies and powers
shall continue in full force, in the enjoyment and exercise of all their trusts, employments
and authority; until the general court and the supreme and executive officers under this
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constitution are designated and invested with their respective trusts powers and
authority.]
Article X. [In order the more effectually to adhere to the principles of the constitution,
and to correct those violations which by any means may be made therein, as well as to
form such alterations as from experience shall be found necessary -- the general court
which shall be in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and ninety-five, shall
issue precepts to the selectmen of the several towns, and to the assessors of the
unincorporated plantations, directing them to convene the qualified voters of their
respective towns and plantations, for the purpose of collecting their sentiments on the
necessity or expediency of revising the constitution, in order to amendments. [See
Amendments, Art. IX.]
And if it shall appear by the returns made, that two thirds of the qualified voters
throughout the state, who shall assemble and vote in consequence of the said precepts, are
in favor of such revision or amendment, the general court shall issue precepts, or direct
them to be issued from the secretary's office to the several towns to elect delegates to
meet in convention for the purpose aforesaid.
The said delegates to be chosen in the same manner and proportion as their
representatives in the second branch of the legislature are by this constitution to be
chosen.] [Annulled by Amendments, Art. XLVIII.]
Article XI. This form of government shall be enrolled on parchment and deposited in the
secretary's office, and be a part of the laws of the land -- and printed copies thereof shall
be prefixed to the book containing the laws of this commonwealth, in all future editions
of the said laws.

ARTICLES OF AMENDMENT.
Article I. [If any bill or resolve shall be objected to, and not approved by the governor;
and if the general court shall adjourn within five days after the same shall have been laid
before the governor for his approbation, and thereby prevent his returning it with his
objections, as provided by the constitution, such bill or resolve shall not become a law,
nor have force as such.] [See Constitution, Chapter 1, Section 1, Article II.] [Superseded
by Amendments, Art. XC, Sec. 2.]
Article II. [The general court shall have full power and authority to erect and constitute
municipal or city governments, in any corporate town or towns in this commonwealth,
and to grant to the inhabitants thereof such powers, privileges, and immunities, not
repugnant to the constitution as the general court shall deem necessary or expedient for
the regulation and government thereof and to prescribe the manner of calling and holding
public meetings of the inhabitants, in wards or otherwise for the election of officers under
the constitution, and the manner of returning the votes given at such meetings. Provided,
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that no such government shall be erected or constituted in any town not containing twelve
thousand inhabitants, nor unless it be with the consent, and on the application of a
majority of the inhabitants of such town, present and voting thereon, pursuant to a vote at
a meeting duly warned and holden for that purpose. And provided also, that all by-laws
made by such municipal or city government shall be subject, at all times to be annulled
by the general court.] [See Amendments, Art. LXX.] [Annulled by Amendments, Art.
LXXXIX.]
Article III. Every [male] citizen of [twenty-one] years of age and upwards, excepting
[paupers and] persons under guardianship who shall have resided [within the
commonwealth one year, and] within the town or district in which he may claim a right to
vote, six calendar months next preceding any election of governor, lieutenant governor,
senators, or representatives, [and who shall have paid, by himself or his parent, master or
guardian, any state or county tax, which shall, within two years next preceding such
election, have been assessed upon him in any town or district of this commonwealth; and
also, every citizen who shall be, by law, exempted from taxation, and who shall be, in all
other respects, qualified as above mentioned,] shall have a right to vote in such election
of governor, lieutenant governor, senators and representatives; and no other person shall
be entitled to vote in such election. [See Amendments, Arts. XX, XXIII, XXVI, XXVIII,
XXX, XXXI, XXXII, XL, LXVIII, LXIX, XCIII, XCIV, XCV, and C.] [For absent
voting, see Amendments, Arts. XLV and LXXVI.]
Article IV. Notaries public shall be appointed by the governor in the same manner as
judicial officers are appointed, and shall hold their offices during seven years, unless
sooner removed by the governor with the consent of the council, upon the address of both
houses of the legislature. [See Amendments, Articles XXXVII, LXII, and LXIX, section
2].
[In case the office of secretary or treasurer of the commonwealth shall become vacant
from any cause during the recess of the general court, the governor, with the advice and
consent of the council, shall nominate and appoint, under such regulations as may be
prescribed by law, a competent and suitable person to such vacant office, who shall hold
the same until a successor shall be appointed by the general court.] [This paragraph
superseded by Amendments, Art. XVII.]
[Whenever the exigencies of the commonwealth shall require the appointment of a
commissary-general, he shall be nominated, appointed and commissioned in such manner
as the legislature may, by law, prescribe.
All officers commissioned to command in the militia may be removed from office in such
manner as the legislature may, by law, prescribe.] [Last two paragraphs annulled and
superseded by Amendments, Art. LIII.]
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Article V. [In the elections of captains and subalterns of the militia, all the members of
their respective companies, as well those under as those above the age of twenty-one
years, shall have a right to vote.] [Annulled by Amendments, Art. LIII].

Article VI. Instead of the oath of allegiance prescribed by the constitution, the following
oath shall be taken and subscribed by every person chosen or appointed to any office,
civil or military under the government of this commonwealth, before he shall enter on the
duties of his office, to wit:
"I, A. B., do solemnly swear, that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and will support the constitution thereof. So help me
God."
Provided, That when any person shall be of the denomination called Quakers, and shall
decline taking said oath, he shall make his affirmation in the foregoing form, omitting the
word "swear" and inserting instead thereof the word "affirm;" and omitting the words "So
help me God," and subjoining, instead thereof, the words "This I do under the pains and
penalties of perjury." [see Constitution, Chapter VI, Art. I].

Article VII. No oath, declaration or subscription, excepting the oath prescribed in the
preceding article and the oath of office, shall be required of the governor, lieutenant
governor, councillors, senators or representatives, to qualify them to perform the duties of
their respective offices.

Article VIII. No judge of any court of this commonwealth (except the court of sessions)
and no person holding any office under the authority of the United States (postmasters
excepted) shall, at the same time, hold the office of governor, lieutenant governor, or
councillor, or have a seat in the senate or house of representatives of this commonwealth;
and no judge of any court in this commonwealth (except the court of sessions) nor the
attorney-general, solicitor-general, county attorney, clerk of any court, sheriff, treasurer
and receiver-general, register of probate, nor register of deeds, shall continue to hold his
said office after being elected a member of Congress of the United States, and accepting
that trust; but the acceptance of such trust by any of the officers aforesaid shall be
deemed and taken to be a resignation of his said office; and judges of the courts of
common pleas shall hold no other office under the government of this commonwealth,
the office of justice of the peace and militia offices excepted. [See Amendments, Art.
LXV].
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Article IX. [If, at any time hereafter, any specific and particular amendment or
amendments to the constitution be proposed in the general court, and agreed to by a
majority of the senators and two thirds of the members of the house of representatives
present and voting thereon, such proposed amendment or amendments shall be entered on
the journals of the two houses, with the yeas and nays taken thereon, and referred to the
general court then next to be chosen, and shall be published; and if, in the general court
next chosen as aforesaid, such proposed amendment or amendments shall be agreed to by
a majority of the senators and two thirds of the members of the house of representatives
present and voting thereon; then it shall be the duty of the general court to submit such
proposed amendment or amendments to the people: and if they shall be approved and
ratified by a majority of the qualified voters voting thereon, at meetings legally warned
and holden for that purpose, they shall become part of the constitution of this
commonwealth.] [Annulled by Amendments, Art. XLVIII, General Provisions, VIII].

Article X. The political year shall begin on the first Wednesday of January instead of the
last Wednesday of May, and the general court shall assemble every year on the said first
Wednesday of January, and shall proceed at that session to make all the elections, and do
all the other acts which are by the constitution required to be made and done at the
session which has heretofore commenced on the last Wednesday of May. And the general
court shall be dissolved on the next day preceding the first Wednesday of January,
without any proclamation or other act of the governor. But nothing herein contained shall
prevent the general court from assembling at such other times as they shall judge
necessary, or when called together by the governor. [The governor, lieutenant governor
and councillors, shall also hold their respective offices for one year next following the
first Wednesday of January, and until others are chosen and qualified in their stead.] [See
Amendments, Arts. XIV, LXXII, and LXXV].
[The meeting for the choice of governor, lieutenant governor, senators and
representatives shall be held on the second Monday of November in every year; but
meetings may be adjourned if necessary, for the choice of representatives, to the next
day, and again to the next succeeding day, but no further. But in case a second meeting
shall be necessary for the choice of representatives, such meetings shall be held on the
fourth Monday of the same month of November.] [See Amendments, Art. LXIV] [This
paragraph superseded by Amendments, Art. XV].
All the other provisions of the constitution, respecting the elections and proceedings of
the members of the general court, or of any other officers or persons whatever, that have
reference to the last Wednesday of May, as the commencement of the political year, shall
be so far altered as to have like reference to the first Wednesday of January.
This article shall go into operation on the first day of October next following the day
when the same shall be duly ratified and adopted as an amendment of the constitution[; -and the governor, lieutenant governor, councillors, senators, representatives and all other
state officers, who are annually chosen, and who shall be chosen for the current year
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when the same shall go into operation, shall hold their respective offices until the first
Wednesday of January then next following, and until others are chosen and qualified in
their stead, and no longer -- and the first election of the governor, lieutenant governor,
senators and representatives to be had in virtue of this article shall be had conformably
thereunto, in the month of November following the day on which the same shall be in
force, and go into operation pursuant to the foregoing provision.]
All the provisions of the existing constitution inconsistent with the provisions herein
contained are hereby wholly annulled. [See Amendments, Art. LXIV].

Article XI. Instead of the third article of the bill of rights, the following modification and
amendment thereof is substituted.
"As the public worship of God and instructions in piety, religion and morality, promote
the happiness and prosperity of a people and the security of a republican government; -therefore, the several religious societies of this commonwealth, whether corporate or
unincorporate, at any meeting legally warned and holden for that purpose, shall ever have
the right to elect their pastors or religious teachers, to contract with them for their
support, to raise money for erecting and repairing houses for public worship, for the
maintenance of religious instruction, and for the payment of necessary expenses: and all
persons belonging to any religious society shall be taken and held to be members, until
they shall file with the clerk of such society, a written notice, declaring the dissolution of
their membership, and thenceforth shall not be liable for any grant or contract which may
be thereafter made, or entered into by such society: -- and all religious sects and
denominations, demeaning themselves peaceably, and as good citizens of the
commonwealth, shall be equally under the protection of the law; and no subordination of
any one sect or denomination to another shall ever be established by law." [See
Amendments, Arts. XLVI and XLVIII, The Initiative, section 2, and The Referendum,
section 2].

Article XII. [In order to provide for a representation of the citizens of this
commonwealth, founded upon the principles of equality a census of the ratable polls, in
each city, town and district of the commonwealth, on the first day of May, shall be taken
and returned into the secretary's office, in such manner as the legislature shall provide,
within the month of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirtyseven, and in every tenth year thereafter, in the month of May, in manner aforesaid, and
each town or city having three hundred ratable polls at the last preceding decennial
census of polls may elect one representative, and for every four hundred and fifty ratable
polls in addition to the first three hundred, one representative more.
Any town having less then three hundred ratable polls shall be represented thus; the
whole number of ratable polls, at the last preceding decennial census of polls, shall be
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multiplied by ten, and the product divided by three hundred, and such town may elect one
representative as many years within ten years, as three hundred is contained in the
product aforesaid.
Any city or town having ratable polls enough to elect one or more representatives, with
any number of polls beyond the necessary number, may be represented as to that surplus
number by multiplying such surplus number by ten and dividing the product by four
hundred and fifty; and such city or town may elect one additional representative as many
years within the ten years as four hundred and fifty is contained in the product aforesaid.
Any two or more of the several towns and districts may, by consent of a majority of the
legal voters present at a legal meeting in each of said towns and districts respectively
called for that purpose, and held previous to the first day of July in the year in which the
decennial census of polls shall be taken, form themselves into a representative district, to
continue until the next decennial census of polls, for the election of a representative or
representatives, and such district shall have all the rights, in regard to representation,
which would belong to a town containing the same number of ratable polls.
The governor and council shall ascertain and determine within the months of July and
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven, according to
the foregoing principles, the number of representatives, which each city, town and
representative district is entitled to elect, and the number of years within the period of ten
years then next ensuing, that each city, town and representative district may elect an
additional representative, and where any town has not a sufficient number of polls to
elect a representative each year then how many years within the ten years, such town may
elect a representative, and the same shall be done once in ten years thereafter by the
governor and council, and the number of ratable polls in each decennial census of polls,
shall determine the number of representatives, which each city, town and representative
district may elect as aforesaid, and when the number of representatives to be elected by
each city, town or representative district is ascertained and determined as aforesaid, the
governor shall cause the same to be published forthwith for the information of the people
and that number shall remain fixed and unalterable for the period of ten years.
All the provisions of the existing constitution inconsistent with the provisions herein
contained, are hereby wholly annulled.] [Superseded by Amendments, Arts. XIII, XXI,
LXXI, XCII, CI and CIX.

Article XIII. [A census of the inhabitants of each city and town, on the first day of May,
shall be taken, and returned into the secretary's office, on or before the last day of June,
of the year one thousand eight hundred and forty, and of every tenth year thereafter,
which census shall determine the apportionment of senators and representatives for the
term of ten years. [See Amendments, Arts. XXI, XXII LXXI, XCII, CI and CIX].
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The several senatorial districts now existing shall be permanent. The senate shall consist
of forty members: and in the year one thousand eight hundred and forty, and every tenth
year thereafter, the governor and council shall assign the number of senators to be chosen
in each district, according to the number of inhabitants in the same. But, in all cases, at
least one senator shall be assigned to each district. [See Amendments, Arts. XXII, LXXI,
XCII, CI and CIX].
The members of the house of representatives shall be apportioned in the following
manner: Every town or city containing twelve hundred inhabitants, may elect one
representative; and two thousand four hundred inhabitants shall be the mean increasing
number which shall entitle it to an additional representative. [See Amendments, Arts.
XXI, LXXI, XCII, CI and CIX].
Every town containing less than twelve hundred inhabitants, shall be entitled to elect a
representative as many times, within ten years, as the number one hundred and sixty is
contained in the number of the inhabitants of said town. Such towns may also elect one
representative for the year in which the valuation of estates within the commonwealth
shall be settled.
Any two or more of the several towns may, by consent of a majority of the legal voters
present at a legal meeting, in each of said towns respectively, called for that purpose, and
held before the first day of August, in the year one thousand eight hundred and forty, and
every tenth year thereafter, form themselves into a representative district, to continue for
the term of ten years; and such district shall have all the rights in regard to representation,
which would belong to a town containing the same number of inhabitants.
The number of inhabitants which shall entitle a town to elect one representative, and the
mean increasing number, which shall entitle a town or city to elect more than one, and
also the number by which the population of towns, not entitled to a representative every
year, is to be divided, shall be increased respectively, by one tenth of the numbers above
mentioned, whenever the population of the commonwealth shall have increased to seven
hundred and seventy thousand, and for every additional increase of seventy thousand
inhabitants, the same addition of one tenth shall be made, respectively, to the said
numbers above mentioned.
In the year of each decennial census, the governor and council shall, before the first day
of September, apportion the number of representatives which each city, town, and
representative district is entitled to elect, and ascertain how many years within ten years,
any town may elect a representative, which is not entitled to elect one every year; and the
governor shall cause the same to be published forthwith.
Nine councillors shall be annually chosen from among the people at large, on the first
Wednesday of January, or as soon thereafter as may be, by the joint ballot of the senators
and representatives assembled in one room, who shall, as soon as may be, in like manner,
fill up any vacancies that may happen in the council, by death, resignation, or otherwise.
No person shall be elected a councillor, who has not been an inhabitant of this
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commonwealth for the term of five years immediately preceding his election; and not
more than one councillor shall be chosen from any one senatorial district in the
commonwealth.] [See Amendments, Arts. XVI, LXIV, LXXX, XCII, CI and CIX].
No possession of a freehold or of any other estate shall be required as a qualification for
holding a seat in either branch of the general court, or in the executive council.

Article XIV. In all elections of civil officers by the people of this commonwealth, whose
election is provided for by the constitution, the person having the highest number of votes
shall be deemed and declared to be elected.

Article XV. [The meeting for the choice of governor, lieutenant-governor, senators and
representatives, shall be held on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November,
annually; but in case of a failure to elect representatives on that day, a second meeting
shall be holden for that purpose on the fourth Monday of the same month of November.]
[See Amendments, Arts. LXIV and LXXX.

Article XVI. Eight councillors shall be annually chosen by the inhabitants of this
commonwealth, qualified to vote for governor. The election of councillors shall be
determined by the same rule that is required in the election of governor. The legislature,
at its first session after this amendment shall have been adopted, and at its first session
after the next state census shall have been taken, and at its first session after each
decennial state census thereafterwards, shall divide the commonwealth into eight districts
of contiguous territory, each containing a number of inhabitants as nearly equal as
practicable, without dividing any town or ward of a city, and each entitled to elect one
councillor: provided, however, that if, at any time, the constitution shall provide for the
division of the commonwealth into forty senatorial districts, then the legislature shall so
arrange the councillor districts that each district shall consist of five contiguous senatorial
districts, as they shall be, from time to time, established by the legislature. No person
shall be eligible to the office of councillor who has not been an inhabitant of the
commonwealth for the term of five years immediately preceding his election. The day
and manner of the election, the return of the votes, and the declaration of the said
elections, shall be the same as are required in the election of governor. [Whenever there
shall be a failure to elect the full number of councillors, the vacancies shall be filled in
the same manner as is required for filling vacancies in the senate; and vacancies
occasioned by death, removal from the state, or otherwise, shall be filled in like manner,
as soon as may be after such vacancies shall have happened.] And that there may be no
delay in the organization of the government on the first Wednesday of January, the
governor, with at least five councillors for the time being, shall, as soon as may be,
examine the returned copies of the records for the election of governor, lieutenant-
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governor, and councillors; and ten days before the said first Wednesday in January he
shall issue his summons to such persons as appear to be chosen, to attend on that day to
be qualified accordingly; and the secretary shall lay the returns before the senate and
house of representatives on the said first Wednesday in January, to be by them examined;
and in case of the election of either of said officers, the choice shall be by them declared
and published; but in case there shall be no election of either of said officers, the
legislature shall proceed to fill such vacancies in the manner provided in the constitution
for the choice of such officers. [See Amendments, Arts. XXV, LXIV and LXXX.

Article XVII. The secretary, treasurer and receiver-general, auditor, and attorney-general,
shall be chosen [annually,] on the day in November prescribed for the choice of
governor; and each person then chosen as such, duly qualified in other respects, shall
hold his office for the term of [one year] from the third Wednesday in January next
thereafter, and until another is chosen and qualified in his stead. The qualification of the
voters, the manner of the election, the return of the votes, and the declaration of the
election, shall be such as are required in the election of governor. In case of a failure to
elect either of said officers on the day in November aforesaid, or in case of the decease in
the mean time of the person elected as such, such officer shall be chosen on or before the
third Wednesday in January next thereafter from the [two persons who had the highest
number of votes for said offices on the day in November aforesaid], by joint ballot of the
senators and representatives in one room; and in case the office of secretary, or treasurer
and receiver-general, or auditor, or attorney-general, shall become vacant from any cause
during an annual or special session of the general court, such vacancy shall in like
manner be filled by choice from the people at large; but if such vacancy shall occur at
any other time, it shall be supplied by the governor by appointment, with the advice and
consent of the council. The person so chosen or appointed, duly qualified in other
respects, shall hold his office until his successor is chosen and duly qualified in his stead.
In case any person chosen or appointed to either of the offices aforesaid, shall neglect, for
the space of ten days after he could otherwise enter upon his duties, to qualify himself in
all respects to enter upon the discharge of such duties, the office to which he has been
elected or appointed shall be deemed vacant. No person shall be eligible to either of said
offices unless he shall have been an inhabitant of this commonwealth five years next
preceding his election or appointment. [See Amendments, Arts. LXIV, LXXIX and
LXXX.

Article XVIII. [All moneys raised by taxation in the towns and cities for the support of
public schools, and all moneys which may be appropriated by the state for the support of
common schools, shall be applied to, and expended in, no other schools than those which
are conducted according to law, under the order and superintendence of the authorities of
the town or city in which the money is to be expended; and such moneys shall never be
appropriated to any religious sect for the maintenance exclusively of its own schools.]
[Superseded by Amendments, Arts. XLVI, XCVI and CIII.
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Article XIX. The legislature shall prescribe, by general law, for the election of sheriffs,
registers of probate, [commissioners of insolvency,] and clerks of the courts, by the
people of the several counties, and that district-attorneys shall be chosen by the people of
the several districts, for such term of office as the legislature shall prescribe. [See
Amendments, Art. XXXVI.

Article XX. No person shall [have the right to vote, or] be eligible to office under the
constitution of this commonwealth, who shall not be able to read the constitution in the
English language, and write his name: -- provided, however, that the provisions of this
amendment shall not apply to any person prevented by a physical disability from
complying with its requisitions, nor to any person who now has the right to vote, nor to
any persons who shall be sixty years of age or upwards at the time this amendment shall
take effect. [See Amendments, Arts. III, XXIII, XXVI, XXVIII, XXX, XXXI, XXXII,
XL, XLV and LXXVI.]

Article XXI. [A census of the legal voters of each city and town, on the first day of May,
shall be taken and returned into the office of the secretary of the commonwealth, on or
before the last day of June, in the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven; and a
census of the inhabitants of each city and town, in the year one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-five, and of every tenth year thereafter. In the census aforesaid, a special
enumeration shall be made of the legal voters; and in each city, said enumeration shall
specify the number of such legal voters aforesaid, residing in each ward of such city. The
enumeration aforesaid shall determine the apportionment of representatives for the
periods between the taking of the census.
The house of representatives shall consist of two hundred and forty members, which shall
be apportioned, by the legislature, at its first session after the return of each enumeration
as aforesaid, to the several counties of the commonwealth, equally, as nearly as may be,
according to their relative numbers of legal voters, as ascertained by the next preceding
special enumeration; and the town of Cohasset, in the county of Norfolk, shall, for this
purpose, as well as in the formation of districts, as hereinafter provided, be considered as
part of the county of Plymouth; and it shall be the duty of the secretary of the
commonwealth, to certify, as soon as may be after it is determined by the legislature, the
number of representatives to which each county shall be entitled, to the board authorized
to divide each county into representative districts. The mayor and aldermen of the city of
Boston, the county commissioners of other counties than Suffolk, -- or in lieu of the
mayor and aldermen of the city of Boston, or of the county commissioners in each county
other than Suffolk, such board of special commissioners in each county, to be elected by
the people of the county, or of the towns therein, as may for that purpose be provided by
law, shall, on the first Tuesday of August next after each assignment of representatives to
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each county, assemble at a shire town of their respective counties, and proceed, as soon
as may be, to divide the same into representative districts of contiguous territory, so as to
apportion the representation assigned to each county equally, as nearly as may be,
according to the relative number of legal voters in the several districts of each county;
and such districts shall be so formed that no town or ward of a city shall be divided
therefor, nor shall any district be made which shall be entitled to elect more than three
representatives. Every representative, for one year at least next preceding his election,
shall have been an inhabitant of the district for which he is chosen, and shall cease to
represent such district when he shall cease to be an inhabitant of the commonwealth. The
districts in each county shall be numbered by the board creating the same, and a
description of each, with the numbers thereof and the number of legal voters therein, shall
be returned by the board, to the secretary of the commonwealth, the county treasurer of
each county, and to the clerk of every town in each district, to be filed and kept in their
respective offices. The manner of calling and conducting the meetings for the choice of
representatives, and of ascertaining their election, shall be prescribed by law.] [Not less
than one hundred members of the house of representatives shall constitute a quorum for
doing business; but a less number may organize temporarily, adjourn from day to day,
and compel the attendance of absent members.] [Annulled and superseded by
Amendments, Arts. XXXIII, LXXI, CI, and CIX.]

Article XXII. [A census of the legal voters of each city and town, on the first day of May,
shall be taken and returned into the office of the secretary of the commonwealth, on or
before the last day of June, in the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven; and a
census of the inhabitants of each city and town, in the year one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-five, and of every tenth year thereafter. In the census aforesaid, a special
enumeration shall be made of the legal voters, and in each city said enumeration shall
specify the number of such legal voters aforesaid, residing in each ward of such city. The
enumeration aforesaid shall determine the apportionment of senators for the periods
between the taking of the census. The senate shall consist of forty members. The general
court shall, at its first session after each next preceding special enumeration, divide the
commonwealth into forty districts of adjacent territory, each district to contain, as nearly
as may be, an equal number of legal voters, according to the enumeration aforesaid: -provided, however, no town or ward of a city shall be divided therefor; and such districts
shall be formed, as nearly as may be, without uniting two counties, or parts of two or
more counties, into one district. Each district shall elect one senator, who shall have been
an inhabitant of this commonwealth five years at least immediately preceding his
election, and at the time of his election shall be an inhabitant of the district for which he
is chosen; and he shall cease to represent such senatorial district when he shall cease to be
an inhabitant of the commonwealth.] [Not less than sixteen senators shall constitute a
quorum for doing business; but a less number may organize temporarily, adjourn from
day to day, and compel the attendance of absent members.] [See Amendments, Art.
XXIV.] [Annulled and superseded by Amendments, Arts. XXXIII, LXXI, XCII, CI and
CIX.
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Article XXIII. [No person of foreign birth shall be entitled to vote, or shall be eligible to
office, unless he shall have resided within the jurisdiction of the United States for two
years subsequent to his naturalization, and shall be otherwise qualified, according to the
constitution and laws of this commonwealth: provided, that this amendment shall not
affect the rights which any person of foreign birth possessed at the time of the adoption
thereof; and, provided, further, that it shall not affect the rights of any child of a citizen of
the United States, born during the temporary absence of the parent therefrom.] [Annulled
by Amendments, Art. XXVI].

Article XXIV. Any vacancy in the senate shall be filled by election by the people of the
unrepresented district, upon the order of a majority of senators elected.

Article XXV. In case of a vacancy in the council, from a failure of election or other
cause, the senate and house of representatives shall, by concurrent vote, choose some
eligible person from the people of the district wherein such vacancy occurs, to fill that
office. If such vacancy shall happen when the legislature is not in session, the governor,
with the advice and consent of the council, may fill the same by appointment of some
eligible person.

Article XXVI. The twenty-third article of the articles of amendment of the constitution of
this commonwealth, which is as follows, to wit: -- "No person of foreign birth shall be
entitled to vote, or shall be eligible to office, unless he shall have resided within the
jurisdiction of the United States, for two years subsequent to his naturalization, and shall
be otherwise qualified according to the constitution and laws of this commonwealth:
provided, that this amendment shall not affect the rights which any person of foreign
birth possessed at the time of the adoption thereof; and provided, further, that it shall not
affect the rights of any child of a citizen of the United States, born during the temporary
absence of the parent therefrom," is hereby wholly annulled.

Article XXVII. So much of article two of chapter six of the constitution of this
commonwealth as relates to persons holding the office of president, professor or
instructor of Harvard College is hereby annulled.
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Article XXVIII. No person having served in the army or navy of the United States in time
of war, and having been honorably discharged from such service, if otherwise qualified to
vote, shall be disqualified therefor on account of [being a pauper;] or, [if a pauper,]
because of the non-payment of a poll tax.] [Amended by Amendments, Art. XXXI.]

Article XXIX. The general court shall have full power and authority to provide for the
inhabitants of the towns in this commonwealth more than one place of public meeting
within the limits of each town for the election of officers under the constitution, and to
prescribe the manner of calling, holding and conducting such meetings. All the provisions
of the existing constitution inconsistent with the provisions herein contained are hereby
annulled. [For absent voting, see Amendments, Arts. XLV and LXXVI.]

Article XXX. No person, otherwise qualified to vote in elections for governor, lieutenantgovernor, senators, and representatives, shall, by reason of a change of residence within
the commonwealth, be disqualified from voting for said officers in the city or town from
which he has removed his residence, until the expiration of six calendar months from the
time of such removal. [For absent and compulsory voting, see Amendments, Arts. XLV,
LXI and LXXVI.]

Article XXXI. [Article twenty-eight of the amendments of the constitution is hereby
amended by striking out in the fourth line thereof the words "being a pauper", and
inserting in place thereof the words: -- receiving or having received aid from any city or
town, -- and also by striking out in said fourth line the words "if a pauper", so that the
article as amended shall read as follows: ARTICLE XXVIII. No person having served in
the army or navy of the United States in time of war, and having been honorably
discharged from such service, if otherwise qualified to vote, shall be disqualified therefor
on account of receiving or having received aid from any city or town, or because of the
non-payment of a poll tax.]

Article XXXII. So much of article three of the amendments of the constitution of the
commonwealth as is contained in the following words: "and who shall have paid, by
himself, or his parent, master, or guardian, any state or county tax, which shall, within
two years next preceding such election, have been assessed upon him, in any town or
district of this commonwealth; and also every citizen who shall be, by law, exempted
from taxation, and who shall be, in all other respects, qualified as above mentioned", is
hereby annulled.
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Article XXXIII. A majority of the members of each branch of the general court shall
constitute a quorum for the transaction of business, but a less number may adjourn from
day to day, and compel the attendance of absent members. All the provisions of the
existing constitution inconsistent with the provisions herein contained are hereby
annulled.

Article XXXIV. So much of article two of section one of chapter two of part the second
of the constitution of the commonwealth as is contained in the following words: "and
unless he shall at the same time, be seised in his own right, of a freehold within the
commonwealth of the value of one thousand pounds"; is hereby annulled.

Article XXXV. So much of article two of section three of chapter one of the constitution
of the commonwealth as is contained in the following words: "The expenses of travelling
to the general assembly, and returning home, once in every session, and no more, shall be
paid by the government, out of the public treasury, to every member who shall attend as
seasonably as he can, in the judgment of the house, and does not depart without leave", is
hereby annulled.

Article XXXVI. So much of article nineteen of the articles of amendment to the
constitution of the commonwealth as is contained in the following words "commissioners
of insolvency", is hereby annulled.

Article XXXVII. The governor, with the consent of the council, may remove justices of
the peace and notaries public.

Article XXXVIII. Voting machines or other mechanical devices for voting may be used
at all elections under such regulations as may be prescribed by law: provided, however,
that the right of secret voting shall be preserved.

Article XXXIX. Article ten of part one of the constitution is hereby amended by adding
to it the following words: -- The legislature may by special acts for the purpose of laying
out, widening or relocating highways or streets, authorize the taking in fee by the
commonwealth, or by a county, city or town, of more land and property than are needed
for the actual construction of such highway or street: provided, however, that the land and
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property authorized to be taken are specified in the act and are no more in extent than
would be sufficient for suitable building lots on both sides of such highway or street, and
after so much of the land or property has been appropriated for such highway or street as
is needed therefor, may authorize the sale of the remainder for value with or without
suitable restrictions.

Article XL. Article three of the amendments to the constitution is hereby amended by
inserting after the word "guardianship", in line two, the following: -- and persons
temporarily or permanently disqualified by law because of corrupt practices in respect to
elections.

Article XLI. [Full power and authority are hereby given and granted to the general court
to prescribe for wild or forest lands such methods of taxation as will develop and
conserve the forest resources of the commonwealth.] [Annulled by Amendments, Art.
CX.]

Article XLII. [Full power and authority are hereby given and granted to the general court
to refer to the people for their rejection or approval at the polls any act or resolve of the
general court or any part or parts thereof. Such reference shall be by a majority yea and
nay vote of all members of each house present and voting. Any act, resolve, or part
thereof so referred shall be voted on at the regular state election next ensuing after such
reference, shall become law if approved by a majority of the voters voting thereon, and
shall take effect at the expiration of thirty days after the election at which it was approved
or at such time after the expiration of the said thirty days as may be fixed in such act,
resolve or part thereof.] [Annulled and superseded by Amendments, Art. XLVIII,
General Provisions, VIII.]

Article XLIII. The general court shall have power to authorize the commonwealth to take
land and to hold, improve, sub-divide, build upon and sell the same, for the purpose of
relieving congestion of population and providing homes for citizens; provided, however,
that this amendment shall not be deemed to authorize the sale of such land or buildings at
less than the cost thereof.

Article XLIV. Full power and authority are hereby given and granted to the general court
to impose and levy a tax on income in the manner hereinafter provided. Such tax may be
at different rates upon income derived from different classes of property, but shall be
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levied at a uniform rate throughout the commonwealth upon incomes derived from the
same class of property. The general court may tax income not derived from property at a
lower rate than income derived from property, and may grant reasonable exemptions and
abatements. Any class of property the income from which is taxed under the provisions
of this article may be exempted from the imposition and levying of proportional and
reasonable assessments, rates and taxes as at present authorized by the constitution. This
article shall not be construed to limit the power of the general court to impose and levy
reasonable duties and excises.

Article XLV. [The general court shall have power to provide by law for voting by
qualified voters of the commonwealth who, at the time of an election, are absent from the
city or town of which they are inhabitants in the choice of any officer to be elected or
upon any question submitted at such election.] [Annulled and superseded by
Amendments, Arts. LXXVI and CV.] [For compulsory voting, see Amendments, Art.
LXI.

Article XLVI. (In place of article XVIII of the articles of amendment of the constitution
ratified and adopted April 9, 1821, the following article of amendment, submitted by the
constitutional convention, was ratified and adopted November 6, 1917.)
Article XVIII.
Section 1. No law shall be passed prohibiting the free exercise of religion.
Section 2. All moneys raised by taxation in the towns and cities for the support of public
schools, and all moneys which may be appropriated by the commonwealth for the support
of common schools shall be applied to, and expended in, no other schools than those
which are conducted according to law, under the order and superintendence of the
authorities of the town or city in which the money is expended; and no grant,
appropriation or use of public money or property or loan of public credit shall be made or
authorized by the commonwealth or any political division thereof for the purpose of
founding, maintaining or aiding any other school or institution of learning, whether under
public control or otherwise, wherein any denominational doctrine is inculcated, or any
other school, or any college, infirmary, hospital, institution, or educational, charitable or
religious undertaking which is not publicly owned and under the exclusive control, order
and superintendence of public officers or public agents authorized by the commonwealth
or federal authority or both, except that appropriations may be made for the maintenance
and support of the Soldiers' Home in Massachusetts and for free public libraries in any
city or town, and to carry out legal obligations, if any, already entered into; and no such
grant, appropriation or use of public money or property or loan of public credit shall be
made or authorized for the purpose of founding, maintaining or aiding any church,
religious denomination or society.]
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Section 3. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to prevent the commonwealth, or
any political division thereof, from paying to privately controlled hospitals, infirmaries,
or institutions for the deaf, dumb or blind not more than the ordinary and reasonable
compensation for care or support actually rendered or furnished by such hospitals,
infirmaries or institutions to such persons as may be in whole or in part unable to support
or care for themselves.
Section 4. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to deprive any inmate of a
publicly controlled reformatory, penal or charitable institution of the opportunity of
religious exercises therein of his own faith; but no inmate of such institution shall be
compelled to attend religious services or receive religious instruction against his will, or,
if a minor, without the consent of his parent or guardian.
Section 5. This amendment shall not take effect until the October first next succeeding its
ratification and adoption by the people. [See Amendments, Arts. XLVIII, The Initiative,
Sec. 2., LXII, XCV, section 1 and CIII.]

Article XLVII. The maintenance and distribution at reasonable rates, during time of war,
public exigency, emergency or distress, of a sufficient supply of food and other common
necessaries of life and the providing of shelter, are public functions, and the
commonwealth and the cities and towns therein may take and may provide the same for
their inhabitants in such manner as the general court shall determine.

Article XLVIII.
I. Definition.
Legislative power shall continue to be vested in the general court; but the people reserve
to themselves the popular initiative, which is the power of a specified number of voters to
submit constitutional amendments and laws to the people for approval or rejection; and
the popular referendum, which is the power of a specified number of voters to submit
laws, enacted by the general court, to the people for their ratification or rejection.

The Initiative.
II. Initiative Petitions.
Section 1. Contents. - An initiative petition shall set forth the full text of the
constitutional amendment or law, hereinafter designated as the measure, which is
proposed by the petition.
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Section 2. Excluded Matters. - No measure that relates to religion, religious practices or
religious institutions; or to the appointment, qualification, tenure, removal, recall or
compensation of judges; or to the reversal of a judicial decision; or to the powers,
creation or abolition of courts; or the operation of which is restricted to a particular town,
city or other political division or to particular districts or localities of the commonwealth;
or that makes a specific appropriation of money from the treasury of the commonwealth,
shall be proposed by an initiative petition; but if a law approved by the people is not
repealed, the general court shall raise by taxation or otherwise and shall appropriate such
money as may be necessary to carry such law into effect.
Neither the eighteenth amendment of the constitution, as approved and ratified to take
effect on the first day of October in the year nineteen hundred and eighteen, nor this
provision for its protection, shall be the subject of an initiative amendment.
No proposition inconsistent with any one of the following rights of the individual, as at
present declared in the declaration of rights, shall be the subject of an initiative or
referendum petition: The right to receive compensation for private property appropriated
to public use; the right of access to and protection in courts of justice; the right of trial by
jury; protection from unreasonable search, unreasonable bail and the law martial;
freedom of the press; freedom of speech; freedom of elections; and the right of peaceable
assembly.
No part of the constitution specifically excluding any matter from the operation of the
popular initiative and referendum shall be the subject of an initiative petition; nor shall
this section be the subject of such a petition.
The limitations on the legislative power of the general court in the constitution shall
extend to the legislative power of the people as exercised hereunder.

[Section 3. Mode of Originating. - Such petition shall first be signed by ten qualified
voters of the commonwealth and shall then be submitted to the attorney-general, and if he
shall certify that the measure is in proper form for submission to the people, and that it is
not, either affirmatively or negatively, substantially the same as any measure which has
been qualified for submission or submitted to the people within three years of the
succeeding first Wednesday in December and that it contains only subjects not excluded
from the popular initiative and which are related or which are mutually dependent, it may
then be filed with the secretary of the commonwealth. The secretary of the
commonwealth shall provide blanks for the use of subsequent signers, and shall print at
the top of each blank a description of the proposed measure as such description will
appear on the ballot together with the names and residences of the first ten signers. All
initiative petitions, with the first ten signatures attached, shall be filed with the secretary
of the commonwealth not earlier than the first Wednesday of the September before the
assembling of the general court into which they are to be introduced, and the remainder
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of the required signatures shall be filed not later than the first Wednesday of the
following December.] [Section 3 superseded by section 1 of Amendments, Art. LXXIV.]

Section 4. Transmission to the General Court. - If an initiative petition, signed by the
required number of qualified voters, has been filed as aforesaid, the secretary of the
commonwealth shall, upon the assembling of the general court, transmit it to the clerk of
the house of representatives, and the proposed measure shall then be deemed to be
introduced and pending.

III. Legislative Action. General Provisions.
Section 1. Reference to Committee. - If a measure is introduced into the general court by
initiative petition, it shall be referred to a committee thereof, and the petitioners and all
parties in interest shall be heard, and the measure shall be considered and reported upon
to the general court with the committee's recommendations, and the reasons therefor, in
writing. Majority and minority reports shall be signed by the members of said committee.

Section 2. Legislative Substitutes. - The general court may, by resolution passed by yea
and nay vote, either by the two houses separately, or in the case of a constitutional
amendment by a majority of those voting thereon in joint session in each of two years as
hereinafter provided, submit to the people a substitute for any measure introduced by
initiative petition, such substitute to be designated on the ballot as the legislative
substitute for such an initiative measure and to be grouped with it as an alternative
therefor.

IV. Legislative Action on Proposed
Constitutional Amendments.
[Section 1. Definition. - A proposal for amendment to the constitution introduced into the
general court by initiative petition shall be designated an initiative amendment, and an
amendment introduced by a member of either house shall be designated a legislative
substitute or a legislative amendment.

Section 2. Joint Session. - If a proposal for a specific amendment of the constitution is
introduced into the general court by initiative petition signed by not less than twenty-five
thousand qualified voters, or if in case of a proposal for amendment introduced into the
general court by a member of either house, consideration thereof in joint session is called
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for by vote of either house, such proposal shall, not later than the second Wednesday in
June, be laid before a joint session of the two houses, at which the president of the senate
shall preside; and if the two houses fail to agree upon a time for holding any joint session
hereby required, or fail to continue the same from time to time until final action has been
taken upon all amendments pending, the governor shall call such joint session or
continuance thereof.] [Section 2 superseded by section 1 of Amendments, Art. LXXXI.]

Section 3. Amendment of Proposed Amendments. - A proposal for an amendment to the
constitution introduced by initiative petition shall be voted upon in the form in which it
was introduced, unless such amendment is amended by vote of three-fourths of the
members voting thereon in joint session, which vote shall be taken by call of the yeas and
nays if called for by any member.

Section 4. Legislative Action. - Final legislative action in the joint session upon any
amendment shall be taken only by call of the yeas and nays, which shall be entered upon
the journals of the two houses; and an unfavorable vote at any stage preceding final
action shall be verified by call of the yeas and nays, to be entered in like manner. At such
joint session a legislative amendment receiving the affirmative votes of a majority of all
the members elected, or an initiative amendment receiving the affirmative votes of not
less than one-fourth of all the members elected, shall be referred to the next general court.

Section 5. Submission to the People. - If in the next general court a legislative
amendment shall again be agreed to in joint session by a majority of all the members
elected, or if an initiative amendment or a legislative substitute shall again receive the
affirmative votes of a least one-fourth of all the members elected, such fact shall be
certified by the clerk of such joint session to the secretary of the commonwealth, who
shall submit the amendment to the people at the next state election. Such amendment
shall become part of the constitution if approved, in the case of a legislative amendment,
by a majority of the voters voting thereon, or if approved, in the case of an initiative
amendment or a legislative substitute, by voters equal in number to at least thirty per cent
of the total number of ballots cast at such state election and also by a majority of the
voters voting on such amendment.

Legislative Action on Proposed Laws.
[Section 1. Legislative Procedure. - If an initiative petition for a law is introduced into
the general court, signed by not less than twenty thousand qualified voters, a vote shall be
taken by yeas and nays in both houses before the first Wednesday of June upon the
enactment of such law in the form in which it stands in such petition. If the general court
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fails to enact such law before the first Wednesday of June, and if such petition is
completed by filing with the secretary of the commonwealth, not earlier than the first
Wednesday of the following July nor later than the first Wednesday of the following
August, not less than five thousand signatures of qualified voters, in addition to those
signing such initiative petition, which signatures must have been obtained after the first
Wednesday of June aforesaid, then the secretary of the commonwealth shall submit such
proposed law to the people at the next state election. If it shall be approved by voters
equal in number to at least thirty per cent of the total number of ballots cast at such state
election and also by a majority of the voters voting on such law, it shall become law, and
shall take effect in thirty days after such state election or at such time after such election
as may be provided in such law.] [Section 1 superseded by section 2 of Amendments,
Art. LXXXI.]

[Section 2. Amendment by Petitioners. - If the general court fails to pass a proposed law
before the first Wednesday of June, a majority of the first ten signers of the initiative
petition therefor shall have the right, subject to certification by the attorney-general filed
as hereinafter provided, to amend the measure which is the subject of such petition. An
amendment so made shall not invalidate any signature attached to the petition. If the
measure so amended, signed by a majority of the first ten signers, is filed with the
secretary of the commonwealth before the first Wednesday of the following July,
together with a certificate signed by the attorney-general to the effect that the amendment
made by such proposers is in his opinion perfecting in its nature and does not materially
change the substance of the measure, and if such petition is completed by filing with the
secretary of the commonwealth, not earlier than the first Wednesday of the following July
nor later than the first Wednesday of the following August, not less than five thousand
signatures of qualified voters, in addition to those signing such initiative petition, which
signatures must have been obtained after the first Wednesday of June aforesaid, then the
secretary of the commonwealth shall submit the measure to the people in its amended
form.] [Section 2 superseded by section 3 of Amendments, Art. LXXXI.]

VI. Conflicting and Alternative Measures.
If in any judicial proceeding, provisions of constitutional amendments or of laws
approved by the people at the same election are held to be in conflict, then the provisions
contained in the measure that received the largest number of affirmative votes at such
election shall govern.
A constitutional amendment approved at any election shall govern any law approved at
the same election.
The general court, by resolution passed as hereinbefore set forth, may provide for
grouping and designating upon the ballot as conflicting measures or as alternative
measures, only one of which is to be adopted, any two or more proposed constitutional
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amendments or laws which have been or may be passed or qualified for submission to the
people at any one election: provided, that a proposed constitutional amendment and a
proposed law shall not be so grouped, and that the ballot shall afford an opportunity to
the voter to vote for each of the measures or for only one of the measures, as may be
provided in said resolution, or against each of the measures so grouped as conflicting or
as alternative. In case more than one of the measures so grouped shall receive the vote
required for its approval as herein provided, only that one for which the largest
affirmative vote was cast shall be deemed to be approved.

The Referendum.
I. When Statutes shall take Effect.
No law passed by the general court shall take effect earlier than ninety days after it has
become a law, excepting laws declared to be emergency laws and laws which may not be
made the subject of a referendum petition, as herein provided.

II. Emergency Measures.
A law declared to be an emergency law shall contain a preamble setting forth the facts
constituting the emergency, and shall contain the statement that such law is necessary for
the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, safety or convenience. [A separate
vote shall be taken on the preamble by call of the yeas and nays, which shall be recorded,
and unless the preamble is adopted by two-thirds of the members of each house voting
thereon, the law shall not be an emergency law; but] if the governor, at any time before
the election at which it is to be submitted to the people on referendum, files with the
secretary of the commonwealth a statement declaring that in his opinion the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, safety or convenience requires that such law
should take effect forthwith and that it is an emergency law and setting forth the facts
constituting the emergency, then such law, if not previously suspended as hereinafter
provided, shall take effect without suspension, or if such law has been so suspended such
suspension shall thereupon terminate and such law shall thereupon take effect: but no
grant of any franchise or amendment thereof, or renewal or extension thereof for more
than one year shall be declared to be an emergency law. [See Amendments, Art. LXVII.]

III. Referendum Petitions.
Section 1. Contents. - A referendum petition may ask for a referendum to the people upon
any law enacted by the general court which is not herein expressly excluded.

Section 2. Excluded Matters. - No law that relates to religion, religious practices or
religious institutions; or to the appointment, qualification, tenure, removal or
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compensation of judges; or to the powers, creation or abolition of courts; or the operation
of which is restricted to a particular town, city or other political division or to particular
districts or localities of the commonwealth; or that appropriates money for the current or
ordinary expenses of the commonwealth or for any of its departments, boards,
commissions or institutions shall be the subject of a referendum petition.

Section 3. Mode of Petitioning for the Suspension of a Law and a Referendum Thereon. A petition asking for a referendum on a law, and requesting that the operation of such law
be suspended, shall first be signed by ten qualified voters and shall then be filed with the
secretary of the commonwealth not later than thirty days after the law that is the subject
of the petition has become law. [The secretary of the commonwealth shall provide blanks
for the use of subsequent signers, and shall print at the top of each blank a description of
the proposed law as such description will appear on the ballot together with the names
and residences of the first ten signers. If such petition is completed by filing with the
secretary of the commonwealth not later than ninety days after the law which is the
subject of the petition has become law the signatures of not less than fifteen thousand
qualified voters of the commonwealth, then the operation of such law shall be suspended,
and the secretary of the commonwealth shall submit such law to the people at the next
state election, if thirty days intervene between the date when such petition is filed with
the secretary of the commonwealth and the date for holding such state election; if thirty
days do not so intervene, then such law shall be submitted to the people at the next
following state election, unless in the meantime it shall have been repealed; and if it shall
be approved by a majority of the qualified voters voting thereon, such law shall, subject
to the provisions of the constitution, take effect in thirty days after such election, or at
such time after such election as may be provided in such law; if not so approved such law
shall be null and void; but no such law shall be held to be disapproved if the negative
vote is less than thirty per cent of the total number of ballots cast at such state election.]
[Section 3 amended by section 2 of Amendments, Art. LXXIV and section 4 of
Amendments, Art. LXXXI]

Section 4. Petitions for Referendum on an Emergency Law or a Law the Suspension of
Which is Not Asked for. - A referendum petition may ask for the repeal of an emergency
law or of a law which takes effect because the referendum petition does not contain a
request for suspension, as aforesaid. Such petition shall first be signed by ten qualified
voters of the commonwealth, and shall then be filed with the secretary of the
commonwealth not later than thirty days after the law which is the subject of the petition
has become law. [The secretary of the commonwealth shall provide blanks for the use of
subsequent signers, and shall print at the top of each blank a description of the proposed
law as such description will appear on the ballot together with the names and residences
of the first ten signers. If such petition filed as aforesaid is completed by filing with the
secretary of the commonwealth not later than ninety days after the law which is the
subject of the petition has become law the signatures of not less than ten thousand
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qualified voters of the commonwealth protesting against such law and asking for a
referendum thereon, then the secretary of the commonwealth shall submit such law to the
people at the next state election, if thirty days intervene between the date when such
petition is filed with the secretary of the commonwealth and the date for holding such
state election. If thirty days do not so intervene, then it shall be submitted to the people at
the next following state election, unless in the meantime it shall have been repealed; and
if it shall not be approved by a majority of the qualified voters voting thereon, it shall, at
the expiration of thirty days after such election, be thereby repealed; but no such law shall
be held to be disapproved if the negative vote is less than thirty per cent of the total
number of ballots cast at such state election.] [Section 4 superseded by section 3 of
Amendments, Art. LXXIV and section 5 of Amendments, Art. LXXXI.]

General Provisions.
I. Identification and Certification of Signatures.
Provision shall be made by law for the proper identification and certification of
signatures to the petitions hereinbefore referred to, and for penalties for signing any such
petition, or refusing to sign it, for money or other valuable consideration, and for the
forgery of signatures thereto. Pending the passage of such legislation all provisions of law
relating to the identification and certification of signatures to petitions for the nomination
of candidates for state offices or to penalties for the forgery of such signatures shall apply
to the signatures to the petitions herein referred to. The general court may provide by law
that no co-partnership or corporation shall undertake for hire or reward to circulate
petitions, may require individuals who circulate petitions for hire or reward to be
licensed, and may make other reasonable regulations to prevent abuses arising from the
circulation of petitions for hire or reward.

II. Limitation on Signatures.
Not more than one-fourth of the certified signatures on any petition shall be those of
registered voters of any one county.

[III. Form of Ballot.
Each proposed amendment to the constitution, and each law submitted to the people,
shall be described on the ballots by a description to be determined by the attorneygeneral, subject to such provision as may be made by law, and the secretary of the
commonwealth shall give each question a number and cause such question, except as
otherwise authorized herein, to be printed on the ballot in the following form:In the case of an amendment to the constitution: Shall an amendment to the constitution
(here insert description, and state, in distinctive type, whether approved or disapproved
by the general court, and by what vote thereon) be approved?
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In the case of a law: Shall a law (here insert description, and state, in distinctive type,
whether approved or disapproved by the general court, and by what vote thereon) be
approved?

IV. Information for Voters.
The secretary of the commonwealth shall cause to be printed and sent to each registered
voter in the commonwealth the full text of every measure to be submitted to the people,
together with a copy of the legislative committee's majority and minority reports, if there
be such, with the names of the majority and minority members thereon, a statement of the
votes of the general court on the measure, and a description of the measure as such
description will appear on the ballot; and shall, in such manner as may be provided by
law, cause to be prepared and sent to the voters other information and arguments for and
against the measure.] [Subheadings III and IV superseded by section 4 of Amendments,
Art. LXXIV.] [Subheading IV superseded by Amendments,Art. CVIII.]

V. The Veto Power of the Governor.
The veto power of the governor shall not extend to measures approved by the people.

VI. The General Court's Power of Repeal.
Subject to the veto power of the governor and to the right of referendum by petition as
herein provided, the general court may amend or repeal a law approved by the people.

VII. Amendment Declared to be Self-executing.
This article of amendment to the constitution is self-executing, but legislation not
inconsistent with anything herein contained may be enacted to facilitate the operation of
its provisions.

VIII. Articles IX and XLII of Amendments of the Constitution Annulled.
Article IX and Article XLII of the amendments of the constitution are hereby annulled.

Article XLIX. [The conservation, development and utilization of the agricultural,
mineral, forest, water and other natural resources of the commonwealth are public uses,
and the general court shall have power to provide for the taking, upon payment of just
compensation therefor, of lands and easements or interests therein, including water and
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mineral rights, for the purpose of securing and promoting the proper conservation,
development, utilization and control thereof and to enact legislation necessary or
expedient therefor.] [Superseded by Amendments, Art. XCVII.]

Article L. Advertising on public ways, in public places and on private property within
public view may be regulated and restricted by law.

Article LI. The preservation and maintenance of ancient landmarks and other property of
historical or antiquarian interest is a public use, and the commonwealth and the cities and
towns therein may, upon payment of just compensation, take such property or any
interest therein under such regulations as the general court may prescribe.

Article LII. [The general court, by concurrent vote of the two houses, may take a recess
or recesses amounting to not more than thirty days; but no such recess shall extend
beyond the sixtieth day from the date of their first assembling.] [Superseded by
Amendments, Art. CII.]

Article LIII. Article X of Section I of Chapter II of the constitution, the last two
paragraphs of Article IV of the articles of amendment, relating to the appointment of a
commissary general and the removal of militia officers, and Article V of the articles of
amendment are hereby annulled, and the following is adopted in place thereof:
Article X. All military and naval officers shall be selected and appointed and may be
removed in such manner as the general court may by law prescribe, but no such officer
shall be appointed unless he shall have passed an examination prepared by a competent
commission or shall have served one year in either the federal or state militia or in
military service. All such officers who are entitled by law to receive commissions shall
be commissioned by the governor.

Article LIV. Article VII of Section I of Chapter II of the constitution is hereby annulled
and the following is adopted in place thereof:
Article VII. The general court shall provide by law for the recruitment, equipment,
organization, training and discipline of the military and naval forces. The governor shall
be the commander-in-chief thereof, and shall have power to assemble the whole or any
part of them for training, instruction or parade, and to employ them for the suppression of
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rebellion, the repelling of invasion, and the enforcement of the laws. He may, as
authorized by the general court, prescribe from time to time the organization of the
military and naval forces and make regulations for their government.

Article LV. Article VI of Section III of Chapter II of the constitution is hereby annulled
and the following is adopted in place thereof:
Whenever the offices of governor and lieutenant-governor shall both be vacant, by reason
of death, absence from the commonwealth, or otherwise, then one of the following
officers, in the order of succession herein named, namely, the secretary, attorney-general,
treasurer and receiver-general, and auditor, shall, during such vacancy, have full power
and authority to do and execute all and every such acts, matters and things as the
governor or the lieutenant-governor might or could lawfully do or execute, if they, or
either of them, were personally present.

Article LVI. [The governor, within five days after any bill or resolve shall have been laid
before him, shall have the right to return it to the branch of the general court in which it
originated with a recommendation that any amendment or amendments specified by him
be made therein. Such bill or resolve shall thereupon be before the general court and
subject to amendment and re-enactment. If such bill or resolve is re-enacted in any form
it shall again be laid before the governor for his action, but he shall have no right to
return the same a second time with a recommendation to amend.] [Superseded by
Amendments, Art. XC, Sec. 3.]

Article LVII. Article IV of the articles of amendment of the constitution of the
commonwealth is hereby amended by adding thereto the following words: -- Women
shall be eligible to appointment as notaries public. [Change of name shall render the
commission void, but shall not prevent reappointment under the new name.] [See
Amendments, Art. LXIX.]

Article LVIII. Article I of Chapter III of Part the Second of the constitution is hereby
amended by the addition of the following words: -- and provided also that the governor,
with the consent of the council, may after due notice and hearing retire them because of
advanced age or mental or physical disability. Such retirement shall be subject to any
provisions made by law as to pensions or allowances payable to such officers upon their
voluntary retirement. [Superseded by Amendments, Art. XCVIII.]
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Article LIX. Every charter, franchise or act of incorporation shall forever remain subject
to revocation and amendment.

Article LX. The general court shall have power to limit buildings according to their use
or construction to specified districts of cities and towns.

Article LXI. The general court shall have authority to provide for compulsory voting at
elections, but the right of secret voting shall be preserved.

Article LXII. Section 1. The credit of the commonwealth shall not in any manner be
given or loaned to or in aid of any individual, or of any private association, or of any
corporation which is privately owned and managed.] [Superseded by Amendments, Art.
LXXXIV.]
Section 2. The commonwealth may borrow money to repel invasion, suppress
insurrection, defend the commonwealth, or to assist the United States in case of war, and
may also borrow money in anticipation of receipts from taxes or other sources, such loan
to be paid out of the revenue of the year in which it is created.
Section 3. In addition to the loans which may be contracted as before provided, the
commonwealth may borrow money only by a vote, taken by the yeas and nays, of twothirds of each house of the general court present and voting thereon. The governor shall
recommend to the general court the term for which any loan shall be contracted.
Section 4. Borrowed money shall not be expended for any other purpose than that for
which it was borrowed or for the reduction or discharge of the principal of the loan.

Article LXIII. Section 1. Collection of Revenue. - All money received on account of the
commonwealth from any source whatsoever shall be paid into the treasury thereof.
Section 2. The Budget. - Within three weeks after the convening of the general court the
governor shall recommend to the general court a budget which shall contain a statement
of all proposed expenditures of the commonwealth for the fiscal year, including those
already authorized by law, and of all taxes, revenues, loans and other means by which
such expenditures shall be defrayed. This shall be arranged in such form as the general
court may by law prescribe, or, in default thereof, as the governor shall determine. For
the purpose of preparing his budget, the governor shall have power to require any board,
commission, officer, or department to furnish him with any information which he may
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deem necessary.] [See Amendments, Arts. LXXII and LXXV.] [Annulled by
Amendments, Art. CVII.]
Section 3. The General Appropriation Bill. - All appropriations based upon the budget to
be paid from taxes or revenues shall be incorporated in a single bill which shall be called
the general appropriation bill. The general court may increase, decrease, add or omit
items in the budget. The general court may provide for its salaries, mileage, and expenses
and for necessary expenditures in anticipation of appropriations, but before final action
on the general appropriation bill it shall not enact any other appropriation bill except on
recommendation of the governor. The governor may at any time recommend to the
general court supplementary budgets which shall be subject to the same procedures as the
original budget.
Section 4. Special Appropriation Bills. - After final action on the general appropriation
bill or on recommendation of the governor, special appropriation bills may be enacted.
Such bills shall provide the specific means for defraying the appropriations therein
contained.
Section 5. [Submission to the Governor. - The governor may disapprove or reduce items
or parts of items in any bill appropriating money. So much of such bill as he approves
shall upon his signing the same become law. As to each item disapproved or reduced, he
shall transmit to the house in which the bill originated his reason for such disapproval or
reduction, and the procedure shall then be the same as in the case of a bill disapproved as
a whole. In case he shall fail so to transmit his reasons for such disapproval or reduction
within five days after the bill shall have been presented to him, such items shall have the
force of law unless the general court by adjournment shall prevent such transmission, in
which case they shall not be law.] [See Amendments, Art. XC, Sec. 4..]

Article LXIV. [Section 1. The governor, lieutenant-governor, councillors, secretary,
treasurer and receiver-general, attorney-general, auditor, senators and representatives,
shall be elected biennially. The governor, lieutenant-governor and councillors shall hold
their respective offices from the first Wednesday in January succeeding their election to
and including the first Wednesday in January in the third year following their election
and until their successors are chosen and qualified. The terms of senators and
representatives shall begin with the first Wednesday in January succeeding their election
and shall extend to the first Wednesday in January in the third year following their
election and until their successors are chosen and qualified. The terms of the secretary,
treasurer and receiver-general, attorney-general and auditor, shall begin with the third
Wednesday in January succeeding their election and shall extend to the third Wednesday
in January in the third year following their election and until their successors are chosen
and qualified.] [Superseded by Amendments, Art. LXXX.]
Section 2. No person shall be eligible to election to the office of treasurer and receivergeneral for more than three successive terms. [Annulled by Amendments, Art. LXXXII.]
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Section 3. The general court shall assemble every year on the first Wednesday in
January. [See Amendments, Arts. LXXII and LXXV.]
Section 4. The first election to which this article shall apply shall be held on the Tuesday
next after the first Monday in November in the year nineteen hundred and twenty, and
thereafter elections for the choice of all the officers before-mentioned shall be held
biennially on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November.] [Annulled and
superseded by Amendments, Art. LXXXII.]

Article LXV. No person elected to the general court shall during the term for which he
was elected be appointed to any office created or the emoluments whereof are increased
during such term, nor receive additional salary or compensation for service upon any
recess committee or commission except a committee appointed to examine a general
revision of the statutes of the commonwealth when submitted to the general court for
adoption.

Article LXVI. On or before January first, nineteen hundred twenty-one, the executive and
administrative work of the commonwealth shall be organized in not more than twenty
departments, in one of which every executive and administrative office, board and
commission, except those officers serving directly under the governor or the council,
shall be placed. Such departments shall be under such supervision and regulation as the
general court may from time to time prescribe by law. [Annulled by Amendments, Art.
LXXXVII.]

Article LXVII. Article XLVIII of the Amendments to the Constitution is hereby amended
by striking out, in that part entitled "II. Emergency Measures", under the heading "The
Referendum", the words "A separate vote shall be taken on the preamble by call of the
yeas and nays, which shall be recorded, and unless the preamble is adopted by two-thirds
of the members of each House voting thereon, the law shall not be an emergency law;
but" and substituting the following: -- A separate vote, which shall be recorded, shall be
taken on the preamble, and unless the preamble is adopted by two-thirds of the members
of each House voting thereon, the law shall not be an emergency law. Upon the request of
two members of the Senate or of five members of the House of Representatives, the vote
on the preamble in such branch shall be taken by call of the yeas and nays. But

Article LXVIII. Article III of the amendments to the constitution, as amended, is hereby
further amended by striking out, in the first line, the word "male".
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Article LXIX. Section 1. No person shall be deemed to be ineligible to hold state, county
or municipal office by reason of sex.
Section 2. Article IV of the articles of amendment of the constitution of the
commonwealth, as amended by Article LVII of said amendments, is hereby further
amended by striking out the words "Change of name shall render the commission void,
but shall not prevent reappointment under the new name", and inserting in place thereof
the following words: -- Upon the change of name of any woman, she shall re-register
under her new name and shall pay such fee therefor as shall be established by the general
court.

Article LXX. Article II of the articles of amendment to the constitution of the
commonwealth is hereby amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
paragraph: -Nothing in this article shall prevent the general court from establishing in any corporate
town or towns in this commonwealth containing more than six thousand inhabitants a
form of town government providing for a town meeting limited to such inhabitants of the
town as may be elected to meet, deliberate, act and vote in the exercise of the corporate
powers of the town subject to such restrictions and regulations as the general court may
prescribe; provided, that such establishment be with the consent, and on the application
of a majority of the inhabitants of such town, present and voting thereon, pursuant to a
vote at a meeting duly warned and holden for that purpose. [Annulled by Amendments,
Art. LXXXIX.]

Article LXXI. [Article XXI of the articles of amendment is hereby annulled and the
following is adopted in place thereof:
Article XXI. In the year nineteen hundred and thirty-five and every tenth year thereafter a
census of the inhabitants of each city and town shall be taken and a special enumeration
shall be made of the legal voters therein. Said special enumeration shall also specify the
number of legal voters residing in each precinct of each town containing twelve thousand
or more inhabitants according to said census and in each ward of each city. Each special
enumeration shall be the basis for determining the representative districts for the ten year
period beginning with the first Wednesday in the fourth January following said special
enumeration; provided, that such districts as established in the year nineteen hundred and
twenty-six shall continue in effect until the first Wednesday in January in the year
nineteen hundred and thirty-nine.
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The house of representatives shall consist of two hundred and forty members, which shall
be apportioned by the general court, at its first regular session after the return of each
special enumeration, to the several counties of the commonwealth, equally, as nearly as
may be, according to their relative numbers of legal voters, as ascertained by said special
enumeration; and the town of Cohasset, in the county of Norfolk, shall, for this purpose,
as well as in the formation of districts as hereinafter provided, be considered a part of the
county of Plymouth; and it shall be the duty of the secretary of the commonwealth to
certify, as soon as may be after it is determined by the general court, the number of
representatives to which each county shall be entitled, to the board authorized to divide
such county into representative districts. The county commissioners or other body acting
as such or, in lieu thereof, such board of special commissioners in each county as may for
that purpose be provided by law, shall, within thirty days after such certification by the
secretary of the commonwealth or within such other period as the general court may by
law provide, assemble at a shire town of their respective counties, and proceed, as soon as
may be, to divide the same into representative districts of contiguous territory and assign
representatives thereto, so that each representative in such county will represent an equal
number of legal voters, as nearly as may be; and such districts shall be so formed that no
town containing less than twelve thousand inhabitants according to said census, no
precinct of any other town and no ward of a city shall be divided therefor, nor shall any
district be made which shall be entitled to elect more than three representatives. The
general court may by law limit the time within which judicial proceedings may be
instituted calling in question any such apportionment, division or assignment. Every
representative, for one year at least immediately preceding his election, shall have been
an inhabitant of the district for which he is chosen and shall cease to represent such
district when he shall cease to be an inhabitant of the commonwealth. The districts in
each county shall be numbered by the board creating the same, and a description of each,
with the numbers thereof and the number of legal voters therein, shall be returned by the
board, to the secretary of the commonwealth, the county treasurer of such county, and to
the clerk of every city or town in such county, to be filed and kept in their respective
offices. The manner of calling and conducting the elections for the choice of
representatives, and of ascertaining their election, shall be prescribed by law.
Article XXII of the articles of amendment is hereby annulled and the following is
adopted in place thereof:
Article XXII. Each special enumeration of legal voters required in the preceding article of
amendment shall likewise be the basis for determining the senatorial districts and also the
councillor districts for the ten year period beginning with the first Wednesday in the
fourth January following such enumeration; provided, that such districts as established in
the year nineteen hundred and twenty-six shall continue in effect until the first
Wednesday in January in the year nineteen hundred and thirty-nine. The senate shall
consist of forty members. The general court shall, at its first regular session after the
return of each special enumeration, divide the commonwealth into forty districts of
contiguous territory, each district to contain, as nearly as may be, an equal number of
legal voters, according to said special enumeration; provided, however, that no town or
ward of a city shall be divided therefor; and such districts shall be formed, as nearly as
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may be, without uniting two counties, or parts of two or more counties, into one district.
The general court may by law limit the time within which judicial proceedings may be
instituted calling in question such division. Each district shall elect one senator, who shall
have been an inhabitant of this commonwealth five years at least immediately preceding
his election, and at the time of his election shall be an inhabitant of the district for which
he is chosen; and he shall cease to represent such senatorial district when he shall cease to
be an inhabitant of the commonwealth. [Superseded by Amendments, Arts. XCII, CI and
CIX.]

Article LXXII. [Section 1. The general court shall assemble in regular session on the first
Wednesday of January in the year following the approval of this article and biennially on
said Wednesday thereafter. Nothing herein contained shall prevent the general court from
assembling at such other times as they shall judge necessary or when called together by
the governor."
Section 2. The budget required by Section 2 of Article LXIII of the amendments to the
constitution shall be for the year in which the same is adopted and for the ensuing year."
Section 3. All provisions of this constitution and of the amendments thereto requiring the
general court to meet annually are hereby annulled."] [Annulled by Amendments, Art.
LXXV.]

Article LXXIII. Article VIII of section I of chapter II of Part the Second of the
Constitution of the Commonwealth is hereby annulled and the following is adopted in
place thereof:-Art. VIII. The power of pardoning offences, except such as persons may be convicted of
before the senate by an impeachment of the house, shall be in the governor, by and with
the advice of council, provided, that if the offence is a felony the general court shall have
power to prescribe the terms and conditions upon which a pardon may be granted; but no
charter of pardon, granted by the governor, with advice of the council before conviction,
shall avail the party pleading the same, notwithstanding any general or particular
expressions contained therein, descriptive of the offence or offences intended to be
pardoned.

Article LXXIV. Section 1. Article XLVIII of the amendments to the constitution is
hereby amended by striking out section three, under the heading "THE INITIATIVE. III.
Initiative Petitions.", and inserting in place thereof the following: -
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Section 3. Mode of Originating. - Such petition shall first be signed by ten qualified
voters of the commonwealth and shall be submitted to the attorney-general not later than
the first Wednesday of the August before the assembling of the general court into which
it is to be introduced, and if he shall certify that the measure and the title thereof are in
proper form for submission to the people, and that the measure is not, either affirmatively
or negatively, substantially the same as any measure which has been qualified for
submission or submitted to the people at either of the two preceding biennial state
elections, and that it contains only subjects not excluded from the popular initiative and
which are related or which are mutually dependent, it may then be filed with the secretary
of the commonwealth. The secretary of the commonwealth shall provide blanks for the
use of subsequent signers, and shall print at the top of each blank a fair, concise
summary, as determined by the attorney-general, of the proposed measure as such
summary will appear on the ballot together with the names and residences of the first ten
signers. All initiative petitions, with the first ten signatures attached, shall be filed with
the secretary of the commonwealth not earlier than the first Wednesday of the September
before the assembling of the general court into which they are to be introduced, and the
remainder of the required signatures shall be filed not later than the first Wednesday of
the following December.
Section 2. Section three of that part of said Article XLVIII, under the heading "THE
REFERENDUM. III. Referendum Petitions.", is hereby amended by striking out the
words "The secretary of the commonwealth shall provide blanks for the use of
subsequent signers, and shall print at the top of each blank a description of the proposed
law as such description will appear on the ballot together with the names and residences
of the first ten signers.", and inserting in place thereof the words "The secretary of the
commonwealth shall provide blanks for the use of subsequent signers, and shall print at
the top of each blank a fair, concise summary of the proposed law as such summary will
appear on the ballot together with the names and residences of the first ten signers."
Section 3. Section four of that part of said Article XLVIII under the heading "THE
REFERENDUM. III. Referendum Petitions.", is hereby amended by striking out the
words "The secretary of the commonwealth shall provide blanks for the use of
subsequent signers, and shall print at the top of each blank a description of the proposed
law as such description will appear on the ballot together with the names and residences
of the first ten signers.", and inserting in place thereof the words "The secretary of the
commonwealth shall provide blanks for the use of subsequent signers, and shall print at
the top of each blank a fair, concise summary of the proposed law as such summary will
appear on the ballot together with the names and residences of the first ten signers."
Section 4. Said Article XLVIII is hereby further amended by striking out, under the
heading "GENERAL PROVISIONS", all of subheading "III. Form of Ballot." and all of
subheading "IV. Information for Voters.", and inserting in place thereof the following:--

III. Form of Ballot.
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A fair, concise summary, as determined by the attorney general, subject to such provision
as may be made by law, of each proposed amendment to the constitution, and each law
submitted to the people, shall be printed on the ballot, and the secretary of the
commonwealth shall give each question a number and cause such question, except as
otherwise authorized herein, to be printed on the ballot in the following form:-In the case of an amendment to the constitution: Do you approve of the adoption of an
amendment to the constitution summarized below, (here state, in distinctive type, whether
approved or disapproved by the general court, and by what vote thereon)?
[Set forth summary here]
In the case of a law: Do you approve of a law summarized below, (here state, in
distinctive type, whether approved or disapproved by the general court, and by what vote
thereon)?
[Set forth summary here]

IV. Information for Voters.
The secretary of the commonwealth shall cause to be printed and sent to each registered
voter in the commonwealth the full text of every measure to be submitted to the people,
together with a copy of the legislative committee's majority and minority reports, if there
be such, with the names of the majority and minority members thereon, a statement of the
votes of the general court on the measure, and a fair, concise summary of the measure as
such summary will appear on the ballot; and shall, in such manner as may be provided by
law, cause to be prepared and sent to the voters other information and arguments for and
against the measure.] [See Amendments, Art. CVIII.]

Article LXXV. Article LXXII of the amendments to the constitution providing for
biennial sessions of the general court and a biennial budget is hereby annulled, and all
provisions of this constitution and of the amendments thereto which were annulled or
affected by said Article shall have the same force and effect as though said Article had
not been adopted.
Article LXXVI. Article XLV of the articles of amendment is hereby annulled and the
following is adopted in place thereof:--
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Article XLV. The general court shall have power to provide by law for voting, in the
choice of any officer to be elected or upon any question submitted at an election, by
qualified voters of the commonwealth who, at the time of such an election, are absent
from the city or town of which they are inhabitants or are unable by reason of physical
disability to cast their votes in person at the polling places. [Superseded by Amendments,
Art. CV.]
Article LXXVII. Article XVI of Part the First is hereby annulled and the following is
adopted in place thereof:
Article XVI. The liberty of the press is essential to the security of freedom in a state: it
ought not, therefore, to be restrained in this commonwealth. The right of free speech shall
not be abridged.
Article LXXVIII. No revenue from fees, duties, excises or license taxes relating to
registration, operation or use of vehicles on public highways, or to fuels used for
propelling such vehicles, shall be expended for other than cost of administration of laws
providing for such revenue, making of refunds and adjustments in relation thereto,
payment of highway obligations, or cost of construction, reconstruction, maintenance and
repair of public highways and bridges and of the enforcement of state traffic laws; and
such revenue shall be expended by the commonwealth or its counties, cities and towns
for said highway purposes only and in such manner as the general court may direct;
provided, that this amendment shall not apply to revenue from any excise tax imposed in
lieu of local property taxes for the privilege of registering such vehicles. [Annulled by
Amendments, Art. CIV.]
Article LXXIX. Article XVII of the amendments of the constitution, as amended, is
hereby further amended by striking out, in the third sentence, the words "two persons
who had the highest number of votes for said offices on the day in November aforesaid"
and inserting in place thereof the words: - people at large, - so that said sentence will read
as follows: - In case of a failure to elect either of said officers on the day in November
aforesaid, or in case of the decease, in the meantime, of the person elected as such, such
officer shall be chosen on or before the third Wednesday in January next thereafter, from
the people at large, by joint ballot of the senators and representatives, in one room; and in
case the office of secretary, or treasurer and receiver-general, or auditor, or attorneygeneral, shall become vacant, from any cause, during an annual or special session of the
general court, such vacancy shall in like manner be filled by choice from the people at
large; but if such vacancy shall occur at any other time, it shall be supplied by the
governor by appointment, with the advice and consent of the council.
Article LXXX. [Article LXIV of the Amendments to the Constitution is hereby amended
by striking out section 1 and inserting in place thereof the following section:Section 1. The governor, lieutenant-governor, councillors, secretary, treasurer and
receiver-general, attorney-general, auditor, senators and representatives shall be elected
biennially. The terms of the governor, lieutenant-governor and councillors shall begin at
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noon on the Thursday next following the first Wednesday in January succeeding their
election and shall end at noon on the Thursday next following the first Wednesday in
January in the third year following their election. If the governor elect shall have died
before the qualification of the lieutenant-governor elect, the lieutenant-governor elect
upon qualification shall become governor. If both the governor elect and the lieutenantgovernor elect shall have died both said offices shall be deemed to be vacant and the
provisions of Article LV of the Amendments to the Constitution shall apply. The terms of
senators and representatives shall begin with the first Wednesday in January succeeding
their election and shall extend to the first Wednesday in January in the third year
following their election and until their successors are chosen and qualified. The terms of
the secretary, treasurer and receiver-general, attorney-general and auditor, shall begin
with the third Wednesday in January succeeding their election and shall extend to the
third Wednesday in January in the third year following their election and until their
successors are chosen and qualified.] [Annulled and superseded by Amendments, Art.
LXXXII.]
Article LXXXI. Section 1. Article XLVIII of the Amendments to the Constitution is
hereby amended by striking out section 2, under the heading "THE INITIATIVE. IV.
Legislative Action on Proposed Constitutional Amendments.", and inserting in place
thereof the following:Section 2. Joint Session. - If a proposal for a specific amendment of the constitution is
introduced into the general court by initiative petition signed in the aggregate by not less
than such number of voters as will equal three per cent of the entire vote cast for
governor at the preceding biennial state election, or if in case of a proposal for
amendment introduced into the general court by a member of either house, consideration
thereof in joint session is called for by vote of either house, such proposal shall, not later
than the second Wednesday in May, be laid before a joint session of the two houses, at
which the president of the senate shall preside; and if the two houses fail to agree upon a
time for holding any joint session hereby required, or fail to continue the same from time
to time until final action has been taken upon all amendments pending, the governor shall
call such joint session or continuance thereof.
Section 2. Section 1 of that part of said Article XLVIII, under the heading "THE
INITIATIVE. V. Legislative Action on Proposed Laws.", is hereby amended by striking
out said section and inserting in place thereof the following:Section 1. Legislative Procedure. - If an initiative petition for a law is introduced into the
general court, signed in the aggregate by not less than such number of voters as will equal
three per cent of the entire vote cast for governor at the preceding biennial state election,
a vote shall be taken by yeas and nays in both houses before the first Wednesday of May
upon the enactment of such law in the form in which it stands in such petition. If the
general court fails to enact such law before the first Wednesday of May, and if such
petition is completed by filing with the secretary of the commonwealth, not earlier than
the first Wednesday of the following June nor later than the first Wednesday of the
following July, a number of signatures of qualified voters equal in number to not less
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than one half of one per cent of the entire vote cast for governor at the preceding biennial
state election, in addition to those signing such initiative petition, which signatures must
have been obtained after the first Wednesday of May aforesaid, then the secretary of the
commonwealth shall submit such proposed law to the people at the next state election. If
it shall be approved by voters equal in number to at least thirty per cent of the total
number of ballots cast at such state election and also by a majority of the voters voting on
such law, it shall become law, and shall take effect in thirty days after such state election
or at such time after such election as may be provided in such law.
Section 3. Section 2 of that part of said Article XLVIII, under the heading "THE
INITIATIVE. V. Legislative Action on Proposed Laws.", is hereby amended by striking
out said section and inserting in place thereof the following:Section 2. Amendment by Petitioners. - If the general court fails to pass a proposed law
before the first Wednesday of May, a majority of the first ten signers of the initiative
petition therefor shall have the right, subject to certification by the attorney-general filed
as hereinafter provided , to amend the measure which is the subject of such petition. An
amendment so made shall not invalidate any signature attached to the petition. If the
measure so amended, signed by a majority of the first ten signers, is filed with the
secretary of the commonwealth before the first Wednesday of the following June,
together with a certificate signed by the attorney-general to the effect that the amendment
made by such proposers is in his opinion perfecting in its nature and does not materially
change the substance of the measure, and if such petition is completed by filing with the
secretary of the commonwealth, not earlier than the first Wednesday of the following
June nor later than the first Wednesday of the following July, a number of signatures of
qualified voters equal in number to not less than one half of one per cent of the entire
vote cast for governor at the preceding biennial state election in addition to those signing
such initiative petition, which signatures must have been obtained after the first
Wednesday of May aforesaid, then the secretary of the commonwealth shall submit the
measure to the people in its amended form.
Section 4. Section 3 of that part of said Article XLVIII, under the heading "THE
REFERENDUM. III. Referendum Petitions.", is hereby amended by striking out the
sentence "If such petition is completed by filing with the secretary of the commonwealth
not later than ninety days after the law which is the subject of the petition has become
law the signatures of not less than fifteen thousand qualified voters of the commonwealth,
then the operation of such law shall be suspended, and the secretary of the
commonwealth shall submit such law to the people at the next state election, if thirty days
intervene between the date when such petition is filed with the secretary of the
commonwealth and the date for holding such state election; if thirty days do not so
intervene, then such law shall be submitted to the people at the next following state
election, unless in the meantime it shall have been repealed; and if it shall be approved by
a majority of the qualified voters voting thereon, such law shall, subject to the provisions
of the constitution, take effect in thirty days after such election, or at such time after such
election as may be provided in such law; if not so approved such law shall be null and
void; but no such law shall be held to be disapproved if the negative vote is less than
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thirty per cent of the total number of ballots cast at such state election." and inserting in
place thereof the following sentence:-- If such petition is completed by filing with the
secretary of the commonwealth not later than ninety days after the law which is the
subject of the petition has become law a number of signatures of qualified voters equal in
number to not less than two per cent of the entire vote cast for governor at the preceding
biennial state election, then the operation of such law shall be suspended, and the
secretary of the commonwealth shall submit such law to the people at the next state
election, if sixty days intervene between the date when such petition is filed with the
secretary of the commonwealth and the date for holding such state election; if sixty days
do not so intervene, then such law shall be submitted to the people at the next following
state election, unless in the meantime it shall have been repealed; and if it shall be
approved by a majority of the qualified voters voting thereon, such law shall, subject to
the provisions of the constitution, take effect in thirty days after such election, or at such
time after such election as may be provided in such law; if not so approved such law shall
be null and void; but no such law shall be held to be disapproved if the negative vote is
less than thirty per cent of the total number of ballots cast at such state election.
Section 5. Section 4 of that part of said Article XLVIII, under the heading "THE
REFERENDUM. III. Referendum Petitions.", is hereby amended by striking out the
words "If such petition filed as aforesaid is completed by filing with the secretary of the
commonwealth not later than ninety days after the law which is the subject of the petition
has become law the signatures of not less than ten thousand qualified voters of the
commonwealth protesting against such law and asking for a referendum thereon, then the
secretary of the commonwealth shall submit such law to the people at the next state
election, if thirty days intervene between the date when such petition is filed with the
secretary of the commonwealth and the date for holding such state election. If thirty days
do not so intervene, then it shall be submitted to the people at the next following state
election, unless in the meantime it shall have been repealed; and if it shall not be
approved by a majority of the qualified voters voting thereon, it shall, at the expiration of
thirty days after such election, be thereby repealed; but no such law shall be held to be
disapproved if the negative vote is less than thirty per cent of the total number of ballots
cast at such state election." and inserting in place thereof the following: - If such petition
filed as aforesaid is completed by filing with the secretary of the commonwealth not later
than ninety days after the law which is the subject of the petition has become law a
number of signatures of qualified voters equal in number to not less than one and one half
per cent of the entire vote cast for governor at the preceding biennial state election
protesting against such law and asking for a referendum thereon, then the secretary of the
commonwealth shall submit such law to the people at the next state election, if sixty days
intervene between the date when such petition is filed with the secretary of the
commonwealth and the date for holding such state election. If sixty days do not so
intervene, then it shall be submitted to the people at the next following state election,
unless in the meantime it shall have been repealed; and if it shall not be approved by a
majority of the qualified voters voting thereon, it shall, at the expiration of thirty days
after such election, be thereby repealed; but no such law shall be held to be disapproved
if the negative vote is less than thirty per cent of the total number of ballots cast at such
state election.
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Article LXXXII. Article LXIV of the Amendments to the Constitution, as amended by
Article LXXX of said Amendments, is hereby annulled, and the following is adopted in
place thereof:Article LXIV. Section 1. The governor, lieutenant-governor, secretary, treasurer and
receiver-general, attorney general, and auditor shall be elected quadrennially and
councillors, senators and representatives shall be elected biennially. The terms of the
governor and lieutenant-governor shall begin at noon on the Thursday next following the
first Wednesday in January succeeding their election and shall end at noon on the
Thursday next following the first Wednesday in January in the fifth year following their
election. If the governor elect shall have died before the qualification of the lieutenantgovernor elect, the lieutenant-governor elect upon qualification shall become governor. If
both the governor elect and the lieutenant-governor elect shall have died both said offices
shall be deemed to be vacant and the provisions of Article LV of the Amendments to the
Constitution shall apply. The terms of the secretary, treasurer and receiver-general,
attorney general, and auditor shall begin with the third Wednesday in January succeeding
their election and shall extend to the third Wednesday in January in the fifth year
following their election and until their successors are chosen and qualified. The terms of
the councillors shall begin at noon on the Thursday next following the first Wednesday in
January succeeding their election and shall end at noon on the Thursday next following
the first Wednesday in January in the third year following their election. The terms of
senators and representatives shall begin with the first Wednesday in January succeeding
their election and shall extend to the first Wednesday in January in the third year
following their election and until their successors are chosen and qualified.
Section 2. The general court shall assemble every year on the first Wednesday in January.
Section 3. The first election to which this article shall apply shall be held on the Tuesday
next after the first Monday in November in the year nineteen hundred and sixty-six, and
thereafter elections for the choice of a governor, lieutenant-governor, secretary, treasurer
and receiver-general, attorney general, and auditor shall be held quadrennially on the
Tuesday next after the first Monday in November and elections for the choice of
councillors, senators and representatives shall be held biennially on the Tuesday next
after the first Monday in November.
Article LXXXIII. The general court shall have full power and authority to provide for
prompt and temporary succession to the powers and duties of public offices, of whatever
nature and whether filled by election or appointment, the incumbents of which may
become unavailable for carrying on the powers and duties of such offices in periods of
emergency resulting from disaster caused by enemy attack, and to adopt such other
measures as may be necessary and proper for insuring continuity of the government of
the commonwealth and the governments of its political subdivisions.
Article LXXXIV. Article LXII of the Amendments to the Constitution is hereby amended
by striking out section 1 and inserting in place thereof the following section: -
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Section 1. The commonwealth may give, loan or pledge its credit only by a vote, taken by
the yeas and nays, of two-thirds of each house of the general court present and voting
thereon. The credit of the commonwealth shall not in any manner be given or loaned to or
in aid of any individual, or of any private association, or of any corporation which is
privately owned and managed.
Article LXXXV. Article II of Chapter III of the constitution of the commonwealth is
hereby annulled and the following is adopted in place thereof:-Article II. Each branch of the legislature, as well as the governor or the council, shall
have authority to require the opinions of the justices of the supreme judicial court, upon
important questions of law, and upon solemn occasions.
Article LXXXVI. Names of candidates of political parties for the offices of governor and
lieutenant-governor shall be grouped on the official ballot for use at state elections
according to the parties they represent, and the voter may cast a single vote for any such
group, which shall count as a vote for each candidate in such group, but may not cast a
vote for only one of the candidates in such group.
Article LXXXVII. Section 1. For the purpose of transferring, abolishing, consolidating or
co-ordinating the whole or any part of any agency, or the functions thereof, within the
executive department of the government of the commonwealth, or for the purpose of
authorizing any officer of any agency within the executive department of the government
of the commonwealth to delegate any of his functions, the governor may prepare one or
more reorganization plans, each bearing an identifying number and may present such
plan or plans to the general court, together with a message in explanation thereof.
Section 2. (a) Every such reorganization plan shall be referred to an appropriate
committee, to be determined by the Clerks of the Senate and the House of
Representatives, with the approval of the President and Speaker, which committee shall
not later than thirty days after the date of the Governor's presentation of said plan hold a
public hearing thereon and shall not later than ten days after such hearing report that it
approves or disapproves such plan and such reorganization plan shall have the force of
law upon expiration of the sixty calendar days next following its presentation by the
governor to the general court, unless disapproved by a majority vote of the members of
either of the two branches of the general court present and voting, the general court not
having been prorogued within such sixty days.
(b) After its presentation by the governor to the general court, no such reorganization
plan shall be subject to amendment by the general court before expiration of such sixty
days.
(c) Any such reorganization plan may provide for its taking effect on any date after
expiration of such sixty days and every such reorganization plan shall comply with such
conditions as the general court may from time to time prescribe by statute regarding the
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civil service status, seniority, retirement and other rights of any employee to be affected
by such plan.
Section 3. Article LXVI of the Amendments to the Constitution is hereby annulled.
Article LXXXVIII. The industrial development of cities and towns is a public function
and the commonwealth and the cities and towns therein may provide for the same in such
manner as the general court may determine.
Article LXXXIX. Article II of the Articles of Amendment to the Constitution of the
Commonwealth, as amended by Article LXX of said Articles of Amendment, is hereby
annulled and the following is adopted in place thereof:
Article II. Section 1. Right of Local Self-Government. - It is the intention of this article to
reaffirm the customary and traditional liberties of the people with respect to the conduct
of their local government, and to grant and confirm to the people of every city and town
the right of self-government in local matters, subject to the provisions of this article and
to such standards and requirements as the general court may establish by law in
accordance with the provisions of this article.
Section 2. Local Power to adopt, revise or amend Charters. - Any city or town shall have
the power to adopt or revise a charter or to amend its existing charter through the
procedures set forth in sections three and four. The provisions of any adopted or revised
charter or any charter amendment shall not be inconsistent with the constitution or any
laws enacted by the general court in conformity with the powers reserved to the general
court by section eight.
No town of fewer than twelve thousand inhabitants shall adopt a city form of
government, and no town of fewer than six thousand inhabitants shall adopt a form of
government providing for a town meeting limited to such inhabitants of the town as may
be elected to meet, deliberate, act and vote in the exercise of the corporate powers of the
town.
Section 3. Procedure for Adoption or Revision of a Charter by a City or Town. - Every
city and town shall have the power to adopt or revise a charter in the following manner:
A petition for the adoption or revision of a charter shall be signed by at least fifteen per
cent of the number of legal voters residing in such city or town at the preceding state
election. Whenever such a petition is filed with the board of registrars of voters of any
city or town, the board shall within ten days of its receipt determine the sufficiency and
validity of the signatures and certify the results to the city council of the city or board of
selectmen of the town, as the case may be. As used in this section, the phrase "board of
registrars of voters" shall include any local authority of different designation which
performs the duties of such registrars, and the phrase "city council of the city or board of
selectmen of the town" shall include local authorities of different designation performing
the duties of such council or board. Objections to the sufficiency and validity of the
signatures on any such petition as certified by the board of registrars of voters shall be
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made in the same manner as provided by law for objections to nominations for city or
town offices, as the case may be.
Within thirty days of receipt of certification of the board of registrars of voters that a
petition contains sufficient valid signatures, the city council of the city or board of
selectmen of the town shall by order provide for submitting to the voters of the city or
town the question of adopting or revising a charter, and for the nomination and election
of a charter commission.
If the city or town has not previously adopted a charter pursuant to this section, the
question submitted to the voters shall be: "Shall a commission be elected to frame a
charter for (name of city or town)?" If the city or town has previously adopted a charter
pursuant to this section, the question submitted to the voters shall be: "Shall a
commission be elected to revise the charter of (name of city or town)?"
The charter commission shall consist of nine voters of the city or town, who shall be
elected at large without party or political designation at the city or town election next
held at least sixty days after the order of the city council of the city or board of selectmen
of the town. The names of candidates for such commission shall be listed alphabetically
on the ballot used at such election. Each voter may vote for nine candidates.
The vote on the question submitted and the election of the charter commission shall take
place at the same time. If the vote on the question submitted is in the affirmative, the nine
candidates receiving the highest number of votes shall be declared elected.
Within [ten months] after the election of the members of the charter commission, said
commission shall submit the charter or revised charter to the city council of the city or the
board of selectmen of the town, and such council or board shall provide for publication of
the charter and for its submission to the voters of the city or town at the next city or town
election held at least two months after such submission by the charter commission. If the
charter or revised charter is approved by a majority of the voters of the city or town
voting thereon, it shall become effective upon the date fixed in the charter. [See
Amendments, Art. CXIII.]
Section 4. Procedure for Amendment of a Charter by a City or Town. - Every city and
town shall have the power to amend its charter in the following manner: The legislative
body of a city or town may, by a two-thirds vote, propose amendments to the charter of
the city or town; provided, that [1] amendments of a city charter may be proposed only
with the concurrence of the mayor in every city that has a mayor, and [2] any change in a
charter relating in any way to the composition, mode of election or appointment, or terms
of office of the legislative body, the mayor or city manager or the board of selectmen or
town manager shall be made only by the procedure of charter revision set forth in section
three.
All proposed charter amendments shall be published and submitted for approval in the
same manner as provided for adoption or revision of a charter.
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Section 5. Recording of Charters and Charter Amendments. - Duplicate certificates shall
be prepared setting forth any charter that has been adopted or revised and any charter
amendments approved, and shall be signed by the city or town clerk. One such certificate
shall be deposited in the office of the secretary of the commonwealth and the other shall
be recorded in the records of the city or town and deposited among its archives. All
courts may take judicial notice of charters and charter amendments of cities and towns.
Section 6. Governmental Powers of Cities and Towns. - Any city or town may, by the
adoption, amendment, or repeal of local ordinances or by-laws, exercise any power or
function which the general court has power to confer upon it, which is not inconsistent
with the constitution or laws enacted by the general court in conformity with powers
reserved to the general court in conformity with powers reserved to the general court by
section eight, and which is not denied, either expressly or by clear implication, to the city
or town by its charter. This section shall apply to every city and town, whether or not it
has adopted a charter pursuant to section three.
Section 7. Limitations on Local Powers. - Nothing in this article shall be deemed to grant
to any city or town the power to (1) regulate elections other than those prescribed by
sections three and four; (2) to levy, assess and collect taxes; (3) to borrow money or
pledge the credit of the city or town; (4) to dispose of park land; (5) to enact private or
civil law governing civil relationships except as an incident to an exercise of an
independent municipal power; or (6) to define and provide for the punishment of a felony
or to impose imprisonment as a punishment for any violation of law; provided, however,
that the foregoing enumerated powers may be granted by the general court in conformity
with the constitution and with the powers reserved to the general court by section eight;
nor shall the provisions of this article be deemed to diminish the powers of the judicial
department of the commonwealth.
Section 8. Powers of the General Court. - The general court shall have the power to act in
relation to cities and towns, but only by general laws which apply alike to all cities or to
all towns, or to all cities and towns, or to a class of not fewer than two, and by special
laws enacted (1) on petition filed or approved by the voters of a city or town, or the
mayor and city council, or other legislative body, of a city, or the town meeting of a
town, with respect to a law relating to that city or town; (2) by a two-thirds vote of each
branch of the general court following a recommendation by the governor; (3) to erect and
constitute metropolitan or regional entities, embracing any two or more cities or towns or
cities and towns, or established with other than existing city or town boundaries, for any
general or special public purpose or purposes, and to grant to these entities such powers,
privileges and immunities as the general court shall deem necessary or expedient for the
regulation and government thereof; or (4) solely for the incorporation or dissolution of
cities or towns as corporate entities, alteration of city or town boundaries, and merger or
consolidation of cities and towns, or any of these matters.
Subject to the foregoing requirements, the general court may provide optional plans of
city or town organization and government under which an optional plan may be adopted
or abandoned by majority vote of the voters of the city or town voting thereon at a city or
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town election; provided, that no town of fewer than twelve thousand inhabitants may be
authorized to adopt a city form of government, and no town of fewer than six thousand
inhabitants may be authorized to adopt a form of town government providing for town
meeting limited to such inhabitants of the town as may be elected to meet, deliberate, act
and vote in the exercise of the corporate powers of the town.
This section shall apply to every city and town whether or not it has adopted a charter
pursuant to section three.
Section 9. Existing Special Laws. - All special laws relating to individual cities or towns
shall remain in effect and have the force of an existing city or town charter, but shall be
subject to amendment or repeal through the adoption, revision or amendment of a charter
by a city or town in accordance with the provisions of sections three and four and shall be
subject to amendment or repeal by laws enacted by the general court in conformity with
the powers reserved to the general court by section eight.
Article XC. Section 1. Article II of section I of Chapter I of Part the Second of the
constitution is hereby amended by striking out the second paragraph and inserting in
place thereof the following paragraph:And in order to prevent unnecessary delays, if any bill or resolve shall not be returned by
the governor within ten days after it shall have been presented, the same shall have the
force of a law.
Section 2. Article I of the Articles of Amendment to the Constitution is hereby annulled
and the following is adopted in place thereof:-Article I. If any bill or resolve shall be objected to, and not approved by the governor, and
if the general court shall adjourn within ten days after the same shall have been laid
before the governor for his approbation, and thereby prevent his returning it with his
objections, as provided by the constitution, such bill or resolve shall not become a law,
nor have force as such.
Section 3. Article LVI of the Articles of Amendments to the Constitution is hereby
annulled and the following is adopted in place thereof:-Article LVI. The governor, within ten days after any bill or resolve shall have been laid
before him, shall have the right to return it to the branch of the general court in which it
originated with a recommendation that any amendment or amendments specified by him
be made therein. Such bill or resolve shall thereupon be before the general court and
subject to amendment and re-enactment. If such bill or resolve is re-enacted in any form
it shall again be laid before the governor for his action, but he shall have no right to
return the same a second time with a recommendation to amend.
Section 4. Article LXIII of the Articles of Amendment to the Constitution is hereby
amended by striking out Section 5 and inserting in place thereof the following section:--
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Section 5. Submission to the Governor. - The governor may disapprove or reduce items or
parts of items in any bill appropriating money. So much of such bill as he approves shall
upon his signing the same become law. As to each item disapproved or reduced he shall
transmit to the house in which the bill originated his reason for such disapproval or
reduction, and the procedure shall then be the same as in the case of a bill disapproved as
a whole. In case he shall fail so to transmit his reasons for such disapproval or reduction
within ten days after the bill shall have been presented to him, such items shall have the
force of law unless the general court by adjournment shall prevent such transmission, in
which case they shall not be law.
Article XCI. Whenever the governor transmits to the president of the senate and the
speaker of the house his written declaration that he is unable to discharge the powers and
duties of his office, the office of governor shall be deemed to be vacant within the
meaning of this Constitution.
Whenever the chief justice and a majority of the associate justices of the supreme judicial
court, or such other body as the general court may by law provide, transmit to the
president of the senate and the speaker of the house their written declaration that the
governor is unable to discharge the powers and duties of his office, the office of governor
shall be deemed to be vacant within the meaning of this Constitution.
Thereafter, in either of the above cases, whenever the governor transmits to the president
of the senate and the speaker of the house his written declaration that no inability exists
such vacancy shall be deemed to have terminated four days thereafter and the governor
shall resume the powers and duties of his office unless the chief justice and a majority of
the associate justices of the supreme judicial court, or such other body as the general
court may by law provide, transmit within said four days to the president of the senate
and the speaker of the house their written declaration that the governor is unable to
discharge the powers and duties of his office. Thereupon the general court shall decide
the issue, assembling within forty-eight hours for that purpose if not in session. If the
general court within twenty-one days after receipt of the latter written declaration, or, if
the general court is not in session, within twenty-one days after the general court is
required to assemble, determine by a vote, taken by yeas and nays, of two thirds of each
house present and voting thereon, that the governor is unable to discharge the powers and
duties of his office, the office of governor shall continue to be deemed to be vacant;
otherwise such vacancy shall be deemed to have terminated and the governor shall
resume the powers and duties of his office.
The above provisions shall be applicable to the lieutenant governor when the lieutenant
governor in case of a vacancy is performing all the duties incumbent upon the governor
as provided in this Constitution.
If a vacancy in the office of governor, as described in this Article, continues for six
months and if such six-month period expires more than five months prior to a biennial
state election other than an election for governor, there shall be an election of governor at
such biennial state election for the balance of the unexpired four-year term.
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Article XCII. [Section 1. In the year nineteen hundred and seventy-one and every tenth
year thereafter a census of the inhabitants of each city and town shall be taken. Said
census shall specify the number of inhabitants residing in each precinct of each town and
in each precinct and ward of each city. Said census shall be the basis for determining the
representative districts for the ten year period beginning with the first Wednesday in the
fourth January following the taking of said census; provided that such districts as
established in the year nineteen hundred and sixty-eight shall continue until the first
Wednesday in January in the year nineteen hundred and seventy-five.
The house of representatives shall consist of two hundred and forty members. The
general court shall, at its first regular session after the year in which said census was
taken, divide the commonwealth into two hundred and forty representative districts of
contiguous territory so that each representative will represent an equal number of
inhabitants, as nearly as may be; and such districts shall be formed, as nearly as may be,
without uniting two counties or parts of two or more counties, two towns or parts of two
or more towns, two cities or parts of two or more cities, or a city and a town, or parts of
cities and towns, into one district; provided, however, that the county of Dukes county
and Nantucket county shall each be a representative district. Such districts shall also be
so formed that no town containing less than six thousand inhabitants according to said
census shall be divided. The general court may by law limit the time within which
judicial proceedings may be instituted calling in question any such division. Every
representative, for one year at least immediately preceding his election, shall have been
an inhabitant of the district for which he is chosen, and shall cease to represent such
district when he shall cease to be an inhabitant of the commonwealth. The manner of
calling and conducting the elections for the choice of representatives, and of ascertaining
their election, shall be prescribed by law.
Section 2. Each census of inhabitants required in section one shall likewise be the basis
for determining the senatorial districts and also the councillor districts for the ten year
period beginning with the first Wednesday in the fourth January following the taking of
such census; provided that such districts as established prior to the year nineteen hundred
and seventy-one shall continue until the first Wednesday in January in the year nineteen
hundred and seventy-five. The senate shall consist of forty members. The general court
shall, at its first regular session after the year in which said census is taken, divide the
commonwealth into forty districts of contiguous territory, each district to contain, as
nearly as may be, an equal number of inhabitants according to said census; and such
districts shall be formed, as nearly as may be, without uniting two counties, or parts of
two or more counties into one district. The general court may by law limit the time within
which judicial proceedings may be instituted calling in question such division. Each
district shall elect one senator, who shall have been an inhabitant of this commonwealth
five years at least immediately preceding his election, and at the time of his election shall
be an inhabitant of the district for which he is chosen; and he shall cease to represent such
senatorial district when he shall cease to be an inhabitant of the commonwealth.
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Section 3. Articles XXI and XXII of the Amendments to the Constitution, as appearing in
Article LXXI of said Amendments, are hereby annulled.] [Annulled by Amendments,
Art. CI.]
Article XCIII. Article III of the Amendments to the Constitution, as amended, is hereby
further amended by striking out the words "within the commonwealth one year, and".
Article XCIV. Article III of the Amendments to the Constitution, as amended, is hereby
further amended by striking out the word "twenty-one" and inserting in place thereof the
word: -- nineteen.
Article XCV. Article III of the Amendments to the Constitution, as amended, is hereby
further amended by striking out the words "pauper and".
Article XCVI. The general court shall have power to authorize the commonwealth to
make loans, on such terms as it may deem reasonable, to any residents of the
commonwealth for tuition and board at any college, university or other institution of
higher learning.
Article XCVII. Article XLIX of the Amendments to the Constitution is hereby annulled
and the following is adopted in place thereof: - The people shall have the right to clean
air and water, freedom from excessive and unnecessary noise, and the natural, scenic,
historic, and esthetic qualities of their environment; and the protection of the people in
their right to the conservation, development and utilization of the agricultural, mineral,
forest, water, air and other natural resources is hereby declared to be a public purpose.
The general court shall have the power to enact legislation necessary or expedient to
protect such rights.
In the furtherance of the foregoing powers, the general court shall have the power to
provide for the taking, upon payment of just compensation therefor, or for the acquisition
by purchase or otherwise, of lands and easements or such other interests therein as may
be deemed necessary to accomplish these purposes.
Lands and easements taken or acquired for such purposes shall not be used for other
purposes or otherwise disposed of except by laws enacted by a two thirds vote, taken by
yeas and nays, of each branch of the general court.
Article XCVIII. Article I of Chapter III of Part the Second of the Constitution, as
amended by Article LVIII of the Amendments to the Constitution, is hereby annulled and
the following Article is adopted in place thereof:Article I. The tenure, that all commissioned officers shall by law have in their offices,
shall be expressed in their respective commissions. All judicial officers, duly appointed,
commissioned and sworn, shall hold their offices during good behavior, excepting such
concerning whom there is different provision made in this Constitution; provided,
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nevertheless, the governor, with the consent of the council, may remove them upon the
address of both houses of the legislature; and provided, also, that the governor, with the
consent of the council, may after due notice and hearing retire them because of advanced
age or mental or physical disability; and provided further, that upon attaining seventy
years of age said judges shall be retired. Such retirement shall be subject to any
provisions made by law as to pensions or allowances payable to such officers upon their
voluntary retirement.
Article XCIX. Full power and authority are hereby given and granted to the general court
to prescribe, for the purpose of developing and conserving agricultural or horticultural
lands, that such lands shall be valued, for the purpose of taxation, according to their
agricultural or horticultural uses; provided, however, that no parcel of land which is less
than five acres in area or which has not been actively devoted to agricultural or
horticultural uses for the two years preceding the tax year shall be valued at less than fair
market value under this article.
Article C. Article III of the Amendments to the Constitution, as amended, is hereby
further amended by striking out the word indicating the age at which a citizen shall have
a right to vote in an election of Governor and other public officers and inserting in place
thereof the following word: -- eighteen.
Article CI. Section 1. In the year nineteen hundred and seventy-five and every tenth year
thereafter a census of the inhabitants of each city and town shall be taken. Said census
shall specify the number of inhabitants residing in each precinct of each town and in each
precinct and ward of each city. Said census shall be the basis for determining the
representative districts for the ten year period beginning with the first Wednesday in the
fourth January following the taking of said census; provided that such districts as
established based on the census in the year nineteen hundred and seventy-one shall
terminate on the first Wednesday in January in the year nineteen hundred and seventynine.] [See Amendments, Arts. CIX and CXVII.]
The House of Representatives shall consist of one hundred and sixty members. The
General Court shall, at its first regular session after the year in which said census was
taken, divide the Commonwealth into one hundred and sixty representative districts of
contiguous territory so that each representative will represent an equal number of
inhabitants, as nearly as may be; and such districts shall be formed, as nearly as may be,
without uniting two counties or parts of two or more counties, two towns or parts of two
or more towns, two cities or parts of two or more cities, or a city and a town, or parts of
cities and towns, into one district. Such districts shall also be so formed that no town
containing less than twenty-five hundred inhabitants according to said census shall be
divided. The General Court may by law limit the time within which judicial proceedings
may be instituted calling in question any such division. Every representative, for one year
at least immediately preceding his election, shall have been an inhabitant of the district
for which he is chosen and shall cease to represent such district when he shall cease to be
an inhabitant of the Commonwealth. The manner of calling and conducting the elections
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for the choice of representatives, and of ascertaining their election, shall be prescribed by
law.
Section 2. [Each such census of inhabitants required in section one shall likewise be the
basis for determining the senatorial districts and also the councillor districts for the ten
year period beginning with the first Wednesday in the fourth January following the taking
of such census; provided that such districts as established based on the census in the year
nineteen hundred and seventy-one shall terminate on the first Wednesday in January in
the year nineteen hundred and seventy-nine.] The Senate shall consist of forty members.
The General Court shall, at its first regular session after the year in which said census is
taken, divide the Commonwealth into forty districts of contiguous territory, each district
to contain, as nearly as may be, an equal number of inhabitants according to said census;
and such districts shall be formed, as nearly as may be, without uniting two counties, or
parts of two or more counties, into one district. The General Court may by law limit the
time within which judicial proceedings may be instituted calling in question such
division. Each district shall elect one senator, who shall have been an inhabitant of this
Commonwealth five years at least immediately preceding his election and at the time of
his election shall be an inhabitant of the district for which he is chosen; and he shall cease
to represent such senatorial district when he shall cease to be an inhabitant of the
Commonwealth. The manner of calling and conducting the elections for the choice of
senators and councillors, and of ascertaining their election, shall be prescribed by law.
Section 3. Original jurisdiction is hereby vested in the supreme judicial court upon the
petition of any voter of the Commonwealth, filed with the clerk of the supreme judicial
court for the Commonwealth, for judicial relief relative to the establishment of House of
Representatives, councillor and senatorial districts.
Section 4. Article XCII of the Amendments to the Constitution is hereby annulled.
Article CII. Article LII of the Articles of Amendment to the Constitution is hereby
annulled and the following is adopted in place thereof:Article LII. The General Court, by concurrent vote of the two houses, may take a recess
or recesses amounting to not more than thirty days.
Article CIII. Article XLVI of the Articles of Amendment to the Constitution of the
Commonwealth is hereby amended by striking out section 2 and inserting in place thereof
the following section:Section 2. No grant, appropriation or use of public money or property or loan of credit
shall be made or authorized by the Commonwealth or any political subdivision thereof
for the purpose of founding, maintaining or aiding any infirmary, hospital, institution,
primary or secondary school, or charitable or religious undertaking which is not publicly
owned and under the exclusive control, order and supervision of public officers or public
agents authorized by the Commonwealth or federal authority or both, except that
appropriations may be made for the maintenance and support of the Soldiers' Home in
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Massachusetts and for free public libraries in any city or town and to carry out legal
obligations, if any, already entered into; and no such grant, appropriation or use of public
money or property or loan of public credit shall be made or authorized for the purpose of
founding, maintaining or aiding any church, religious denomination or society. Nothing
herein contained shall be construed to prevent the Commonwealth from making grantsin-aid to private higher educational institutions or to students or parents or guardians of
students attending such institutions.
Article CIV. Article LXXVIII of the Amendments to the Constitution is hereby annulled
and the following is adopted in place thereof:Art. LXXVIII. No revenue from fees, duties, excises or license taxes relating to
registration, operation or use of vehicle on public highways, or to fuels used for
propelling such vehicles, shall be expended for other than cost of administration of laws
providing for such revenue, making of refunds and adjustments in relation thereto,
payment of highway obligations, or cost of construction, reconstruction, maintenance and
repair of public highways and bridges, and mass transportation lines and of the
enforcement of state traffic laws, and for other mass transportation purposes; and such
revenue shall be expended by the commonwealth or its counties, cities and towns for said
highway and mass transportation purposes only and in such manner as the general court
may direct; provided, that this amendment shall not apply to revenue from any excise tax
imposed in lieu of local property taxes for the privilege of registering such vehicles.
Article CV. Article XLV of the articles of amendment to the constitution, as amended by
Article LXXVI of said articles of amendment, is hereby annulled and the following is
adopted in place thereof:Article XLV. The general court shall have power to provide by law for voting, in the
choice of any officer to be elected or upon any question submitted at an election, by
qualified voters of the commonwealth who, at the time of such an election, are absent
from the city or town of which they are inhabitants or are unable by reason of physical
disability to cast their votes in person at the polling places or who hold religious beliefs in
conflict with the act of voting on the day on which such an election is to be held.
Article CVI. Article I of Part the First of the Constitution is hereby annulled and the
following is adopted:All people are born free and equal and have certain natural, essential and unalienable
rights; among which may be reckoned the right of enjoying and defending their lives and
liberties; that of acquiring, possessing and protecting property; in fine, that of seeking and
obtaining their safety and happiness. Equality under the law shall not be denied or
abridged because of sex, race, color, creed or national origin.
Article CVII. Section 2 of Article LXIII of the Articles of Amendment to the Constitution
of the Commonwealth is hereby annulled and the following is adopted in place thereof:-
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Section 2. The Budget. - Within three weeks after the convening of the general court the
governor shall recommend to the general court a budget which shall contain a statement
of all proposed expenditures of the commonwealth for the fiscal year, including those
already authorized by law, and of all taxes, revenues, loans and other means by which
such expenditures shall be defrayed. In the first year of the term of office of a governor
who has not served in the preceding year said governor shall recommend such budget
within eight weeks after the convening of the general court. The budget shall be arranged
in such form as the general court may by law prescribe, or, in default thereof, as the
governor shall determine. For the purpose of preparing his budget, the governor shall
have the power to require any board, commission, officer or department to furnish him
with any information which he may deem necessary.
Article CVIII. Article XLVIII of the Amendments to the Constitution of the
Commonwealth is hereby amended by striking out, under the heading "GENERAL
PROVISION", all of subheading "IV. Information for Voters.", as amended by section 4
of Article LXXIV of said Amendments, and inserting in place thereof the following
subheading:
IV. Information for Voters.
The secretary of the commonwealth shall cause to be printed and sent to each person
eligible to vote in the commonwealth or to each residence of one or more persons eligible
to vote in the commonwealth the full text of every measure to be submitted to the people,
together with a copy of the legislative committee's majority reports, if there be such, with
the names of the majority and minority members thereon, a statement of the votes of the
general court on the measure, and a fair, concise summary of the measure as such
summary will appear on the ballot; and shall, in such manner as may be provided by law,
cause to be prepared and sent other information and arguments for and against the
measure.
Article CIX. The first paragraph of Section 1 oF Article CI of the Amendments to the
Constitution of the Commonwealth is hereby amended by striking out the second
sentence and inserting in place thereof the following two sentences:For purposes of said census every person shall be considered an inhabitant of the city or
town of his usual place of residence in accordance with standards used by the United
States from time to time in conducting the federal census required by Section 2 of Article
I of the Constitution of the United States subject to such exceptions as the general court
may provide by law. Said census shall specify the number of inhabitants of each precinct
of each town and of each precinct and ward of each city.
Article CX. Article XLI of the Amendments to the Constitution is hereby annulled and
the following Article is adopted in place thereof:Full power and authority are hereby given and granted to the general court to prescribe
for wild or forest lands retained in a natural state for the preservation of wildlife and other
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natural resources and lands for recreational uses, such methods of taxation as will
develop and conserve the forest resources, wildlife and other natural resources and the
environmental benefits of recreational lands within the commonwealth.
Article CXI. No student shall be assigned to or denied admittance to a public school on
the basis of race, color, national origin or creed.
Article CXII. Article IV of chapter 1 of Part the Second of the Constitution is hereby
amended by inserting after the words "and to impose and levy proportional and
reasonable assessments, rates and taxes, upon all the inhabitants of, and persons resident,
and estates lying, within said Commonwealth" the words: -, except that, in addition to the
powers conferred under Articles XLI and XCIX of the Amendments, the general court
may classify real property according to its use in no more than four classes and to assess,
rate and tax such property differently in the classes so established, but proportionately in
the same class, and except that reasonable exemptions may be granted.
Article CXIII. The first sentence of the sixth paragraph of Section 3 of Article II of the
Amendments to the Constitution of the Commonwealth, as appearing in Article LXXXIX
of said Amendments, is hereby amended by striking out the words "ten months" and
inserting in place thereof the words: -- eighteen months.
Article CXIV. No otherwise qualified handicapped individual shall, solely by reason of
his handicap, be excluded from the participation in, denied the benefits of, or be subject
to discrimination under any program or activity within the commonwealth.
Article CXV. No law imposing additional costs upon two or more cities or towns by the
regulation of the compensation, hours, status, conditions or benefits of municipal
employment shall be effective in any city or town until such law is accepted by vote or by
the appropriation of money for such purposes, in the case of a city, by the city council in
accordance with its charter, and in the case of a town, by a town meeting or town council,
unless such law has been enacted by a two-thirds vote of each house of the general court
present and voting thereon, or unless the general court, at the same session in which such
law is enacted, has provided for the assumption by the commonwealth of such additional
cost.
Article CXVI. Article XXVI of part 1 of the Constitution of the Commonwealth is hereby
amended by adding the following two sentences: No provision of the Constitution,
however, shall be construed as prohibiting the imposition of the punishment of death. The
general court may, for the purpose of protecting the general welfare of the citizens,
authorize the imposition of the punishment of death by the courts of law having
jurisdiction of crimes subject to the punishment of death.
Art. CXVII. Section 1. Section 1 of Article CI of the Articles of Amendment to the
Constitution is hereby amended by striking out the first paragraph, as amended by Article
CIX of said Articles of Amendment, and inserting in place thereof the following
paragraph: - The federal census shall be the basis for determining the representative
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districts for the ten year period beginning with the first Wednesday in the [fifth] January
following the taking of said census. [Amended by Amendments, Art. CXIX, sect. 1.]
Section 2. Section 2 of said Article CI of said Articles of Amendment is hereby amended
by striking out the first sentence and inserting in place thereof the following sentence: Said federal census shall likewise be the basis for determining the senatorial districts and
also the councillor districts for the ten year period beginning with the first Wednesday in
the [fifth] January following the taking of such census. [Amended by Amendments, Art.
CXIX, sect. 2.]
Art. CXVIII. The base compensation as of January first, nineteen hundred and ninety-six,
of members of the general court shall not be changed except as provided in this article.
As of the first Wednesday in January of the year two thousand and one and every second
year thereafter, such base compensation shall be increased or decreased at the same rate
as increases or decreases in the median household income for the commonwealth for the
preceding two year period, as ascertained by the governor.
Art. CXIX. Section 1. Section 1 of Article CI of the Articles of Amendment to the
Constitution is hereby amended by striking out the first paragraph, as appearing in section
1 of CXVII of said Articles of Amendment, and inserting in place thereof the following
paragraph:-The federal census shall be the basis for determining the representative districts for the
ten year period beginning with the first Wednesday in the third January following the
taking of said census.
Section 2. Section 2 of said Article CI is hereby amended by striking out the first
sentence, as appearing in section 2 of said Article CXVII, and inserting in place thereof
the following sentence:-- Said federal census shall likewise be the basis for determining
the senatorial districts and also the councillor districts for the ten year period beginning
with the first Wednesday in the third January following the taking of said census.
Art. CXX. Article III of the Amendments to the Constitution, as amended, is hereby
further amended by inserting after the word "upwards" the following words:-- , excepting
persons who are incarcerated in a correctional facility due to a felony conviction, and.

[Note. — Soon after the Declaration of Independence, steps were taken in Massachusetts
toward framing a Constitution or Form of Government. The Council and House of
Representatives, or the General Court of 1777-78, in accordance with a recommendation
of the General Court, of the previous year, met together as a Convention, and adopted a
form of Constitution “for the State of Massachusetts Bay.” which was submitted to the
people, and by them rejected. This attempt to form a Constitution having proved
unsuccessful, the General Court on the 20th of February, 1779, passed a Resolve calling
upon the qualified voters to give in their votes upon the questions — Whether they chose
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to have a new Constitution or Form of Government made, and, Whether they will
empower their representatives to vote for calling a State Convention for that purpose. A
large majority of the inhabitants having voted in the affirmative to both these questions,
the General Court, on the 17th of June, 1779, passed a Resolve calling upon the
inhabitants to meet and choose delegates to a Constitutional Convention, to be held at
Cambridge, on the 1st of September, 1779. The Convention met at time and place
appointed, and organized by choosing James Bowdoin, President, and Samuel Barrett,
Secretary. On the 11th of November the Convention adjourned, to meet at the
Representatives’ Chamber, in Boston, January 5th, 1780. On the 2d of March, of the
same year, a form of Constitution having been agreed upon, a Resolve was passed by
which the same was submitted to the people, and the Convention adjourned to meet at the
Brattle Street Church, in Boston, June the 7th. At that time and place the Convention
again met, and appointed a Committee to examine the returns of votes from the several
towns. On the 14th of June the Committee reported, and on the 15th the Convention
resolved, “That the people of the State of Massachusetts Bay have accepted the
Constitution as it stands, in the printed form submitted to their revision.” A Resolve
providing for carrying the new Constitution into effect was passed; and the Convention
then, on the 16th of June, 1780, was finally dissolved. In accordance with the Resolves
referred to, elections immediately took place in the several towns; and the first General
Court of the COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS met at the State House, in
Boston, on Wednesday, October 25th, 1780.
The Constitution contained a provision providing for taking, in 1795, the sense of the
people as to the expediency or necessity of revising the original instrument. But no such
revision was deemed necessary at that time. On the 16th of June, 1820, an Act was
passed by the General Court, calling upon the people to meet in their several towns, and
give in their votes upon the question, “Is it expedient that delegates should be chosen to
meet in Convention for the purpose of revising or altering the Constitution of
Government of this Commonwealth?” A large majority of the people of the State having
voted in favor of revision, the Governor issued a proclamation announcing the fact, and
calling upon the people to vote, in accordance with the provisions of the aforesaid Act,
for delegates to the proposed Convention. The delegates met at the State House, in
Boston, November 15th, 1820, and organized by choosing John Adams, President, and
Benjamin Pollard, Secretary. Mr. Adams, however, declined the appointment, and Isaac
Parker was chosen in his stead. On the 9th of January, 1821, the Convention agreed to
fourteen Articles of Amendment, and after passing a Resolve providing for submitting
the same to the people, and appointing a committee to meet to count the votes upon the
subject, was dissolved. The people voted on Monday, April 9th, 1821, and the Committee
of the Convention met at the State House to count the votes, on Wednesday, May 24th.
They made their return to the General Court; and at the request of the latter the Governor
issued his proclamation on the 5th of June, 1821, announcing that nine of the fourteen
Articles of Amendment had been adopted. These articles were numbered in the preceding
pages from one to nine inclusive. The first Article was annulled by the ninetieth Article,
the second Article by the eighty-ninth Article, the fifth Article by the fifty-third Article
and the ninth Article by the forty-eighth Article.
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The tenth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the sessions of
the political years 1829-30, and 1830-31, and was approved and ratified by the people
May 11th, 1831.
The eleventh Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1832 and 1833, and was approved and ratified by the people
November 11th, 1833.
The twelfth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the sessions
of the years 1835 and 1836, and was approved and ratified by the people November 14th,
1836.
The thirteenth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1839 and 1840, and was approved and ratified by the people April
6th, 1840.
The General Court of the year 1851 passed an Act calling a third Convention to revise the
Constitution. The Act was submitted to the people, and a majority voted against the
proposed Convention. In 1852, on the 7th of May, another Act was passed calling upon
the people to vote upon the question of calling a Constitutional Convention. A majority
of the people having voted in favor of the proposed Convention, election for delegates
thereto took place in March, 1853. The Convention met in the State House, in Boston, on
the 4th day of May, 1853, and organized by choosing Nathaniel P. Banks, Jr., President,
and William S. Robinson and James T. Robinson, Secretaries. On the 1st of August, this
Convention agreed to a form of Constitution, and on the same day was dissolved, after
having provided for submitting the same to the people, and appointed a committee to
meet to count the votes, and to make a return thereof to the General Court. The
Committee met at the time and place agreed upon, and found that the proposed
Constitution had been rejected.
The fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth Articles of
Amendment were adopted by the General Court during the sessions of the years 1854 and
1855, and were approved and ratified by the people May 23d, 1855. The eighteenth
Article was superseded by the forty-sixth Article.
The twentieth, twenty-first and twenty-second Articles of Amendment were adopted by
the General Court during the sessions of the years 1856 and 1857, and were approved and
ratified by the people May 1st, 1857. The twenty-first and twenty-second Articles were
annulled and superseded by the seventy-first Article, which was subsequently annulled by
the ninety-second Article.
The twenty-third Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1858 and 1859, and was approved and ratified by the people May
9th, 1859, and was annulled by the twenty-sixth Article.
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The twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth Articles of Amendment were adopted by the General
Court during the sessions of the years 1859 and 1860, and were approved and ratified by
the people May 7th, 1860.
The twenty-sixth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1862 and 1863, and was approved and ratified by the people April
6th, 1863.
The twenty-seventh Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1876 and 1877, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
6th day of November, 1877.
The twenty-eighth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1880 and 1881, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
8th day of November, 1881.
The twenty-ninth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1884 and 1885, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
3d day of November, 1885.
The thirtieth and thirty-first Articles of Amendment were adopted by the General Court
during the sessions of the years 1889 and 1890, and were approved and ratified by the
people on the 4th day of November, 1890.
The thirty-second and thirty-third Articles of Amendment were adopted by the General
Court during the sessions of the years 1890 and 1891, and were approved and ratified by
the people on the 3d day of November, 1891.
The thirty-fourth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1891 and 1892, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
8th day of November, 1892.
The thirty-fifth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1892 and 1893, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
7th day of November, 1893.
The thirty-sixth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1893 and 1894, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
6th day of November, 1894.
The thirty-seventh Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1906 and 1907, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
5th day of November, 1907.
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The thirty-eighth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1909 and 1910, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
7th day of November, 1911.
The thirty-ninth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1910 and 1911, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
7th day of November, 1911.
The fortieth and forty-first Articles of Amendment were adopted by the General Court
during the sessions of the years 1911 and 1912, and were approved and ratified by the
people on the 5th day of November, 1912. The forty-first Article was annulled by the one
hundred and tenth Article.
The forty-second Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1912 and 1913, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
4th day of November, 1913, and was annulled by the forty-eighth Article.
The forty-third and forty-fourth Articles of Amendment were adopted by the General
Court during the sessions of the years 1914 and 1915, and were approved and ratified by
the people on the 2d day of November, 1915.
In his inaugural address to the General Court of 1916, Governor McCall recommended
that the question of revising the Constitution, through a Constitutional Convention, be
submitted to the people; and the General Court passed a law (chapter 98 of the General
Acts of 1916) to ascertain and carry out the will of the people relative thereto, the
question to be submitted being “Shall there be a convention to revise, alter or amend the
constitution of the Commonwealth?” The people voted on this question at the annual
election, held on November 7, casting 217,293 votes in the affirmative and 120,979 votes
in the negative; and accordingly the Governor on Dec. 19, 1916, made proclamation to
that effect, and, by virtue of authority contained in the act, called upon the people to elect
delegates at a special election to be held on the first Tuesday in May, 1917. The election
was on May 1. In accordance with the provisions of the act, the delegates met at the State
House on June 6, 1917, and organized by choosing John L. Bates, president, and James
W. Kimball, secretary. After considering and acting adversely on numerous measures that
had been brought before it, and after providing for submitting to the people the forty-fifth,
forty-sixth, and forty-seventh Articles, at the state election of 1917, and the Article
relative to the establishment of the popular initiative and referendum and the legislative
initiative of specific amendments of the Constitution (Article forty-eight) at the state
election of 1918, the Convention adjourned on November 28 “until called by the
President or Secretary to meet not later than within ten days after the prorogation of the
General Court of 1918.”
The forty-fifth, forty-sixth and forty-seventh Articles of Amendment, ordered by the
convention to be submitted to the people, were so submitted and were approved and
ratified on the 6th day of November, 1917. The forty-fifth Article was annulled and
superseded by the seventy-sixth and one hundred and fifth Articles.
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On Wednesday, June 12, 1918, the convention reassembled and resumed its work.
Eighteen more articles (Articles forty-nine to sixty-six, inclusive) were approved by the
convention and were ordered to be submitted to the people. On Wednesday, August 21,
1918, the convention adjourned, “to meet, subject to call by the President or Secretary,
not later than within twenty days after the prorogation of the General Court of 1919, for
the purpose of taking action on the report of the special committee on Rearrangement of
the Constitution.”
The forty-eighth to the sixty-sixth (inclusive) Articles of Amendment, ordered by the
convention to be submitted to the people, were so submitted and were approved and
ratified on the 5th day of November, 1918. The forty-ninth Article was annulled by the
ninety-seventh Article, the fifty-second Article by the one hundred and second Article, the
fifty-sixth Article by the ninetieth Article, the fifty-eighth Article by the ninety-eighth
Article, the sixty-fourth Article by the eighty-second Article and the sixty-sixth Article by
the eighty-seventh Article. Section 2 of the sixty-third Article was annulled by the one
hundred and eighth Article.
On Tuesday, August 12, 1919, pursuant to a call of its President, the Convention again
convened. A rearrangement of the Constitution was adopted, and was ordered to be
submitted to the people for their ratification. On the following day, a subcommittee of the
Special Committee on Rearrangement of the Constitution was “empowered to correct
clerical and typographical errors and establish the text of the rearrangement of the
Constitution to be submitted to the people, in conformity with that adopted by the
Convention.” On Wednesday, August 13, 1919, the Convention adjourned, sine die. On
Tuesday, November 4, 1919, the rearrangement was approved and ratified by the people;
but, as to the effect thereof, see Opinion of the Justices, 233 Mass. 603; and Loring v.
Young, decided August 8, 1921 [see 239 Mass. 349]. [For text of the Rearrangement, see
Manuals for the years 1920 to 1932, inclusive.]
The sixty-seventh Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1920 and 1921, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
7th day of November, 1922.
The sixty-eighth and sixty-ninth Articles of Amendment were adopted by the General
Court during the sessions of the years 1921 and 1923, and were approved and ratified by
the people on the 4th day of November, 1924.
The seventieth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1924 and 1925, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
2d day of November, 1926.
The seventy-first Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1928 and 1930, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
4th day of November, 1930. The seventy-first Article was annulled by the ninety-second
Article.
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The seventy-second Article of Amendment (introduced by initiative petition) was
approved by the General Court during the sessions of the years 1936 and 1937, and by
the people on the 8th day of November, 1938, and was annulled by the seventy-fifth
Article.
The seventy-third, seventy-fourth, seventy-fifth and seventy-sixth Articles of Amendment
were adopted by the General Court during the sessions of the years 1941 and 1943, and
were approved and ratified by the people on the 7th day of November, 1944. The seventysixth Article was annulled by the one hundred and fifth Article.
The seventy-seventh Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1945 and 1947, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
2d day of November, 1948.
The seventy-eighth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1946 and 1947, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
2d day of November, 1948. The seventy-eighth Article was annulled by the one hundred
and fourth Article.
The seventy-ninth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1946 and 1948, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
2d day of November, 1948.
The eightieth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1947 and 1949, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
7th day of November, 1950.
The eighty-first Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1948 and 1949, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
7th day of November, 1950.
The eighty-second Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of 1961 and 1963, and was approved and ratified by the people on the 3d day of
November, 1964.
The eighty-third Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of 1962 and 1963, and was approved and ratified by the people on the 3d day of
November, 1964.
The eighty-fourth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of 1961 and 1963, and was approved and ratified by the people on the 3d day of
November, 1964.
The eighty-fifth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of 1962 and 1963, and was approved and ratified by the people on the 3d day of
November, 1964.
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The eighty-sixth, eighty-seventh, eighty-eighth and eighty-ninth Articles of Amendment
were adopted by the General Court during the sessions of 1963 and 1965, and were
approved and ratified by the people on the 8th day of November, 1966.
The ninetieth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of 1965 and 1967; the ninety-first Article of Amendment was adopted by the
General Court during the sessions of 1966 and 1967; and both Articles were approved
and ratified by the people on the 5th day of November, 1968.
The ninety-second Article of Amendment was approved by the General Court during the
sessions of 1968 and 1969; the ninety-third and ninety-fourth Articles of Amendment
were approved by the General Court during the sessions of 1967 and 1969; and all three
Articles were approved and ratified by the people on the 3d day of November, 1970. The
ninety-second Article was annulled by the one hundred and first Article.
The ninety-fifth, ninety-sixth, ninety-seventh, ninety-eighth, ninety-ninth and one
hundredth Articles of Amendment were adopted by the General Court during the sessions
of 1969 and 1971, and all six Articles were approved and ratified by the people on the
seventh day of November, 1972.
The one hundred and first and one hundred and second Articles of Amendment were
adopted by the General Court during the sessions 1971 and 1973, and both Articles were
approved and ratified by the people on the fifth day of November, 1974.
The one hundred and third Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court
during the sessions of 1972 and 1973, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
fifth day of November, 1974.
The one hundred and fourth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court
during the sessions of 1972 and 1974, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
fifth day of November, 1974.
The one hundred and fifth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court
during the sessions of 1973 and 1976, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
second day of November, 1976.
The one hundred and sixth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court
during the sessions of 1973 and 1975, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
second day of November, 1976.
The one hundred and seventh Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court
during the sessions of 1975 and 1977, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
seventh day of November, 1978.
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The one hundred and eighth and one hundred and ninth Articles of Amendment were
adopted by the General Court during the sessions of 1976 and 1977, and were approved
and ratified by the people on the seventh day of November, 1978.
The one hundred and tenth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court
during the sessions of 1976 and 1978, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
seventh day of November, 1978.
The one hundred and eleventh and one hundred and twelfth Articles of Amendment were
adopted by the General Court during the sessions of 1975 and 1977, and were approved
and ratified by the people on the seventh day of November, 1978.
The one hundred and thirteenth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court
during the sessions of 1976 and 1977, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
seventh day of November, 1978.
The one hundred and fourteenth and one hundred and fifteenth Articles of Amendment
were adopted by the General Court during the sessions of 1977 and 1980, and were
approved and ratified by the people on the fourth day of November, 1980.
The one hundred and sixteenth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General Court
during the sessions of 1980 and 1982, and was approved and ratified by the people on the
second day of November, 1982.
The one hundred and seventeenth Article of Amendment was adopted by the General
Court during the sessions of 1987 and 1990, and was approved and ratified by the people
on the sixth day of November, 1990.
AMENDMENTS REJECTED BY THE PEOPLE.
[A proposed Article of Amendment prohibiting the manufacture and sale of Intoxicating
Liquor as a beverage, adopted by the General Court during the sessions of the years 1888
and 1889, was rejected by the people on the twenty-second day of April, 1889.]
[Proposed Articles of Amendment, (1) Establishing biennial elections of state officers,
and (2) Establishing biennial elections of members of the General Court; adopted by the
General Court during the sessions of the years 1895 and 1896, were rejected by the
people at the annual election held on the third day of November, 1896.]
[A proposed Article of Amendment to make Women eligible to appointment as Notaries
Public, adopted by the General Court during the sessions of the years 1912 and 1913, was
rejected by the people on the fourth day of November, 1913.]
[A proposed Article of Amendment enabling Women to vote, adopted by the General
Court during the sessions of the years 1914 and 1915, was rejected by the people on the
second day of November, 1915.]
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[A proposed Article of Amendment to give the General Court the power to pass an
income tax at graduated or proportioned rates, adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1959 and 1961 was rejected by the people on the sixth day of
November, 1962; and similar Articles of Amendment adopted by the General Court
during the sessions of the years 1966 and 1967, 1973 and 1975, and 1992 and 1994 were
rejected by the people on the fifth day of November, 1968, the second day of November,
1976, and the eighth day of November, 1994.]
[A proposed Article of Amendment authorizing the Legislature to classify real property
according to uses, and authorizing the assessment, rating and taxation of real property at
different rates in the different classes so established, but proportionately in the same
classes while granting reasonable exemptions and abatements, approved by the General
Court during the sessions of the years of 1968 and 1969, was rejected by the people on
the third day of November, 1970.]
[A proposed Article of Amendment authorizing the General Court to impose and levy a
graduated income tax and to base such tax upon the federal income tax, adopted by the
General Court during the sessions of the years 1969 and 1971, was rejected by the people
on the seventh day of November, 1972.]
[A proposed Article of Amendment changing the procedure by which the Legislature
declares a measure to be an emergency law, adopted by the General Court during the
sessions of the years 1977 and 1980, was rejected by the people on the fourth day of
November, 1980.]
[A proposed Article of Amendment permitting the Commonwealth or its political
subdivisions to extend aid to non-public schools students within the limits of the United
States Constitution, adopted by the General Court during the sessions of the years 1980
and 1982, was rejected by the people on the second day of November, 1982; and a similar
Article of Amendment adopted by the General Court during the sessions of the years
1984 and 1986, was rejected by the people on the fourth day of November, 1986.]
[A proposed Article of Amendment relative to allowing the General Court to regulate the
practice and public funding of abortions consistent with the United States Constitution,
adopted by the General Court during the sessions of the years 1984 and 1986, was
rejected by the people on the fourth day of November, 1986.]175
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